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ABOUT
CROSS CURRENTS

Cross Currents is a biannual publication of the
Language Institute of Japan (LIOJ ) which
provides a forum for the interdisciplinary
exchange of ideas within the areas of cross-
cultural communication, language skill acqui-
sition, and language skill instruction.

Areas of Interest. At Cress Currents, we
are particularly interested in issues concerned
with both theoretical and practical aspects of
ESL/EFL acquisition and instruction, cross-
cultural training and learning, international
English language teaching with special em-
phasis on Japan, and English as an Interna-
tional Language.

Submissions. All submissions to Cross
Currents should conform to the Publication
Manual of the American Psychological Asso-
ciation (Third Edition) and should be submit-
ted in triplicate. Please include a brief abstract
of the article, a short biographical sketch, and
a cover letter with author's address and tele-
phone and fax numbers. Manuscripts may be
submitted on MacWrite or MS Word (Apple
software ) or on WordPerfect or WordStar ( I f3M

software) word processing programs. All sub-
missions will be acknowledged. Diskettes will
be returned. Manuscripts with SASE will he
returned.

Articles. Submissions should be ten to 20
pages in length and should address some issue
relevant to our aieas of interest. Cross Cur-
rents appreciates scholarship in a variety of
forms, though the publication of clear. insight-
ful, and thought-provoking writing is our pri-
mary goal. In the past, we have published
articles ranging in style from personal, authori-
tative opinions, to reviews of published litera-
ture in particular TESOL fields, to academic
research studies. All submissions shou!d he
iiccessible to a diverse audienee.

Bright Ideas. Submissions should be five
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to ten pages in length and should discuss prac-
tical English language classroom successes
and ideas clearly and simply for the benefit of
interested language teachers.

Book Reviews. Cross Currents welcomes
reviews of recently published literature rele-
vant to our areas of interest. Submissions
should bc three to five pages in length.

Authors of published material will receive
20 reprints. Authors will retain the right to use
material in future publications provided that
Cross Currents is acknowledged as the origi-
nal publisher. Authors are expected to refer all
reqilests to republish their work to Cross
Currents. Cross Currents will not give per-
mission to reproduce any work published here
without consent of the autnor.

Letters to the Editor. Cross Currents
welcomes comments from readers on issues
related to published articles or to our general
areas of interest. Letters will be printed when
possible.

The Editor of Cross Currents reserves the
right to make edi:ing changes on submitted
materials in order to increase clarity and equal-

ize style. Authors will be consulted only if
editing changes are substantial.

The views contained in articles printed in
Cross Currents do not necessarily represent
the opinions of the Editor or the Editorial
Board.

In keeping with our recognition of English
as an International Language. Cross Currents
accepts and publishes manuscripts in which
either American or British spelling conven-
tions are used.

Please send submissions and letters to:
General Editor
Cross Currents

Language Institute of Japan
4- 14- 1 Shiroyama. Odawara, 250 Japan
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Volume 17, Number 2 is the second in Cross
Currents' contemporary series of special fo-
cus publications which consider issues in in-
ternational language education. In this issue.
we examine "The Globalization of Higher
Education," the phenomenon wherein institu-
tions of higher education from the United
States establish branch campuses with gov-
ernment or private partners in other countries.
This is a particularly pertinent issue for Japan
in the early I 990s. as there has been an explo-
sion of branch campus activity in the last year.
The forum. "The Globalization of Higher Edu-
cation." begins on page 189: individual con-
tributors are presented in the introductory essay.

Cross Currents' lead article, "Is Japanese
English Education Changing?," page 139, ex-
amines the history of English language educa-
tion in Japana chronology which may sur-
prise some English language teachers. Author
Yoshie Alga concludes with a discussion of
the direction ofJapanese English education in
the near future.

In "Textual Schemata and English Lan-
guage Learning." page I 47, author S. Kathleen
Knao introduces the cognitive concept of read-
ing schema theory. concentrat ing on textual. or
what some researchers call "formal," sche-
mata. In her final section. Kitao discusses the
implications of textual schemata for Japanese
English language teachers and learners.

Alan Mak>. 's contribution. "Visuals and
Imagination." is the third article in ihis issue
of Cross Currents. Beginning on page 155.
Maley acquaints the reader with the pioneering
work of Lionel Billows and outlines rnanv
methods for the use of visuals in the language
classroom. In a final appendix. Maley pro-
vides a set of activities to help teachers get
started usiw visuals in language teaching.

In "Oral Language Taping and Analysis for
Teacher Training."' page 161, author Elizabeth

ABOUT
THIS ISSUE
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Leone outfit:es an experiential approach to
teacher training. Drawing on experience in
training bilingual education teachers in the
United States. Leone discusses a method for
providing basic linguistic training to practic-
ing teachers in in-service training seminars.
This article will certainly he of interest to
teacher trainers in Japan.

Joyce M. Taniguchi's article, "Who Does
What With Errors?," page 171. examines cur-
rent theory on errors in ESL/EFL writing.
Citing many classroom observations. Tani-
guchi provides the reader with a number of
suggestions for handling written errors in En-.
gl;sh as a second or foreign language.

The final article in this issue of Cross ur-
rents is "Expanding the Intercultural Perspec-
tive." page 177. In this article, author Wilf:,e,E
MeOrnie presents an alternative model
understanding intercultural communicicion.
McOmie examines the implications of his
model for teachers of intercultural communi-
cation in the final section of this article.

Our Bright Idea in this issue of Cross Cur-
rents- is "Rapid-Fire Questions for Better Com-
munication.- written by Robert Ruud. Begin-
ning on page 185. Ruud gives a rationale and
an explanation for the use of Rapid-Fire Ques-
tions in language learning. Specific sugges-
tions are given for teachers who would like to
try this technique in their own classes.

Cross Currents Volume 17. Number 2 con-
cludes with reeiews by Robert O'Neill. Paul
Jaquith. Sarah Parsons, and Curtis Chapman of
Cog/wire tinguisties,Ilununnsni in Longuoge
Teaching.The New (.'ornbrUlge English C'ourse.
Lost West, and Three Little Words, The re-
view section begins on page 229.

We hope you enjoy this special focus issue
of Cross Cm-rents. Wc will examine-Issues in
Refugee Education" in our next publication.
Volume 1 8. Number I. Spring 1991.
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LETTERS

Professionalism in International English
Language Teaching

IN ALL THE DISCUSSION OF WHAT IT MEANS TO

be a professional language teacher (Forum,
Cross Currents 17( 11), there was no explicit
men:ion of the idea that language teachers
might be more effective if they'd studied,
learned, or acquired a foreign language or two.

MONTI VIERRA
Hiroshima. Japan

MICHAEL REDHELD'S ARTICLE. "JAPANESE

University Hiring Practices and the Masters in
TEFL" (Cross Currents 17111), raised a num-
ber of points which merit discussion.

The system of hiring by recomn .ndation is
not without obvious flaws. but it also has a
number of positive aspects. The recommender
is usually held responsible, to a greater or
lesser extent, for those whom he or she has
recommended for employment. If an employ-
ee proves to be hopeless, the recommending
party will inevitably incur explicit or implied
obloquy. Recommenders can't be too silly or
they'll lose face in the eyes of colleagues.

Probably the most important questions a
Japanese professor asks himself about a pro-
spective junior colleagueforeign or Japa-
neseare, "Will this person fit in? Will we
feel comfortable wo:ii ng with him or herr Ir-
relevant though this may seem to some foreign
teachers, group harmony is considered far more
important than the somewhat hypothetical
benefits of having professionally qualified
foreign teachers.

It is also quite common 'or a university or

Cross Currents
ol Nu 2

1,11I
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college professor to want to employ teachers
who are of varying nationalities. In a small
women's college, for example, there might be
one North American, one Antipodean, and one
teacher from the British Isles. If two were
male, the third would be female; if two were
female, the third would be male. While this
may' sound like discrimination on grounds of
gender or nationality, the system is reasonably
fair and usually works as well as hiring on the
strength of qualifications.

Foreigners, especially those teaching in
provincial women's colleges, are hired to be
"pandas" or "unicorns" as much as language
instructors; many students in such a place have
literally never spoken to. or even been close to,
a foreigner before they started classes in their
coiiege. This being the case, the attitude of the
Western teacher is usually of far more real
importance than his or her formal qualifica-
tions: A willingness to be playful and friendly,
to listen to students outside the confines of the
classroom, and to participate in activities like
speech contests matters more than a detailed
knowledge of linguistics.

As many colleagues will have noticed, real
progress on the part of' lanEnage students seems

to hear little or no relationship to their teach-
ers qualifications. While it might be ideal, as
Michael Redfield believes, for a university or
college to employ only qualified language
teaching specialists, a clear case can he made
for hiring teachers from a wider variety of
backgrounds and academic disciplines. Wc
have all met the TEFL specialist who knows
about TEFL and very little about anything else,
just as we have all met the experienced, fully
qualified professional who is distant, offhand,
or even hos Ile towards his or her students, and
whose idea of true happiness is to have as little
to do with students as possible.

Lastly. I question the sanity of those who
offer the panacea of TESOL certification. A
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moment's thought about what it would entail
in reality, how much it w mild cost. how it

ould be administered. and so forth is sut fi-
t:lent to dismks the notion once and fur all.

Wiii 1.1\1 ('ORR
I)Cp(irtmePlI
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ninon 01 an "unreal- TESOL teacher Linter-
national Teaching of Englkh to Speakers of
Other Languages: Where is Our Profession

Cr,,,A Current\ 161:21). 1 have nei-

ther specialiied know ledge ot
education. or other related fields, ni,4 do I have
advanced acadenne training as a teacher. This
has not pre\ clued me from teaching for the pasl
tek ears, hut hecause I lecogniie and at least
partiall \ agree w ith Mr. Cla Ion's argumenk,
I am in the pi ocess of hecoming a -rear
TESOI. teacher. I. too. am con\ inced. ha \ ing
learnt the hard k a . that olle does not become

TESOL teacher iiripi h irwe of hemg a
native speaker of the English language. The
problem, howe er. isn't really to COM Ince

(Hirsch es. the teachers. hut to con ince the rest
ot the world (people like me tow- years ago)
that untrained people not only cannot leach to
their maximum ahilit\ hut that the\ also cheat
those they do teach of a proper education.

I often look hack \kith disma \ on mv irst
tw o \ ears of teaching English to postgraduate
doctors in Wuhan, the People's Republic of
China. 1 hose students e me the necessan.
experience 1 needed to come to Macau and
teach at the t. niversit ot Fast Asia hut it

w hat eost then education.' VI, tihi the expen-
ence and know ledge that 1 now ha\ e. how
much Illore e %%Mild II1V reachIll:/ fht

heel)! Yet. 1 was iji \ en those students to teach

because I w a -1 foreigner . a name speaker.-
and therefore a hettL'r I ES( teacher than the
maw, well-trained leachers illre.Rk Norklii '. at

the unl ersthr 1 he logic of this decision now
eseapes me, though it is L.( minion in China.
Ihe foreigner trained or no! is L onsisleptl

CROSS CURRLNIS 17, FALL 1990

giVen the better students. ln nry case. I was
gl\ en doctors and scientists. the cream of the
nation. I can now recognite the importance of
training and a proper educational background
ri TESOL teaching, and it is precisely beeause

m \ inexperience and the horror of my
own presumptions that 1 ha\ e come round to
agree with Clayton's arguments.

On page 57 of Clay ton's paper. \-Y hen dis-
cussing the -case for the status quo,'" he writes
that -expertise and academic training are not
necessar\ requirements to successful TESOI,
teaching.- While this is a common assump-
tion. I disagree with it. I need 0111% 1001% 10 the

L'11;111ge in no, 0,N. ii Walling to I ind examples

to dispro\ e this statement. The h kk of pho-
netics and phonology provide teachers ith
practical methods to teach students sounds and
pronunciation patterns. When students ha\ e
trouble \Y ith vowed and unvoiced pars. I nov,,
can e plain the dacrence 1-1% demonstrating
how the viriced consonants produce \ ihra-
non.. I he students I mil it gime amusing to sec
theinsek es clutching their throats to t eci the
dif ference hut it \\ orks.

1 here are man \ other examples to demon-
stf ale this, not rust ii terms ot practical class-
room methods, hut also in term, of hasic theo-
nes of education. .A good teacher needs to ha \ e

sonic know ledgetit the different teaelui meth-

odologies and ipproac hes that ha\ e de\ eloped
er the ears in order to hest choose tor

herself nd her students \% hat his a particular
situation hest. .21 good teacher needs to know

Medd terent learner strateies !hat her students
v, ill hr-nin.! lo the (,lassroom zull1 ho hest to
o)pe ith each ol those students. III short.
I11:71(' are 111.111 Facet,. of academic training that

allow leacileVs. to uctII hecome teachers awl
not rust act as guides or models.

A number of these were idennhed h\ Pelet
Sire \ in a presentation al (he 71 h -\nnual
LATEEL Conlerence iii London. It/7 Sire-
\ ens sepalated the dif teretil aspcc Is ()I leacher

trani1111.2 untO three components: the corn-

ponctil, the intormation component, and the
!hem\ component. I he kihi component iii

c [Mk", t'oullInand of the tat get language. teach-
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ing techniques and classroom management,
and the -management 01 learning.- V, hich
Strevens identif ied as the ability to assess mdi-
viduai '..tudent progress and the abilit to
manage a classroom with dill erent PCs ol
learners who may learn at different speeds.

The information component includes meth-
odological information, information about the
syllabus, and information about the languare.
including a description of the language. With-
out this background, the teacher is like a blind
man leading the blind, most likely unable to
answer a student's question w ith much more
than "I don't know: that's just the wa\ we .a
it in English.-

The them\ component is seltioNplanator\
hut is meant to include the disciplines of lin-
guistics. psycholingMstics, and sociolinguis,
tics, as w ell as ps cholog\ and education.
Strevens noted that not all teachers would gain
much from these theoretical studies and that
perhaps the\ should he limited to teachers ho
are interested InteildlIng more advanced learn-
ers or to teachers xx hose programs are long
enough to allow tor advanced theoretical stud-
ies. Streverr ;Ilso recommended the approach
of applied linguistics. A. Inch attempts to in-
chide those aspects of theorx considered most
relevant to classroom teaching.

I 5\ ould also like to address the 1.s11e 01 dif
ferent training for dit:erent purpose.. Clax ton
points to the fact that not all TESOI. teaching
is seared to academics, aml he asks us to
consider x hether nonacademic 'I LS01..1)0111(1
require academical] trained TLSOI. teachei s.
The implication. though not Clas Ton's (mil, is
that such nonacademic:111x oriented feachni,
need rur require an training at all. Funetional,
ct'iii.IsatioIiaI Ltigiish can he taught h an
one alta all, a is not so important, IN it

Wrong. I'LlnlI1U11;11. OM% L.T\Allunal I:Al-

t:211,AI is il I loo (Olen put al the hohom ()I a Ii
cm1 prionnes When it should he ;0 the tup. Him
tional .1.111,, are the hash, s hich build:
yx !thorn good manila( ion a Nodding w 111
collapse, 11 stands to reason. Mei chile. that
teachers -old\ leaching con salliinal mu

Unctional skdi s need tobeequall \ well named,

I believe that an experienced nonpnifes-
sional can act as a guide and model for stu-
dents. An inexperienced n Inprot essional. now
ever. must use trial and error to discever what.
ss ork s, In essence, the students become guinea
pigs, and their valuable time. as %sell as the
teacher's, pm\ all too easth he v,a,ded.

This leads to tilt:. topic 01 protessionalkm.
Like Clayton. I feel that it is unf air to automati-
cally consider nonacademieallv trained teach-
ers to he unprof essional, During ni, time in
Wuhan. I acted professionally. I tolik in ). re-

sponsihilities seriousk. I treated niv students,
colleague., and superior., v th re.,peet. I read
ex cry hook a\ ailablo in V4. uhan on language
teadung. and I attended the less conlerenccs
and semInars that were mu. Likev+ise. I met
more than a few trained teachers that I sould
not have considered professional. Profession-
alism has as much to do xx ith personal integrit \
as ss itli fornial educanun and training and
shuuld nut he s lex\ cd as the exclusixe domain
of certificate Or degree holders.

I also agree w ith !he argument presented in

(la\ ton's F-1Per that It Is -not onk the H'41)1,
hut also the revi0r,,dithr\- of the ai adeny to
del ine protessional quald ication- Thc
imroponenIs thr, argument. acCOrdillL2 to
(It\ fon, feel illts is necessat\ iii ordet to
ensure the excellence and grow th of MIL111:1-

tional 1 LSOI. as a profession- p,

mild like to take that one step fun her and
illtnle thai thr, Is neccssaiN, Hot old\ tic sere
out needs as prof essionals. but also to ser e our
students' needs as leaiiicr's It .1(InlinIsn'ators
(h) liot on.ure in then ow n that oil; quald ied

teachers ale teach111:.!. thcii it becomes the
teachers responsihiln to change this +int ono-
nate stale of al lairs in order to protect student..
In China, no one nrotects students .. thex
gis en a. language Ica::hers 111 (Me v,lio hap-
pens III V. dill ti ..C5periciki." Cal in ( '11111.1.

I esult Indly eduLA u )1! -.nt Adminis
!valors and educators alike Must del 1(k:that the
expense of a trained IcaAt2t is ssoutlissliile.

A eas cal ss Inch must he cddeci to t bus ar.71i
ment is that Mc delitutionol a-trained teak:het

not Int_ Illdc old Imcnclor's it. nidsto.,
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degre'! holders, I v ould hate to see a situation
yvhere onlY universik-frained people A ere
considered qualif ied. Of equal value are gradu-
ates of teacher training schools such as the
International House and diploma programs
such as the RoY al Society of Arts. Peopk. zi.re
all too often misled by the letters behind a
person's name. To illustrate: I recently had an
unwilling discussion w ith a Yisiting professor
here at the University of East Asia. She has
taught here for a I. ear no\ and has recently
completed a study of the junior college intll
level English program. Yet she asked me the
otherday when I would he finishing my
Master of Arts in Literature! Letters can be
deceptive. and pef pie tend to hello c iii their
value no matter V hat they stand for.

To conclude, although I started off in the
TESOL teaching prof ession hv slipping in
through China's open door. I would like to .ce
an end to the sort of situation 1A, here demand
outstrips suppk to the odent that an y. living.
breathing, English-speaking adult can become
a TESOL teacher for sty months. a scar, or a
lifetime. I too, like 'Mr. CI:is ton. am tired of
declaring that I am an English teacher yy hen the
response is so often sci mi. I hay e had the I ol-

low mg cony ersanon counties-Anne, and yy ould
ory much like to sec an end to its standard con.

elusion:
-And tc hat do \ 011 do iii \ lac an
"I teach English...
'Oh.- End of cork ersation. and end ot

revect. I too descrYe respcsi tor the rob I do.
even though it ma he toundedonin ahilitY to
speak my !lath,: i.;n:flage. Natural abilities
aside, there is quite a hir more to successtuf
1 ESOLteachin;2 than ILie casual ohserc c'rco mid

suspect. ( hir prof ession does need to establish
some onninium degree of wad !cations. not
onk to establish our MA 11 prOtessloi1illis111. hut
akotoensare quality edik-atnIn for current and
uture learners of Ett, Ii sh.

I{ \ \ \\, \\
no, l . Orpol 'II

/in ',1,1
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Vil r1)0.-0 O(3). THFRI- IS REPRI N I

of an article hy Thomas Clayton on the issue of
real and unreal TESOL teachers. Clay ton is
concerned about the proliferation of what he
calls unreal English teachers.--those who do
not haY e knowledge or training hut w ho are
nevertheless employed to teach simpl y. be-

cause they are native speak,n-s Ithe language.
According to Clayton 19901. how ecer, a

rea/ TESOL teacher should possess not only
native speaker prolicienc hut also -special-
tied knowledge ot linguistics, education, or
sonic other !elated and I advanced aca-
demic training as a teacher- p. In order to

ensure that the reputation of the international
TESOL profession will not be al fected hy
teachers cc ho do not ha\ c the necessar
;cations. he suggests the posstbditY of estah-

lisiting a -unk ersalk recogniied standard,
perhaps a I icen,e or a credential, %cinch repre-
sents ad\ anced academic and teaching train-
ing and yy WI is necessary I of admission Into
the practicing profession- p. 28 ).

As a pract long language teacher. I strongly
support the idea of a um% crsaik ao.vpted
'FF501. license. I hold tilts \ iew not so mueh
because I query the ahilitY of untrained hairs
speakers. but because I \cant to secure recogin-
non for im occ n professional qualifications.

a framed, nonnatk e-speaking English each-

ei teac-hing iii a nonnatice-sNaking countr, ;
hold a B.A. in English Studies arid an 11. Phil.
iii TESOL. and I hace sic y ears of teaching
eyperience Still. automatic recm.nunon of Ins
prok'ssional stttiis a- retil Vn,,.2.1ish teat:het is

not sornethinp that L:all be taken I or granted.

ti In, i dr? unredl teat
For ( !;i ton. the distinc. non bet w een a / ea/

and an ion teacher hes in l)i,'tlier oi not the

person has an academic quahhcation. Ilocc

ece! lin some pe((ple in Hong koiw. and
priglank ckeyy net e. the di sun( Irk )11 lies in

1{Crilllit'd 1,1 MI. ink c,iL hip;: (It

211,11 I/I NpleAll. Ill I ttlter I ,ineuaecs
Is I Ito 1)1111{2s...1( iI I ;( ( !

1,)1 61
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whether or not the person is native speaking
NS) or nonnative speaking iNNS1. As a NNS

English teacher. I consider decisions based on
this distinction a challenge to my professional
status.

Fortunately, thanks to the popularity of
language learning and the scarcity of NS teach-

ers in Hong Kong, NNS teachers do not vet
have to compete with NS teachers for jobs.
However, it does hurt my profe, sional pride
when I see advertisements like the folkm

Natne English teacher. Part time for r plar
school to teach children :tged two to six.

Eumpean/Amencan is icquired to teach
English conversation tull or part time. Ex
tlerience not necessarls,

Business English courses. courses con

sist of ten three-hour training sessions con
ducted h highl qualined, nanxespeaking
trainers.

These are typical advertisements en culated
language schools in Ming Kong to recruit
learners and teachers. In all cases, the role of
NS teachers is highlighted: this role seems to
he the key attraction tor potential learners.

The concept that NS language teachers nec-
essarily provide students with a hetter educa-
tion than NNS teaehers is eY en championed by

some experts in educat u in. For instance, a pan-
el of international: y prominent educational-
ists. when assigned hy the [long Kong (ioy em-
went to study the local language situation and
gie suggestions lor improv ement, of f ered the
follow ing recommendIions:

niuk.nd EiiI IL staild) tl: Id I .102 h

het., and the 0,ualux I 1 hi.r.1101 tc:h. hity

in schools should he inipro%ed hx Ow re
cruitment of expatriate lecturers
tor the collees ot I Jtitiiu on and the
lute ot anguage anon In ...iddition

we PA 0111IFICIld 01,11 seLondary schools
should be via ourar.ed RI rnplo
:1\ ailahle !wove hnosti speakers V. lib teat. h
mg qualit 'canons to teach Imglish.
kiqq,' C(111111i111)11. 14, 1 1 I
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IA native Apeaker pr(qicieney neeeNAllry:'
Nonnative-speaking English teachers, no

matter how conscientious they are, surf fer f rom
one fatal defect: lack of native speaker profi-
ciency. Because of this, mistrust and hostility
between NS and NNS teachers are not uncom-
mon. For example. an ex-colleague of mine
from England writes that "many Hongkong
t"achers...themselves have such difficulties
with English I that much of their teaching is

misleading and serves to promote local non-
standardisms and...poor English- ( Newbrook

988. p. I I). Quirk ( 1990) also worries about
the English taught by local teachers in such
countries as India and Nigeria. lie observes
that "the Engl ish of I these I teachers...inevitably
hears the stamp of locally acquired deviation
froIll the standard language- it). 8).

But is it realistic to exclude all N NS teach-
ers from the ranks of real leachers simply be-
cause they do not possess native speaker pro-
f iciencY? Is native speaker proficiency. attain-
able? To answer this question, let us examine
the experiment hy Coppieters. citt.q1 in Quirk

I 990 t. In this experiment. the linguistic com-
petence of a group of highly prof icient nonna-

c speakers of French was compared vs ith
that of native speakers. Though the NNS sub-
jects had a high ley el of pert ormance in French,
us,t..t.1 French as their working language. and
had resided in France for an average of 17
y ears, their test scores were signi f icantly lower

than those of native speakers. The implication
is that nan ye speaker prof iciencv is pracneallv

unachiey able for nonnanse speakers.
It nans e speaker prof vicncy ts unattam-

able. it is simply impractical to expect NNS
teachers to possess this ahditY before they are

Lonsidered cal teachers qualit ied to teach the
larreuage. llns is particularly true V. hen the
language taught is mainly used for interna-
nonal communicanon tautiniutuc. anon in

ish 111 a NNS eountrY among speakers of
t ferent natty e languages.

In lack Quirk i I 98 I also 7-calues the im-
possibility ot teacning the f till native model on
a mass scale in expecting every.N.hhy to possess
Hank e speaker pnificiency Ile theref ore sup-
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gests that a simpler, adapted form of the nato. e
variety--Nuclear English should he taught
instead. This is more practical because, while
native intuition of a natural language may he
unattainable for NNS teachers, a variety of the
language which can he described in a finite set
of rules and patterns is a tangible target.

Profit /en( .y certificate Ii ir ,V.VN tea( her
If native speaker prof iciency is not consid-

ered a prerequisite tor 'TESOL teachers. then
the issue of real and unreal teachers can he
easily resolved. Clayton's suggestion ofestah-
fishing a universally recogniied standard can
be one of the solutions. This standard would
represent not ()111. rele ant acaden uc and teach-
ing training hut also. for all NNS teachers, a
high level of linguistic proliciencY.

In order to ensure that all teachers in the
TESOL profession possess the necessary lin-
guistic qualification. an international bodY
such as the International Goy eniing Orgamia-
lion of.TESOI. suggested hy ClaY tt in. could N.
established. I his hod\ coukl for mulate a yet-
erence grammar and a ci of usage patterns tor
teachers. 'This standard of rel erence could also
set-Ye as a niiminum prohciencN. requirement
for all IFSOL, teachers, Only those knocotild
satisl V this requirement. 11 passing certain
tests. for example. would he granted a profi-
ciency certificate. an ot ficial recognition of
their linguistic qualification. Ihis certifi ale.
together with other re,e ant diplomas in teacher
training. Would rut NNS teachers in the ranks
of rod teachers. In the teachin12 of English 1 or
international communicanon in a N NS coun-
try.. they \Aollikl L'IlloY the same professional
status as NS teachers.

Ai/lamas:es irr anttn,..; ii / cire
The granting of a um\ ersall recoemied

TESOI. license to ,AIredelicrs. vy hether NS or
NNS. ould:

I. ensure high uiimil it ii the I I..S01. profes-
sion. NS teachers vy uht int training and
trained NNS teachers ithont the requrred
language profii_ wncy itild c excluded

from the profession-- at least from the bet-
ter institutions and language schools;

1. safeguard the jobs of NNS real teachers. If
employers understood that a NNS real
teacher had exactlY the same prolessional
qualifications as his or her NS counterpart.
they would he inure w riling to recruit NNS
teachers. especially if it cost less, (In Hong
Kong, for example. although local N NS
and expatriate NS teachers may he on the
same salarY scale. NS teachers are usually
entitled to fringe benefits such as a housing
allowance and air-laic):
enhance the morale of the language learn-
ers. As Julian Edge f P)SS I suggests. "the
best model for the students is not a for-
eigner speaking his or her flatly e language
hut the I local I teacher ellecnY el Conillui-
nicating in a foreign language- tp. I If
the learners realiied that their local teacher.
someone \kill] non] they snared a com-
mon language background. had achieved a
language prof icieney sufficient and appro-
prixe for a TES01. .cense. they otild he
more confident of their own success In
learning the language:

4. .)oost the morale ot the language teachers
themselves. AI present. there is no interna-
tionally reeogni/edorganuation foover.ei:
and accredit the linguistic proticieno of
NNS teachers. In an \ matter of dispute
relating to the language. Flatly c speakers
become the sole authorn and oy erruie
NNS teachers. This is particulark true vy ith
language questions io which no dear an-

er can he found in standard ref erence
grammar hooks. An international TF.SOI.
on.lani/anotikonld pro\ ide othcial aeeredi-
Luton to NNS ea/ teachers and grY e their
cont idenec and morale a hy hooq.

//won
Perhaps no tine w ill dispute the tact that

hi$211'sh is. and v ill \'011If fme to he. the world's
most illiporlanf I iiii.ua frant.;i. In order to
further enhance this international foie, e ill

ha e to rely nt it only on a handful of NS
teachers. tut ako. and more importantly . on
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NNS teachers who constitute a majority in the
TESOL profession. Instead of treating NNS
teachers as second best, as is now the case, we
should acknowledge their contribution and
recognize their professional status.

To sum up, I strongly support Clayton's
idea of establishing a universally accepted
TESOL license for all qualified teachers. If it
is the goal of international TESOL to become
a recognized and respected profession, it should
not be monopolized by any one group, but
should be made accessible to all, native speak-
ers and nonnative speakers, as long as they
possess the necessary qualifications.

MAN-SIU YAU
Lecturer, English Department

Chinese (1niversity of Hong Kong

Hong Kong
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Is Japanese English
Education Changing?
Yoshie Aiga
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English language teaching methods and tec
niques have been shifting. internationally, from
a traditional approach to a communicative ap-
proach. But is this really happening in Japa-
nese English classes?

I would like to start my discussion by citing
three stories which represent different facets of
Japanese English language use. Then. I would
like to look at the historical background of
English language teaching in Japan and ex-
plore the reasons why communicative compe-
tence has been underemphasized. Finally. I
would like to present some suggestions for
Japanese teachers of English.

Three Stories

Intercultural basketball
The first story is from a talk with a yming

American AET (Assistant English Teacher) in
Kanagawa Prefecture who is crazy about play-
ing basketball. Luckily for him, he was given
the chance to be a member of a community
basketball club. The morning after his first
meeting with the club, he came into my office
with less energy than usual. According to him,
what he had experienced was quite different
than what he had expected. He had thought
that the club members would play basketball
games. and that was what he had really wanted
to do. But what they had actually done was
mostly drillspassing halls, running shots.
etc. He commented that there mug be differ-
ences. even in basketball, between countries.

His remarks interested me. After several
weeks. I realized that the way of prailicing he
described was not an idiosyncrasy of his club.
but is ohen the case in Japan. When I met a PE
teacher and he told me something about train-
ing players, the AET's words"11 we had
played games. the get-together would have

been much more fun----came to my mind.
Aren't our English students similarly dis-

appointed because they too do isolated drills
and practice without ever playing the real game?
The following statistics give some idea about
what is often done in classrooms.

Table I , below. and Table 2. top of page
140. are based on a questionnaire answered by
250 junior high school teachers in Kanagawa
Prefecture about their usual English classes in
1988 (Kiyota & Aiga. 1989).

Table 1 shows the time allocation of vari-
ous activites in a typical 50,minute class pe-
riod. As the table shows. presentation of new
words and grammar points and comprehen-
sion of the text (reading and translation) oc-
cupy almost half of the lesson period. We can
infer that these elements arc emphasized for
the purpose of helping students comprehend
the linguistic features of the day's test. Only
one fifth of the lesson period, however, is spent
on practicing.

TABLE
Average 'rink` Allocation in 4 50-Minute Lesson

Re% lev.

Plc-sent:mon

Reading/TranIation

Prat:t

Idat ion

Yorlue holds Af A in Ii ;(
eV% ('ollet!e. fallanhw 1,'Inveray
apt bil0141 leaChr, t' tmt&him al

Edui anon Center m
Kanat;aia Pt do (we. ,,alt

)1. from 11th.11-

She i. currently
flu' Kanagawa

ji tatva Cdv.
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TABLE 2
Frequency of Activities: Always Often D Sometimes Rarely 0

Pronunciation Drill

Reading Aloud

Oral Practice

Expressing Ideas

Discussion

1111F-.111111111111111111-

25 50 75

Table 2 shows that pronunciation drills and
reading aloud are most frequently performed,
whereas expressing ideas or participating in
discussions happens far less often.

Through Tables I and 2, we can see that
most of the average lesson period is spent on
mechanical drills and on the teacher' s explana-
lions, rather than on communicative activities.
Based on these data, we may say that there is
some similarity between the AET's basketball
experience and the current system of learning
English in Japan. Both are skills which are
practiced more than played.

Fear of makin,s; errors
The second illustration is taken from a lec-

tgre by a Japanese professor linguistics,
Nobuyuki Honna (1989). at a seminar for sen-
ior high school English teachers at the Ka-
nagawa Prefectural Education Center. In his
lecture "Language and Culture," Honna re-
ferred to a Japanese attitude towards speaking
foreign languages. One of his examples was
about some Japanese businessmen's wives
living in the United States who hesitated to
speak English and avoided being involved in
the community. When Honna asked these
women why they hesitated to use English. they
replied that their command of the language
was not good enough.

Unfortunately, this attitude is quite com-
mon. Feeling insecure because of inaccuracy
and poor fluency, many Japanese hesitate to

use English or to get involved in cross-cultural
communication. Their fear of making mis-
takes works as an affective filter, debilitating
their confidence in communicating through
English.

Honna noted that it is a Japanese tendency
to appreciate an output which is as close as
possible to the model preserved in the process
of learning. That is, an output which is iden-
tical to the presented model is most valued.
Thus. Japanese language learners are apt to
worry about mistakes and poor fluency when
far away from their intended goal.

Team teaching
The third example can be contrasted with

the above two episodes. In a study by the
Institute for Research in Language Teaching
(1988). Japanese teachers of English (JTEs)
were asked if there were any differences be-
tween students before and after the JTE started
team teaching with native-speaking assistant
English teachers (AETs) from the Japan Ex-
change and Teaching 'JET) program. The
JTEs observed many favorable reactions in
their students: Students hesitated less in using
English with native speakers; students' moti-
vation to learn English increased: students
looked forward to the next team taught class:
stud .!nts' interest in learning English increased;

and students reacted more enthusiastically in
English classes.

According to students' reactions, the pro-
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grant to introduce native-speaking AETs into
Japanese En,glish classes has been received
favorably. providing an increased number of
students w ith real opportunities to use English
as a means of comMUnication.

To the question of \\,hether JTEs were sat-
ished with team teaching. howe%.er. answ cr.

aried. About 50(..; of the junior high school
JTEs and 34'; of the senior high school JTEs
answered that thev were satisfied, But hall the
,iunior high school JTEs and more than half the
setnor high school JTEs had reservations about
team teaching. sa ing that the\ Aere not sure
how to team teach effectR ek On-fume tor
Research in Language Teaching. 1988, p.

In I 9X7, w hen this research \\ as done. the
JET program was only one Year old, and the
phrasc -team teaching- as unfamil iar to man
teachers. Rut during these past three sears, a
considerable number of seminars, lectures. and
publications about team teachIng ha\ e been
offered: today team teaching is a nnich-de-
haled topic. The number 01 teachers who hae e
team taught al least once has draniaticall
increased. I believe. therefore, that the Insti
lute tor Research in Language Teaching re-
sults listed abov e MI id (hi ler if teachers V, ere
questioned todit.

One question hl ;I 1(8o) stIr\ e O the Ka-
nagav a Prefectural EduL anon Center 1K ()la

& Alga. lotnh reeals this inercasingf,,
ittittl(te I P,o hundred senior high school

teachers w ere asked NA het her the introduction

ot ALl s into the classroom w as an el leen\ e
means of impro mg student language skills.
\ !net) percent responded that AFT. helped
students mipro\ e listening comprehension
skills: xtr'r r, responded that ALT, helpe(I stu-
dent, improe speaking skills, Ml leT()Ilth'd
that AFT. helped students improxe reading
skitj, trid (1)(;. responded that AE.1 s helped
students improe %%riling skills p. 2M These
yures shim that leak hers todo, di re;2ard

team teaching as Mom

(itii/quc\(/to
I he hrst kkoshiries iepic \ern a 'mire !IA:-

1,011A and r% plc. al h ii E.m:f ish (Attica
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lion in Japan: Practice makes perfect. In the
I irst example. emphasis is put on the impor-
tance or practice: in the second example. value
is put on thi result of practice. The third ex-
ample. in contrast, represents the current ap-
proach. More imaginatix e and comm unicatix e
foreign language teaching methodology is
graduallv being made available to students.

It is clear that something is changing in
Japanese Enghsh classes. Hut wh).. In spite of
the long-term criticism of the Japanese weak-
ness in English language listening and speak-
ing skills, ha, this change been so long in
coming? In order to explore this. I would like
to briellv discuss the histor of English lan-
guage teaching in Japan.

Historical Background
When we trace the historv of .1;ipanese

English language teaching for the last 70 ears,
e find soine conspicuous I orerunners s ho

made great contributions to Japanese English
education hv de\ ising teaching materials, In-
troducing methods and approaches. and aiding
Japanese students to learn English effectivel) ,

Vs, hen we studY these early teachers, vr e real tie

that k hat tho ad ocated Vas not teaching
knglish for the purpose of reading or vk
but teaching English tor the purpose of coin-
inunicati e ciimpetence.

Panner v, as in\ ited to Japan troM
.011doll ersh as linguistic ad ism to the

Japanese Mulistiy ot Lthicahon and v, as ap-
pointed the I irst director of the Institute for
Research in rnglish Teaching Unitas 's Insti-
tute f or Research in Language Teaching).
Palnwr ',fa\ ed In Japan from 1922 to I 9.qi
\' as responsihic fur introducing the Oral

lethod around the countr . Palmer described
three steps in language learning: ii receiving
knov, ledge: 2) I ix mg kn ov,. ledge in the mem-

bv repetition; and iisin;2 the kno\slcd,.2c

in meal practice. lie said that teachers can teach
the f st t ()steps in the classroom and the thud
step w ill be done in real be I hill. l(Pi2

.C. Foes. ho it a hrotessnr at the
nieIrsth of Michigan. v, as in ned to conic lo

japan in 106 as it member ot the Specialist,'
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Conference on English Teaching in Japan.
Fries' visit to Japan llhered in a ne phase in
English classes in Japanese rumor high Nchool,
under the name of the Fries' Niethod or the
Oral Approach. Eries 1977) clarified the goal
of the Oral Approach as "'the abilit to use the
language- I p. 9) and talked about the impor-
tance ot caret ulk designed oral eteloNO.
also Nuggeqed three steps in language learn-

ing praetice: I ) minlier-memorwation of the
teacher's prompt: practice choosing the
proper structure., and 3 automatic unconscious
use of the appropriate NII-MAUR I hie, 1977 I.

WC can see that both Paltrier and t ries put
their primar\ emphasis on leaching language
oralk . According to Ito loss,. both Palmer

and Fries encouraged accurate pronunciation
and grammar in spoken lang nage. Jule at the

sank' MTh! stressing Hoene\ . lioth Palmer and
Fries claimed that these procedures helped
also to do, clop reading And \A riting

Since the late I 950s, Fries' Oral .Approach
has tlecome idel knokn in Japan. Rut grad-
ually, mechanical drills. such as suhsmunon
drilk and pattern practices, c etc Neparated out

as it thc alone v, ere the dint of teaching
English I ntortunatek . this lett the holistic
intentions at Palmer and Fries behind.

In the earls 1(4)(k. Chomslo ..Uanstonna
norm] gramma ,. hrought to Japan. In the
second halt ot the I9()1 is. studies v, ere pub-
lished Mitch :ittempted to improe school
Inilrh lessons through the application ot the
theories ot transtormational grammar I see. tor
e ample. Osa+ a. 1967 In part, the introduc-
tion ot transformational grammar into the class
room v, as a c rincal reaction to the ( )ral Ap-
proach v,hich had. ht then. deenerated into
simple pattern piaci ic cr. transhirma-
Initial grammar had little impao.

In 1964, \1. RI\ ers. I Iii I')(
ithil the [ er....n I, a, !led 01

the dall!,1c1 iii 0\ inci.

kirilk in the audiolingual 111 1q6S,

RI\ ers. (o cp_qi I tirl.,:eiti;,,f v

published and suggested and intLracticc
actk ities to lead .students to the 'Lige of real
communicat it in. In 19-'2.
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Larlool.:e .4,1,111. p as translated Into Japanese

:IN (.;,11.4o411$,,,t) Shin& )4,/ m Mak Seim, OA Ilie-

kwa. Floseer. Ris ers ideas. like those ot
transformational grammar. did not catch on.

In the I 970s. arious methods. such as The

Silent Wa and Counseling Learning. appeared
and created intelleetna! interest. I 105 es er,

these methods \sere not used etenskek in
Japanese English language classrooms.

In the I 980.. the Notional S. Ilabus and the
Communicatke Approach became kmm ii
" idek in Japan. Wilkins' 1tionaLs.c/Iabioe.,

197('i ) and Johnson and Morrov, .0/nPrilim

( (Mt ot the Clak1riisqli I I9S I I 1% cre bath

tran.lated into Jananese in I OS4; the\ are

,s,Ihrbit, and (
pr,oeh Kc01 u, respecnvek. S.D.

Krashen came hi Japan in the erl I 9NON, and

Lam.211,11,,e /It H(Dttla.fiurt.A.: Kr:Ishen. 9S2
translated into Japanese as Oar \t

0S4). In I9Sti. Krashen and
errell's I he \atural AppriCan h I 9s3 v, as

translated into Japanese as .\,itio,il Ippr h

\Wile

In looking at Mc histor ot English lan-
guage teaching in Japan (I\ er the last 711 C.11s.

'AL' Nei: a large gap bets+ cen theor and practice_

1 he of iginal aim at teaching English in Japan
v)as not mere translation or mechanical
but ss dN na leak.11 qudt.,Iits to integrate the tour

skills, utn tie priorit on h stennn2 and speak

trig. tor L-olninutneatie Purptr,c5. leaching
English as a means at communication is not a
nes's idea in _Lipari at all.

I he Recent Pa.-.1
lit hate the L ohnnum \ aqic(AN at

speaking and listenini,g been less einpha.1./ed iii

japancse English classes .' histeid al dc% clop.

In" into more nicainitelul communicatis e

prac h V6 etc onk the niedLoneal parts
ot jrrlI int! grammar translation reldined lot

\ rea.(ms, l's
lici tstiI nH2Ins Irmn 151/40 5 cy, Null.: inside
the classrooin ;Ind Olik!dl: the lassroom.

Ili \hi( Olt
1V,iNt ill liii (L: 1C! \
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chanical drills is the impression the outcotric
makes: that is. well controlled. rigorous oral
practice by teachers with quick, loud, choral
response by students gives general observers a
positive impression of a lesson. A second
reason is the theory that learning is attained
through habit formation after repeated rote
memorization. Unfortunately. stt, -lents' fa-
tigue and boredom are not taken into consid-
eration. Third It, grammar translation and
mechanical drills create the least dif ficulty for
teaclwrs with large classes.

Outside the chts,stoom
In the recent past. English language use

outside the classroom w as quite rare for the
ast majority of students. English was noth-

ing but a school subject. Richards (1985) de-
scribes Japan as one 01 roinv EFL countries
w he re English is an important school subject
necessary for passing an entrance examina-
tion. This 0. prohably the biggest reason w
teaching English as a means ot communieation
has been less emphasized in Japan: The c(mt-
munication strategies or listening and speak-
ing are tar less needed than Writing arid reading
skills, which are necessar to answer the test
questions.

Howe\ er, as Richards (1985) notes. th
role ot English in a countrv w here English is
not an oft icial language ma still he sinili-
cant. "roda x. the function of Eio.l ish in Jara-
nese soc;et% is changing in accordance w ith
Japanese economic grow M. and pioducti% e.
communicative English language skills are
needed more than eer. The follow mg statis-
tics show the dramatic changes in japan',
cross-cultural coinmumcatum ith othereoun-
ti les.

1 he number ot Japanese citizens ho made

trips ahroad 01 1988 w as X.4 0,000 This
fHfond people more than in 1987

Nihon .koohoo woiku Kenlo
1990, p 4.

.2. I he number of schools taking trips abroad
is also Inc reastng. According iou ,,tire hs
the Japanese %finish\ ot Education. 2(18

0
,
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schools (50.728 students) made a sehool
trip ahroad in I 988, while on lv 134 schools
(28.940 students) made a similar trip in
1986 (Naigui Kyooiku, 1989. p. 2 ).

3. International exchanges between schools
are also increasing. In 1988, 404 schools
had an mei-, (s sister or brother school.
This ngure was up from 325 schools in
1986 Kyooiku, 1989, p. 2).

4. The number of students who go overseas to
study either long term of short term is also
increasing. In 1988. 4,283 high school
students went abroad to studs tor three
months or longer. In 1986. only 3.165 stu-
dents studied abroad for a similar amount
of time (.% etlik vooi Au 1989 p1),

The Near Future
More and nnire Japanese people are inter-

ested in learning English. They w am to gain
not onlx linguistic knowledge hut also corn-
municath e skills. "I 0 meet the demands of
societx . the Ministr ot Education has revised
the Course of Studs to he implemented m
1994. .lhe new Course of Study for (...pper Sec-

(mdarv Schools inc hides new subjects called
Oral Communication A. Oral Communication
B. and Oral Communication C. in addition to
the subjects English I. English II. Reading. and
Writing. The new subjects W ill help to de\ clop
students' eommumean ve competence and also
hglp to encourage positk C iltittiiIe, toward
communicating in English.

Throug.h the Japan Exchange and leaching
(JET) program. w hich started in 1987 in coop-
eration w Oh the Ministrx ot Foreign Affairs,
the Ministr% of Education. and the Ministr 01
Home At lairs. the number of assistant foreign
language leachers in Japan ruls increased stead-
l and rapidk . I n I 987, there w ere 8 I 3 assis-

tant Enghsh teachers t AE roni the I. oiled
States, Britain, Australia, and New /ealand
teaching in Japt; nese schools. In 1988. there
k ere 1. 84 s. Including teachers from
Canada and Ireland. In 1989. the number of.
;isso,tant foreign laneuare teachers W us 1.894
and included, tor the first nine. asostani f'ren-h
and ( 'roman teat.-her.
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The JET program has provided opportuni-
ties for all participants to become involved in
cross-cultural communication and English
language use. St ut.ents are giv en the chance to
use English in more realistic. communicative
situations, AETs must V. ork with the Japanese
teachers of English 1.1TEs I. sometimes facing
difficulties in cross-cultural issues or commu-
nication. JTi . are ohhged to rev iew Vc hat was
being done in the classroom and to consider
how to team teach with the AET. Teachers
need to he sensitiv e and fievihle as thev reeval -
uate their teaching materiak and met hodolop
in order to make lan,!2uage classes more crea-
tive and meaningful.

A continued commitment to the JET .,ro-
gram v. ill help all participants achieve these
cross-cultural and language acquisition goals.

Conclusion
In the last part of this article. I feel it is

important to emphasi/e the evcitcillent ot
working in the gildsi of this new trend. I hope
this trend w ill allow teacher, ;0 eschange ideas.
share e periences. evplore ways to make
improvements in their teaching. and use con-
struct:Ye criticism I rom others in order to
develop themselves tor the henetit of their
students. With this in mind. I Vk Wild like to

make some su ..2.gest 10:1s.

First. we iiitist recogni/e the importance of
making ohscrx alums :thou! \A hal is happeigh,!,

in the lassroom in order to e plore Other
possibilities or v iiiitIOils. I Ins ma liot sound
dif ficult. hut once we start to c \ prCss \' hal

are doing or did. w e mav discover that our
peers understanding of the situation is not the
same as ours. It is difficult 10 dOepell Mit
iiiiilei s1and111.! al10(11 01110 people's lessons

onlv thmugh heating about them. Vs.'e are

likely to interpret \ hat w. c hear hased on our
previous evperiences.

Lorne. quoted in Fansclow 9Sti pointed
out that teachers often do 1101 hat c a l:110,211:142C

LII LP-a. In iiiteussiiii. then acn ines. noting "the
absence of a common technical ocabularx
limits the ahilitx U nak /c as the :wink
of the obser anon that leachers make- (

20). I think It is evtremely important to find
a common technical language to describe w hat

observ c or do. so that tie can share ideas.
promote understanding. and e \plore it ays
improve our teaching methods. As a first step.
I think we need to describe our teaching or oh-
sen ItIOIls spectlicall . accurately. and clearly.

Second. we need to kork to achieve a 1 ligh
Sv nergv H feet in teaching. This mean.. that

the Iv, o plus two of our teaching should equal
f ix e or more than like. If v,e stick to the
traditional Vc av ol teaching. the results of the
lesson S ill he a mathematical sum or less. Elm
it e start to rev iew teaching. searching f or
communicative methods. pa\ ing more atten-
tnin to interaction het W een the teacher and the
students and among the students therns,.1 es,

creating sltuallonS ti hich lead to real cominu-
meant C situations. the outcome 01' ill he more belief icial for each learner.

Third. tie [teed to share ideas and ev pen-
en,vs in order to explore the via ot teaching
English as a loreTn language in Japan. gettini.2.

from the idea that Japanese English
education is unique. What knhls of problems
are ii alting tor us.' What kinds of changes v, ill

happen to students knglish prof icienc\ % hen
the emphasis in teaching is shit ted to commu-
nication skills? 1 loti can teachers integrate the
tour skills in teaching? Can students de\ clop
their communicant e ahilitv and maintain or
enhance their t ocahularx and grammar knov, l-

edge at th, 'same lune? I loit can teachnn2 ina-
!coals and texts mo-,e hev ond mechanical
drills to meaning! ul activities, and dc clop a
po,,111Ve attitude in students" V% hat kinds of

configurations and procedures will generate a
11.111 S ect. increasing students- III

Iciest and II1011 ih1 Mid Under v hat
conditions can the J 11: and the ALT team teach
slIL.LTss1 dTitt ing 111)011and respeL"1111!2 each

others specialities to generate a High xt nergx
It is xer diflicult to anstict these

questions ti ithuitit e plormg our methods of
teaching :ind ttitiiiiiit sharing ideas and expel.,
enCes ith people xxho 11:1L' dif I event hack
grounds ill teat lung Or teaming.

. i helicie that 111Cse Liuk-,11011%,
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be answered and these problems can he solved

only through great teacher Ilex ihihty. dedica-

tion, and respect for a variety et perspect iv es.
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Reading comprehension has traditionally been
conceptualized as a skill in which the reae:r
passively takes in what the writer has written.
However, over the past several years, research-
ers and theorists have come to recognize that
this so-called passive skill does indeed require
active participation. The interaction between
the reader's own knowledge and the text re-
sults in comprehension. Beginning with such
theorists as Goodman ( I 967 ) and Smith 1971).
there has been a trend toward considering the
contributions of the reader in the interpretation
of text. This movement includes theorists not
only in psycholinguistics, but also in philoso-
phy, psychology, communication, and literary
criticism. Schema theory is a theory developed
to help explain how readers make use of their
own knowledge in interaction with the text to
arrive at comprehension.

In this paper. I will look at the process of
reading, at schema theory in general. and at
textual schemata in particular. I will discuss
the effect that textual schemata have on reading,

specifically the reading of nonnative English
speakers. I will conclude with suggestions for
the second or foreign language classroom.

Reading: Two Conceptualizations
Traditional conceptualizations of reading

depict it as a unidirectional, passive process.
Models such as those proposed by Gough
(1972) and LaBerge arid Samuels (1974) are
typical of this viewpoint. According t( these
models, reading is an additive process in which
the reader puts symbols together into morpho-
logical clusters, morphological clusters into
words, words into phrases. phrases into sen-
tences, and sentences into overall meaning.
This conceptualization treats reading as a bot-
tom-lip process, because the rer..der begins
with the lowest level, symbols. and works up to

higher levels. These models reflect traditional
attitudes toward reading.

However, studies of the reading process
have produced results that cannot be explained
in terms of a unidirectional model. These stud-
ies (see Reicher, 1969; Kolers, 1970; Weber,
1970; Meyer & Schvaneveldt. 1971: Brans-
ford & Johnson, 1973; Schank, 1973: Nash-
Weber, 1975; Stevens & Rumelhart, 1975;
Rilmelhart, 1982, for studies; see Rumelhart,
1982; K I Mo. 1989, for detailed discussions of
these studies) indicate that recognition of words
influences recognition of the symbols that make
them up and is influenced hy a knowledge of
the syntactic and semantic context.

All of these studies show that lower-level
processesthe identification of words and let-
tersare influenced by intermediate and high-
er-level processessentence comprehension
and know ledge about the context. A concep-
tualization of reading must take into account
these indications that there is an interaction
between higher and lower levels. As Thomas
(1980) stated. "What readers gain from a text.
then, is only part of comprehension. Readers
also integrate this information with the exist-
ing knowledge in their heads- (p. 34).

Interactive processing in reading
Goodman (1967. 1970) helped stimulate

interest in reading as an interaction among
levels of processing rather than a bottom-up
process. Goodman proposed a view of reading
as a process in which the reader makes use of
higher-level knowledge in order to compre-

S KtitilfreP1 hat) elved her PhD, ommun-
uation iii fl.4i1 higan Skye 1,/niversity She vs, a lull

time lecturer it Doshisha W, mien' s ( ner
art.', le "lingulAtic Polonatil A and hngliAh Lan-
s.,,uage I earning- appeared in Cross ( 'urtent I 7(1
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hend lower-level structures. lie charactented
reading as a "psycholinguistic guessing game-
in which the reader makes pi edictions and then
sample input to confirm or disconfirm the
predictions and to serve as a hask for further

edictions. Goodman believed that w hat
happens "behind the eye- is as important as the
text itself. Goodman focused on how the
reader used syntactic and semantic kmiv, ledge
in the process of reading. More recently, re-
searchers have expanded this locus to include
ways that both background knowledge and
know ledge ordiscourse and rhetorical patterns
are used in ciimprehension.

Smith ( l082) has also supported this inter-
actional conceptualilation of reading, tie
emphasiied the role of w hat he referred to as
nonvisual infiwnhilirm------ information that isnot
on the printed page. including backgr(mnd
knowledge and rhetorical know ledge. Smith
believed that the role of nonvisual information
was to reduce alternatives in reading in order to
allow the reader to make more accurate predic-
lions about the text. Since reading is a prOce,.
of predicting. sampling, and revising, then the
better use readers make ot :ionvisual informa-
tion. the more accurate their predictions k ill
he. and the more accurate their predictions arc.
the ini)F: efficient the readers will he.

Schema Theory
Schemata are defined as hiiehl\ gailued.

generic know ledge structures \k it hi /Ht
place/udders for each coMponent ( Anderson.
Reynolds. Schallert. & 1977: den I. \
& van Oostendorp, o broad k pc, or
schemata arc ()went hentabi and re ttu,i/
St hemard. Content schemata contain general
or spc(.itic iritorniatiori (m a i.n entopic. I extual

schemata. with v, hich this paper is eoncerned.
contain infomiation about standard rhetorical
patterns into which texts are organued. lii

additum to inhiftliation about constraints on
what can fill a slot. Iscnemata includc letaitlt

ai ties for each slot. Therefore. if no infor-
mation is aadahle to till a slot. the reader fills
the slot w nth a value that he/she know s it he

pical in that slot. Sk. hemata are fuerarchi-
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eallv organtied from the most important to the
least important information (Anderson, I 978).

Knov ledge of textual schemata helps read-
ers make more accurate predictions and there-
fore read more efficientlx. In addition to
making more accurate predictions, knowing
about rhetorical patterns allows readers to
concentrate on content once the pattern is rec-
ogniied and also helps readers distinguish the
relative importance of pieces ot information.

Rhe.rorh oI pinlerro
Textual schemata might be compared to a

general outline of the 0:pc of information that
would he expeocd in a gi% en k pe of textual
organi/ation. For example. in a simple per-
sonal opinion text, the ntle of the outline woukl
he the statement of the opinion itself. The
Roman numeral., kk ould represent indk idual
reasons that support the opinion, and capital
letters. Arabic numerals, etc. would represent
elahoratio,is on the reasons. The outline might
look like tire one in Figure I . bekiv, :

R 1 RI I

Outlinc of lkrint,iI Opinion I C \

()pinion
I. Itca.on

A c \plandlwri. &talk. cl
elahwanon. details. eic.

II. Reason 42
e \planation. chkprmion. detaik. tc.

explanatkin. elaboration, k.ictail.. ctc.

Of course, a arick ot rhetorical patterns
max. he nested within one text. For example. in
a text w ith a prohlcm/solution organi/ation.
the writcr maN, compare and C011trast MO of
more ot the solutions, e \ pre.. an Opininn liii
10101 .olution is hest,

here are many types of expo.iton, rhetori-
cal orgamlation. Below: is a list of 12 Ilialor
h, pc.. lic.c can he liquid in both paragraphs
miii longer texts.

I. Desi riptiou. de. rine. ph\ Hcal ;ippeat
inn e or characten.nc.
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Narrative: tell. a .ton .

Directions: gives instructions on how to
do something.
Personal opinion: states an opinion and
reasons to support it.
Illustration: makes a generali/ation and
supports it either with an anecdote or w ith
facts, data. OIL%

b. Classification: dn. ides petiple. places.
ideas. etc into categories.

7. Anal\ sis: cik ides one large thing up into
smaller parts.

S. Causation: introduces a cause and dis-
cusses et t ects. or introduces an ef feet and

discusses causes.
Comparison: discusses sinularutes and
differences between two obr2cts.
p:.ople.

W. Problem/solution: presents a problem and
diC13e one or More stIlill101)...
Allegor C\ plain truth about human
conduct or it.-tions through sv mbols.
Collection of descriptions: show. how
ideas or events are related. or tttiiii s

011111i baI' k ',Mlle /HUM \

12.

Me\ er and Rice 9S21 proposed a model
of how readers use le \t n ucture. Skilleti
ITader approach a tevt ilh kno1A kdte ot the
con% ennonal 0112am/ohm1 (It LAN. \ !Wk.'

cues in the title and introduction that Indicate
the pattern that the kkntcr plans to il(' 1 lies

also search 01-gam/animal iromework
that tits the test that the\ are reading. that is.
thie \ \N :itch tor patterns that ne the propl.ilion,,
in Ow lc \ I logclher. Ihe . aka) \% alt. Hort\ pical

ocabalan, relatc to a specit it. p.iltern \k hen
the\ identitv Mc rhetorical pattern. the\ inlet
pre( ne\% information Iron) the le \I in li111 it

both the orgamiation the\ e \ ilIld
kII0V,Iedgc ot the content arca. III a lot4!.

redilcr are able to make use ot the
hierarchical nature ot tevtual heniaLl lit

I 11C most important information I rom
the tevt. I hus. tevtual schemata reader.
both to make predictions ;thou! the L'I MICH! (11

thC tt.'\t and I() make decisions .1bout the ino,t
important propositions in the tevt

For e\ample. according to \lever and Rice's
niodel. if a skilled reader is reading a let about
the problem ot college entrance eanunations
in Japan and some potential solutions. hehhe
uses the title or intoiductory sentences Or para-
graphs to try to identify the oVcral I pattern of
the tet. A title like -FAamination Hell: The
Problem and Some Solutions- would clearly
identil a problem/solution pattern. Also.
writers often indirectiv identify the pattern that
thev will he using with c\pressions like, -In
this article. I will discuss the problem of col-
lege entrance e \ aminations and propose three
solunons.- 11 the pattern is not easth iden-
tifiable from cues in the title or introduction,
the reader notes vocabularv related to par-
ticular pattern. in thus case. words such as
-propose.- "'suggest.- and -should- ma\ help
identity the pattern. Finallv .11 the reader finds
a statement ot a problem tollowed lw a state-
ment ot a solution. he/she will recogni/e that
these fit together III a problem/solution pattern.
Flu pattern helps the reader kuiti i. hat 10

\peet and how pieces ot Information are tied
together. Beeause ot the hierarchical nature ot
tevtual schemata the pattern ako helps the
reader know w inch rneees itt information arc
most important fo evample. the statement
ot o solution \\Mild he more important than
t urther evplanation ot that solution.

In addition to know ledge about rhetoneal
pattern.. readt.,r. iti knglish e \peel a levt lit

ha\ C three parts an introduction, il
1011. Mid The introduction makes
;1 statement ahool a hitle itiiI iillorniN the
reddcr ift 1111 III the 11111C \k titer
plans to deal w ith. I he pands, OIl

the innoducior statement and gi es evamples.
compares two ideas. stales lea \ons tor opm-
tow,. etc. !he k.otichtt.ltAi eomplete,, the diN-
k.11.wil b\ summari/ing, restating the main
idea. or daw ing c ouclusioil . pubIR
speaking students are irst \ on tell the
tlliiienLe w hat \ on are going to tell them, then

tell diem. then \ tell them w hat \ on told
thein.

Paragraphs are evpected lu liaC .1
pancin, though cc hen the\ ale Part ot actual
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texts, they often omit the conclusion. Para-

graphs are also expected to have an explicit or
implied topic sentencea sentence, often in
the introduction, that states the main topic of
the paragraph.

Another type of textual schema is a story
grammar or storv schema. Story grammars are
representations of a narrative. Though story
grammars are me most extensiv elv studied
type of schema. I do not intend to deal with
them specifically in this paper. For a discus-
sion of story grammars and second language
learners, see Carrell I 9S4b).

Cohesive nes
Another aspect of rhetorical organi/ation is

related to cohesive ties w ithin a text. Hallidav
and Hassan ( 1976) categoriied and described
types of cohesion in English. They divided
cohesive ties into two types, lexical ties and
grammatica/ nes. Lexical ties were further
divided into collocation ( words that tend to
occur together) and reiteration (repetition, ei-
ther of the same word or of a synon\ in. super-
ordinate word, or general noun). Grammatical
ties were db. ided into four categories:

I. reference: personal. demonstrativ e. and
comparative pronouns:

2. substiL:tion: replacing nouns (e.g.. \. th
r.), verbs (e.g.. with ''do''i. and

clauses (e.g.. ith -so- ):
ellipsis: leaving out nouns. v erbs. etc.:

4. coMunctions: transitions w Inch indicate
relationships w ithin and between ...el-Hence\

or parts ol the text.

3.

'The fourth l.ate,:20n., conjunct hich

vk ill call trartsmons I is particulark important
in assist ing readers' compreliension. William
( 119S 3 ) charactenied vansitions as signposts
on a road: The tell the reader het her the road

will. for example. hi going straight (additional
information) or changing direction (reversed
in formation whether what is coming is the
consequence ot \A hat has conic before (con-
sequences). and sk hen the road Is about to (iinie

to an end (conclusion,. As mentioned bun ire.

reading is a process of sampling and predic-
tion. Understanding transitions helps make the
predictions more accurate ano therefore helps
make reading more efficient.

A list of transitions and examples follow s;

4.

(-)

S.

11).

additional information: adds to previous
information: e.g., "and,- "furthermore,-
-moreover,- "in addition,- "also-:
restatement: indicates that what follow.: is
a rewording of what has appeared pre-
viously: e.g., "in other words.- -that is":
expected information: introduces some-
thing that the reader is likely to already
know, or that the reader would expect
from pre% ious information or from gen-
eral knowledge: e.g.. "of course." "natu-
rally,- -surely,- -obviously":
unexpected information: introduces NOIIIC-
thing that the reader would not be ex-
pected to know or which is surprising.
based on previous information: e.g..

'amatingl 2' "surprisingly
inf.msibed information: introduces infor-
nuition that is stronger than what came
hetore: e.g.. "in fact.- "as a matter of fact-:
examples: introduces examples: e.g., -for
example.- "tor instance,- "to illustrate.-
-such as.- "including-:
consequences: introduces results: e.g..
"thereforefas a result.-"consequentl
reversed information: introduces infor-
mation that is the Opposite ot or in contrat
to %%hat came het ore: e.g.. -even though,-

-flow ever,- -although.- "no, ertheless-:
order introduees enher sequence or items

on a -first.- -second.- -next-:
conclusion: introduces a summary. con-
clusion. or restatement winch appears al
the end of a text, section ot text, or paid
graph: e.g.. "in short.- -therefore," -In
conclusion.- -In sanlIllarN

1,1 ( asserted that the efficient
reader tust recognues that a gi en Vi.ord 41r
phrase is a transition and then identities the
function ot the transition. decidiny2 hat sort of

relationship it is sienaling.
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Textual Schema and Second/Foreign
Language Readers

Various studies have been done on second/
foreign language learners and their use of te xtual

schemata. In this section. I will review some of
these studies. Carrell (1984a) studied the use
of textual schemata by students of various lan-
guage groups. She used four rhetorical patterns:

collection of descriptions, causation. problem/
solutions. and comparison. She found that
second language readers in general had more
difficulty with texts organized in the collection
of descriptions pattern than those in the
causation. problem/solutions. or comparison
patterns. When the students were divided into
different language groups, she found that the
results were the same for native Spanish
speakers. hut different for Arabic speakers and
speakers of Oriental languages( mainly Korean
and some Chinese). ',rabic speakers found
comparison easiest. problem/solution and
collection of descriptions second easiest. and
causation most difficult. Speakers of Oriental
languages found causation and problem/
solution patterns significantly easier than
comparison and collection of de!.eriptions.

In a later study, Carrell ( 198.5) taught stu-
dents in an experimental group about the four

pes of rhetorical organization and had them
practice using the patterns in reading. She

li)und that the reading comprehension r d the

experimental group students improved sig-
nificantly more tnan the students in the control
group and that this effect still persisted when
students were tested again three weeks later.

Kern (1989) did a study in which native
English speakers who were intermediate stu-
dents of French were taught various strategies
for reading. including activities to increase
wareness of cohesive relationships and dis-
Course patterns, lie blind that students in the
experimental group show ed significantly more
improvement than those in the control group.
Since Kern taught students a number of strate-
gies, some of which were not directly related to
rhetorical organization (e.g., determining word
meaning fr ,rn context ). it is (Id herrn to tell ex-
actly how much effect strategies related to

textual schemata had on the students' improve-
ment in reading. However, this study does lend
support to the idea that teaching students about

rhetorical organization and transitions and
having them practice making use of the infor-
mation improves their foreign language read-
ing comprehension.

One result of Kern's study was that stu-
dents with lower reading proficiency benefited
most from the instruction in reading strategies.
Kern's conclusion from these results was that
students with higher proficiency were already
trarrIerring many of these strategies from their
native language.

Implications for the Japanese Second/
Foreign Language Classroom

There is a variety of ways that teachers can
apply theory and research on textual schemata
to the second/foreign language classroom. In
this section. I will discuss various strategies for
making students aware of common rhetorical
patterns of English. I will also discuss how to
make use of these strategics in reading. par-
ticularly as they apply to the situation in Japan.

Rhetorical pattern.%

Information about textual schema ean ap-
ph to various levels of reading. Rhetorical
patterns can he ident i I...et. iii hoth individual
paragraphs and entire texts. Thc methods of
teaching rhetorical patterns can be applied to
either paragraphs or texts. depelding on the
goals of the class and the studeets' level of
prof icienc v. In my experience, it hi.s been best
to intn)duce the concept of rhetorieal patterns
using paragraphs or very short passages before
going On to longer texts.

11kuleekv (1985) suggested nitiodueing
the idea of rhetorical patterns by showing stu-
dents live draw trigs, four with definite. recog-
wahle patterns ( e.g.. concentric squares, wavy
lines inside a square, etc.) and one w ith no
pattern at all. After looking at the drawings for
one minute. students try to repn)duce them.
The one w ith no pattern is, of course, alw ays
the most difficult to reproduce. A discussion
01 the reir:on tor this can be used to introduce
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the concept of patterns of organirat ion in texts
and show how they are user

As mentioned above, results of a study hv
Carrell (1985) irdicated that teaching students
about the rhetorical patterns of English im-
proves their reading comprehension. Carrell
introduced students to four major expositor\
discourse types (collecti)n of descriptions.
comparison, prohlem/solut ion, and causation ),

The importance of recogniring rhetorical pat-
terns was explained to students. and the four
rhetorical patterns were described. Methods of
recogni/ing and using the four rhetorical pat-
terns Were also discussed. Examples of tests
illustrating the different rhetorical patterns were
introduced. Students were also encouraged to
apply What they learned in the class to their
reading outside of the classroom. According
to Carrell's study. this training signifieantl
improved students' reading comprehension.

In addition to descrihing the patterns and
showing students esamples of them. outhnes
of other diagrams of paragraphs Or essays are
often useful in making patterns clear to stu-
dents ( Meyer & R ice. 1982: Carrel!. 1989 ). In

mv esperienT. one of the poiblems that Japa-
nese students have in readmg is that the\ read
as if every entenee Were equally imponant.
An outline is a useful wax of pointing out the
relative importance of pieces of information in
a paragraph or es.as . For esample. in Figure
1. page 148. the mo.t important piece Of infor-
mation would he the statement of the Opinion.
the nest most important would hc the reasons
for the opinion. and the least important would
he the esplanations of the reasons. Show ing
students oLttliiie tii te\ts, e'er-
cises .oine of the hiles ot the outline len
Hank. and ha% ing students outline 1%2\ IN arc all

usef ul in helping students understand the rela-
tive importance of intormanon.

(icy a (1983) studied the use of How chart .
to facilitate reading comprehension and con-
cluded that the\ also appear to he uset ul mu

making .tudents ass are of the ielimtmuiisliills
among pieces of in! ormation lii ;I test. .A

flowchart diagrams the relationships among
ideas pre.ented i n the t e s t . ( ncepts trim) the
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tests are Written in the flowchart, connected hy
different tspes of lines that indicate the rela-
tionships among the concepts. These relation-
ships include elahoration, cause and effect.
esample. and detail. Geva found that using this
method increased the reading comprehension
ot native English speakers. particularly less-
skil led readers. It was felt that skilled readers
already used a mental version of flowcharting.
and so doing flowcharting on paper had less
effect on their comprehension. Part of the
difficulty. of less-skilled readers, on the other
hand, may he that they have din- icultv making
clnineli(ins among different pieces of infor-
mation in the test. so the practice of flowchart-
ing would facilitate their comprehension.
Though flow.charting has not, to ins know l-
edge. been studied w it hi second language read-

ers. I think that Japanese second/foreign Ian-
guage students Would probahl benefit Inim it.

With the recent interest air..1 research in

.chema theom y. there is support for the idea of
prereading esercises that activate students'
content schemata ( I I tidson. 1982 t. In addition
to making predictions about the upic based on
the title and headings, looking at an illustra-
tions or diagiams. and reading the first para-
graph and/or the first lines of each paragraph
Mikulecks, 1985). students can al \41 make

predictions about tv.iv, the test or indis idual
paragraphs are going to he organlied. As far as

I know . the technique of mak tug prediction.
ahout rhetorical orgamiation has not been
studied. I low es er. jt IA ould probahls help
Japanese students hecome inure aw are of and
lantitmar ith Western rhetorical cons entions.

In addition to making .tudents ass are of
cOnlillon 1\ Vt., of Fhetorleal pattel ris. teachers
can point out Ilk. introductions. liscussions.
and conclu.ion. that t s picalls appear m e.sas
and paragraph., Students can practice idenn-
fying these parts of the test or paragraph Vtith

erent ts pes ihetoncal organuation. Iii
ins esperience. this al.ohelp..tudenk undor-
qand the relatise importance of information
and the role it pia\ s in the fest. In ;iddition. it
composition is taught along k ill reading. stu-
dents can more cicarls understand hoss
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ductions. discussions, and conclusions func-
tion in meaningful contexts.

Transitivns
Helping students understand the use of

transitions is also helpful in improving reading
comprehension. Though Japanese students
may know, !Or example, what "therefore-
means, they may not necessarily he aware that
its use indicates that what follows it is the
effect of what came before it. An understand-
ing of transitions should help readers read
more efficiently because it helps them know
what to expect and helps them understand
relationships among pieces of information.

Williams (1983) suggested teaching stu-
dents about transitions by having them read a
text and identify the types of transitions that
they find. He recommended developing a sys-
tem of symbols and abbreviations for types of
transitions. He also recommended that stu-
dents begin with texts on which the transitions
and their types are marked so that students
have an opportunity to see examples of differ-
ent types and how they function. In the next
step. Williams suggested that student s identify
the type of transition from a text on which
transitions are marked. for example. with a dot.
Finally. Williams suggested that students iden-
tify both the transitions and their types in a text
provided by the teacher.

Another useful activity would be to give
students texts with blanks for the transitions
and ask them to fill in the blanks with appropri-
ate transitions. This activity is helpful in that
it gives students a deeper understanding of the
functions of transitions. Also, it helps make
the students aware of which transitions may he
appropriate in whidi eontexts. For example,
Japanese students have a tendency to start
sentences with the transitions "and.- "so," or
"but." which is usually not appropriate. In the
initial position of a sentence, the reader is more
likely to find "in addition- or "also," "there-
fore." and "however." Depending on the pro-
ficiency of the students, the teacher may wish
io do !his type of exercise first in a multiple-
choice format.

Another activity that is useful in helping
students understand the function of transitions
is to give them texts with the sentences or
phrases following transitions left blank and
ask students to fill in the blanks. (Obviously,
the texts for this activity should be on subjects
on which students have background knowl-
edge.) As with the previous type of activity. if'
the students' proficiency isnot high, the teacher
may wish to first present the exercise in a
multiple-choice format.

Conclusion
There remains much research to be done on

the subject of schema theory and second lan-
guage reading. More research is necessary
both in the area of second/foreign language
readers' use of' textual schemata and on the
classroom application of theory.

Much of the previous research on textual
schemata and second/foreign language readers
has been done in English-speaking countries
on groups with mixed native languages. As a
result, not much is known about the specific
problems ofJapanese speakers. Also, since the
participants in studies in English-speaking
countries are ofien doing academic work or
preparing for it, they usually have high English
proficiency compared to the averag.: Japanese
student. For language education in Japan. it
would be useful to have research results, spe-
cific to Japanese learners at lower levels of
proficiency. that identify rhetorical patterns
and transitions which are difficult for Japanese
students and discuss how these patterns and
transitions can hest be taught.
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Visuals and Imagination
Alan Maley

IL u rrents
2
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I write from a grove of easuarina trees facing
the Bay of Bengal: the Coromandel Coast.
This in itself' should conjure up images in the
mind. But it is relevant in other ways too, for
behind me lies the state of Tamil Nadu where
Lionel Billows did much of his most valuable
work during the Madras Snow ball, and where
his legendary pedagogical feats are still fresh
in the minds of many older teachers.'

The sea .,00 seems an appropriate image
With which to begin. With its tidal, cyclical
movements. it reminds us of the way in which
ideas arise, are forgotten. and rise again in our
profession. Yet, though each succeeding wave
looks the sante, it is always subtly different.

On rereadMg Billows' The Tech;liquo of
Liviguage eachint: I 1%1 I. one is 11111fielli-
MCI) struck by its modernity and by the fresh-
ness of its insights. Much of what has occurred

in English language teaching since it was W nt-
te:i is foreshadowed in its pages. Billow s'
ideas, submerged in the structural trough.ha e

resurfaced in the communicative wave.
It is true that, in the area of visuals. much

has changed since his hook was published.
The mov ing image, and especially ideo. has
become a readds accessible addition to man%
teachers' repertoires. But Irian of the de
opment s in the use of i stml . owe something to

eark insights. For eample, I3iilo s

1961 w rote: -A g(xid teaching picture should
111% 12 LIN thc oppoituint to make use or w nal is

not isihle in the picture at all- It). 135 Foini
this single insight. a ss holt.' series 01 vreati

techniques continues to flow

Uses of Visuals
Anv attempt to classify the uses of visuals

in teaching language is bound to he less than
perfect. HoWeVer. I have found the following
broad categoriiation useful w hen thinking
about how to use visuals. The major division
is between readvmade visuals brought to the
classroom by the teacher (and, less frequent IV.
hs the students) and An/dolt-made visuals
ereated as part ol the learning/interactive proc-
ess. We can then discern four broad types of
use: as decoration, as representation. as con-
testualiiation. and as stimulation. I will now
look briefly at each of these with regard to bot h
read made and student-made visuals.

Visuals as Decoration

Retit4nitide
We are all familiar w Oh the practice of

displa i i (owls! posters, puhlicit materials.
picture, ot the Ro al tamil etc.. simpl \ to
brightm up what ma otherw ise he a prett
eliee less environment. Perhaps less familiar
is the use of repioductions ot ell-UW.1,n (or
less well-know n I artists' ss ork. Where these

1/u/I t/a/, 1)1),.),))1 ( rem rui ii 1/,,

Irio? iii ( ,m/b//,/e, / lle I% the

11W/1N 1)V/10i 11 WI ,../%'/ iii/11.:/1',;( if 11%

ii/h/ le'cil he/ / \f PM( e No( 4,% III% litit (

))( R( )11)0,11 j (.10ss ( iiirents I -0. I .1

I ionel 11111))).. \.), pioneci o) erseas w.211,h1L'aLt1lnc. Ili: \A iqkeil tin t)ie lint ish Louni. il ti inan
%ears. Inaliall) in 1 mkt' thom!li ii is Ins )),oik in South India (oi hit h he i II 1)cst he ienicinheied
1 hoe 1)c %) as one ot the kc) In2tires in the \ladras Siwv, hall hint:Lt. one tit the most ambitious anil
\lens! teak. her retraiiiinv sLhemes oo..r de% iscil Silk(' his retirement, he has toed ii (

I ill Ii Ii.tiiu t ),t I ),(1,41(w.,,e I ,r) I I I )%,1)..olicot the Icy. eininal teak.lici hominy
111:11111.1k is ailahle iii thL 1')(0. mkt 1111111cm. eit hole ,2alIcration ot heis and teaL.
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can be accompanied by an appropriate poem or
literary extract. their value is further enhanced
(Ahse & Abse, 1986: Hunter. 1987). Like-
wise. the regular display of topical newspaper
or magazine photographs with their accompa-
nying articles or captions can have a decora-
tive, as well as informative, function.

Student-nrade
Any student drawings which are produced

by an activity' should be displayed both for
decoration and for motivation. The students
themselves should he made responsible for the
display. Some students, for instance. may he
willMg to prepare small photographic dis-
playsof their families, friends, or home
countries, or of class exercises and visitsto-
gether with appropriate captions.

Two points need to he made about student-
made visuals as decoration. First. display's
should he regularly updated and changed. There

is nothing worse than a set of yellowing. fly-
blown pictures. Second. the incidental learn-
ing value of such displays should not he under-
estimated. The captions. headlines, and ac-
companying texts are (glen unconsciously ab-
sorbed through the students* peripheral atten-
tion simply by being there and being looked at
often. Of course, this apphes equally to ready
made displays.

Visuals as Representation

Readymade
Basically. the representational use (rt iso-

als involves presenting the image alorq: ith
the words which describe it. La method(' au .
dm-cis/Jelly. a system using t ilmstrips or col-
ored drawings vk, hid) is based on the ork of
Petar Guherina, is a good example. as are
picture dictionaries and. in some respects.
cuisenaire rods. Many textbook pictures also
fall into this categors ("this is a
follow ed by a picture).

Personally. 1 find the representational use
of visuals the least satisfactory and also the

'least productive use ot isuals. By prescribing
a single visual representation, it restricts and

3
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limits the students' personal representations.
If we were to ask students themselves to draw
a picture of a leaf. the collection of leaves
would he varied indeed. We form our own
images which are very personal to us and
which enter into a network of mental associa-
tions. visual and verbal, which are fundamen-
tal to our language acquisition process.

In any case. the representational use of
visuals is limited since the range of objects. ac-
tions. or attributes which can adequately and
unambiguously he represented is itself limited.
Try representing "hygiene.-"smell.-"decide.-
or "unfortunate.- and you rapidly find yourself'
in visual trouble. Indeed, one of the problems
encountered by the audiovisual method was
the difficulty. of unambiguously representing a
given utteranceor conversely, of imposing
one meaning on a visual open to multiple
interpretations. I am happy. therefore, to find
support for MN views in Billows ( 1961 I:

!Students I use the objects and situations
show n in a picture. film or other y isual
representation of reality as if rho were the
actual objects and situations themsek es:
w hereaseY en the hest and clearest represen

tattoo remains a representation and requires
to he related to-- -nr based on-- in pcnenced
real it). h?, some effort of the imagination,
how eY a ( p. I 29,

.Stadynt-made

Student-made representational visuals are
certainly preferable to ready made pictures. It,
for example. we ask students to draw a person
as he is being described or to orniplete a map
or diagram. there Yvill he differences of inter-
pretation. In a class of 30. there will he 30
different pictures. This is prime mulct ial for
discussion and interaction. Even more signifi-
cant for the language acquisition process is the
personal involvement of each individual stu-
dent. A student's draw ing of "a house- is one
thing: a picture of my house- is quite another.

A great many highly motivating activities
can he based upon students' personal percep-
tions. For example, students can he asked to
draw a person in the class they would like to
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know better. When drawing, they should ex-
aggerate the physical feature which interests
them most in the other person (mouth, eyes,
hair. etc.). The pictures are displayed (without
the names of the persons depicted). Students
try to identify themselves and others. Groups
are formed on the basis of artists and subjects.
Finally, these students interview each other.

Visuals as Contextualization

Roldymade
There is some overlap between the repre-

sentational and the contextualizing use of visu-
als. The focus. however, is different: represen-
tation describes a picture, whereas contextu-
alization provides a framework for interpret-
ing the language being used. The most com-
prehensive form of contextualized visual is
film or video, which supplies a near-total
context for the language. Others include the
strip cartoon and the photo story.

Stud( 'tit- made

Student-made contextuali/ed visuals are
again preferable to readymade since thev in-
volve tapping the students' own internal repre-
sentations. Possibilities include asking stu-
dents to draw sketch maps or plans of the locale

of a narrative text. pictures of the main charac-
ters based on textual information. advertising
pictures and copy for a character in a short
story. and so on ( see Greenwood. l988).

Even at the level of single words, rich
contextuali/ation can take place. An excellent
example is an exercise called -The Prison-
Duleu, in press). This exercise begins by each

student in the class drawing a picture of- a

prison. The indiv idual contextuali/ations arc
then used for a set of highly motivating inter-
actional activities,

An activity which involves visuali/ing
without drawing is to in% lie students to contev-
tualize their textbiiok dialogues by adding stage
directions and scene descriptions to them. In
all these cases, we are using what the students'

themselves have visual i/eCi. rather than some-
thing imposed from without.
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Visuals as Stimulation
Visuals as stimulation is. for me. the most

imaginative use of visuals and the Most pro-
ductive in terms of language learning payoff,
because it taps into the students' store of per-
sonalized meanings. No two people interpret
what they see in exactly the same way, partly
because they relate it to a different set of
previous experiences and associations. Their
differences in interpretation can be made the
very material of interaction.

Readvinade
Several possibilities can he exploited for

ready made visuals as stimulation.

Providing pii.tures where the locus ol at-
tention is outside the picture. Students can
speculate about what it is people are look-
ing at outside the frame of the ricture.
Imaginative/ ettendin eV/jilt pic-
ture. This can he a hieved. for example. hy
conjecturing about the kinds of people
portrayed. their relationships, the events
which have led up to this point in time. what
will happen later. etc.
Providing ambi guou.x inclure.slOr.specrthi-
tive discussion. Ambiguity can be con-
trived in many different ways---hy project-
ing a slide out of' focus. by providing sym-
holic representations only (Morgan & It in-
volucri. I 983). or by using surrealist-tvpe
pictures ( Maley. Duff. & Grel let, I 9X0).

.)o)vidint; polio-es whn'h are incconplete in4. I

.ionie way. Pict lifeS mav. I or instance. have
been cut into two or wire pieces which then
have to he reassembled hv a process of
negotiation between groups.
ReasSIVII11,1,' paterlon.i. to picture . For ex-
ample, one of a series of pictures oink! he
chosen to serve ds, the cover for a particular
hook title: or one of a number of book titles
could he chosen to fit a given picture: or
five unconnected portrait pictures could he
connected through i brief narrat iv C.

Student-mmic

There arc many wa s iii xv Inch students can

u
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produce visual material for stimulation of lan-
guage work. I include four ideas only.

1. Inkblot pictures. Each student produces a
Rorschach-type picture for interpretation
by others in the group. See Figure 1. below,
for two examples.

2. Abstract pictures or designs. Students rep-
resent a given word, either concrete or
abstract, through the arrangement of iden-
tical small objects. A good example is
"Coins Speak" (Morgan & Rinvolucri,
1986, p. 58). In this exercise, the authors
suggest giving students 15-25 coins and
asking them to represent words such as
"junta," "misery," and "sadness."

3. Campaign posters or ads. Working in

groups, students make porers for the class-
room that reflect pertinent political or ethi-
cal issues. For instance, "Third World Dis-
play" (Fried-Booth, 1986, pp. 62-65), en-
courages students to learn about develop-
ing countries by producing a relevant poster
and engaging in a discussion.

4. Video productions. Students write and pro-
duce their own video projects. An interest-
ing approach to this idea is "Filling a Match-
box" (Lavery, Rinvolucri, & Cooper, in
press). In this exercise , students are told to
fill a matchbox with many small objects.
They then videotape each object separate-
ly while providing a descriptive English
soundtrack.

CROSS CURRENTS 17, FALL 1990

Images
This article has been about visuals, repre-

sentations we can all look at and interpret. But
what of images, those mental representations
which are only available to the individual who
experiences them? As Stevick (1986) has so
pertinently pointed out, "memory and availa-
bility depend on mental imagery" (94). For
each of us, the mental images stined up by
certain words, combinations of words, or other
stimuli will be different.

There is a whole world of possibilities to be
exploited here. We may present students with
a series of recorded sounds and ask them to
describe the situation or story it conjures up in
their minds (Maley & Duff, 1975, 1979). Al-
ternatively, we may play short pieces of music
and collect from the students the words and
images which are stimulated. Parts ofCarmina
Burana, the opening movement of Mahler's
Fourth Symphony, and parts of Stravinsky 's
The Rite of Spring are good examples. Or we
may ask students to make explicit the images
they derive from literary extracts. Poems are
particularly suitable. For example:

A constellation leans its elbow on the hill
And cool air fans the window sill.
Starlight, and the house is sighing.
You away, and your father dying. (A.M.)

If students hear this poem with their eyes
closed, what do they "see"? What son of a

FIGURE I
Rorschach-Type Inkblots: What do these visuals call to your mind? What do they look like to you?

41
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house is it'? Who is speaking? Who is the per-
son who is away and what does she/he look
like? What time of year is it? Which constel-
lation do they see? The imaging which stu-
dents can do is potentially infinite.

Imaging can also be extended to radio or
recorded plays, which are in many ways more
evocative than the video or film version of the
same story. When listening to a radio drama,
each of us forms his own images of the charac-
ters and actions. Perhaps this helps to explain
the continuing popularity of the genre in the
face of more sophisticated media.

So. let us not forget or ignore the storehouse
of images inside our learners minds as well as
the wealth of publicly available visuals to
which we have access.

Conclusion
Lionel Billows spoke of a "failure of the

imagination" (1961. p. 129). At the time he
was writing, the published materials readily
available to teachers were incredibly limited
and unimaginative. I came to EFL in the year
following the publication of The Techniques of
Language Learning. 1 can still recall the arid-
ity of the General Service Wall Charts and the
fertilizing effect even of something like the
witty cartoon sequences by Fougasse. Since
then we have come a long way. But why did it
take us so long? Why were Billows' ideas so
unconscionably long in finding concrete ex-

APPENDIX A

Ten Possible Activities for Four Pictures

pression? The historians and sociologists of
EFL will doubtless offer an answer--one day.
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On the following page are four pictures. Below are some possible activities to try w ith them. You will
certainly he able to find further activities which w ill work for you with your class.

Write out the first ten words which come into your mind when you see the picture. Compare your
list with other students' lists.

2. Imagine that the picture is an advertisement for a product. What is the product? Write a suitable
slogan for it. Do thk mdividually. and then compare in groups of three. Decide on the hest slogan

in your group.
3. Put the picture on the classroom wall. Students write the slogan or snatch of dialogue that hest fits

the picture. The class votes on the best one.
4. What memories does the picture call up'? When'? Where'? Who'? Discuss w ith a partner.

4 2
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5. Write a dialogue between the people in the picture (or out of it). Role-play the results.
6. Write ten sentences about the picture using the present continuous tense (He's/it's ins) and

ten sentences using the present perfect continuous (He's/it's been ). Compare notes with
a partner.

7. Link the four pictures together into a coherent story.
8. In groups of three, write a haiku or short verse to go with the picture. For example:

All the fingers point.
There is no escape from them.
Accusing us all.

9. Who are the people in, or out of, the pa: art. How did they get into their present predicament? What
will happen next?

10. Here are twelve titles of novels. Which four titles would best fit the four pictures?

The Day of the Triffids
Cry the Beloved Country
Black Mischief
Race against Time
The Razor' s Edge

The Long Goodbye

The Time Machine
The Scorpion God
The Ministry of Fear
Getting to Know the General
The Moving Finger Writes...
One Hundred Years of Solitude

APPENDIX B

Four Pictures for Use with the Ten Exercises
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Very often, the linguistics training which ESL
and bilingual education teachers receive in the
United States is not part of a long-term gradu-
ate degree program, but is merely a few courses
in a workshop format or a quick endorsement
program. In these situations, the linguist-train-
er must quickly present substantive and rele-
vant material to persons with little or no back-
ground in linguistics, first and second lan-
guage learning theory and practice, or cross-
cultural communication.'

The experiential in-service training ap-
proach described in this paper provides ele-
mentary and secondary school teachers with
basic linguistic, sociolinguistic, and language
development concepts, as well as firsthand
practice in describing the second language
abilities of bilingual students. This approach
proposes a nontraditional, albeit more effec-
tive, route for training ESL and bilingual edu-
cation teachers based on an interdisciplinary,
holistic perspective. The approach consists of
seven steps accompanied by ongoing textbook
instruction in introductory linguistics concepts.

Background
Research has shown that teachers' atti-

tudes, both positive and negative, affect stu-
dents' performance (Bouchard-Ryan, 1973;
Bailey & Galvan, 1977; Ford, 1984). Other
studies have stressed the need to train educa-
tors and the public in the concepts of bilingual-
ism, language variation, and basic descriptions
of language in order to improve attitudes and
counteract popular prescriptive and ethno-
centric notions about language (Sanchez. 1973;
Dubois & Valdes, 1980).

I This paper is based on a presentation given at
the 18th Annual TESOL Convention held in
Houston, Texas. in March, 1984,

As the world population of bilingual speak-
ers with a non-English first language increases,
teachers need new tools with which to teach,
structure curriculum, assess oral and written
language development, and provide positive
pluralistic cultural environments for effective
learning. Teachers need to have the linguistic
background. the first and second language
learning background, and the second language
teaching methods necessary to guide them and
help them in solving daily learning and teach-
ing problems.

In sum, teachers must develop, in just a few
courses, both affective and cognitive knowl-
edge and skills for teaching limited English
proficient (LEP) students. One approach that
can achieve this effectively is an experiential
one with an authentic problem-solving focus.

Background Assumptions
This paper holds to the assumptions that,

when new concepts are learned successfully
by ESL teachers in in-service training, it is
because these concepts are: 1) connected to the
learner's experiences and helpful for the learn-
er's ongoing daily problem solving; and 2)
able to activate critical thinking processes and
motivate the ESL teacher to use the new infor-
mation in solving problems and improving
situations. These two elements are based on
the teaching philosophy of Paulo Freire (1970)
and rely on ethnographic principles and meth-
ods proposed by Frake (1972), Hymes (1972),
and Wallerstein (1983). These authors state
that, in order to understand a community. one

Elizabeth Leone holds a Ph.D. in applied linguistics
fivin the University of Te.vas. She has taught in
Japan. Brazil. and the United States, Iler article
"International Standards fur ESL Teachers" ap-
peared in Cross Currents 17( /
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must learn what persons in that community
know, from their perspective, in their own
words, and within their own reality.

In other words, in preparing the in-service
training course, the linguist-trainer's first goal
is to connect linguistics to the ESL teacher's
classroom language experiences. The trainer's
goal is to assist teachers in acquiring a basic
approachan ethnographic and sociolinguis-
tic processand thus to equip teachers in their
daily discovery of both their own and their
students' language use.

The above background assumptions are
reflected throughout the seven steps of this in-
service training approach. The thread that runs
throughout the discussion of these seven steps
is that the teachers ot bilingual students are in
need of certain metalinguistic skills for ana-
lyzing and describing language. These skills
can be acquired most effectively through an
approach where teachers experience and ana-
lyze the dynamic qualities of language in vari-
ous real contexts. Teachers learn by doing. not
just by studying a text which may not relate to
their own teaching needs.

The Seven Steps
Listed below are the seven steps in this

teacher training approach. Following each is a
descriptive account.

I. Thinking about and talking about language
(metalinguistic skills): discussing language
learning and teaching: understanding lan-
guage as a dynamic process.

2. Taping and transcribing natural conver-
sations: taping and transcribing natural
conversation and discussing related meth-
odological problems.

3. Basic linguistic concepts: discussing gen-
eral discourse features, syntax, and sounds.
using examples from tapes and transcripts
of spontaneous conversations in a variety
of settings both in and out of the classroom.

4, Group demonstrationitranscribing: prac-
ticing taping and transcribing in class, us-
ing a storytelling task similar to one used on
standardized oral language proficiency tests.
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5. Story-retelling projects: taping and tran-
scribing of storytelling by ESL students.

6. Analysis and description of stories: pre-
senting and explaining syntax, discourse.
and language variation features of students'
stories.

7. Classroom applications: discussing con-
cepts of communicative versus academic
language, language variation, bilingualism.
and second language acquisition concepts
such as errors as signs of process; also
discussing applications of taping and analy-
sis for formal and informal second lan-
guage learning.

In addition to these seven steps. the teach-
ers receive ongoing instruction in basic lin-
guistics. using an introductory textbook.

Step One: Thinking and Talking About
Language

During the first step of this training method,
the teachers in the in-service class are asked to
discuss language from their own points of
view. Inevitably, many of the planned class
topics such as errors and language varieties
surface immediately. Although they are told
that they need to see language less prescrip-
tively and more descriptively, the teachers are
encouraged to share their ideas and feelings
about language learning, language problems.
and language teaching, giving examples when-
ever possible. Among the concerns and atti-
tudes typically expressed are:

I. the poor pronunciation of the teachers' stu-
dents;

2. the low listening. speaking. and/or aca-

dern;c abilities of these or past students;
3. the poor reading, spelling, and writi nrabi li-

lies of these students;
4. the lack of good teaching materials to use

with these students;
5. the teachers' perceived needs for their own

practice with and improvement in language
use, both oral and written;

6. the teachers' own problems with past
courses in grammar, English. and other
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languages, including, usually, the lack of
usefulness of some of these courses for
their current teaching;

7. the teachers' problems in identifying and
explaining students' language problems,
and, consequently, in referring students to
resources for help.

Teachers are also encouraged to explain any
classroom techniques or experiences they feel
have been successful or unsuccessful for learn-
ing and/or teaching language.

This initial discussion of language atti-
tudes. experiences, and classroom perspec-
tives sets the stage for an ongoing language
discussion. The discussion encourages critical
thinking as teachers discover new questions in
order to understand old problems. Teachers
also find they need to keep track of language
evidence from their own observations in order
to better answer these questions.

A central ethnographic issue raised in this
first step is that what a person knows and can
do provides a mire productive focus ,.._.n what
a person does not know and cannot do. A
validity is given to the teachers' comments and
insights about languageas long as the com-
ments can be backed up by examples. This
validity is also given to teachers' competence
in using language. despite the fact that many
times teachers express a lack of confidence
about their language use. Teachers learn to see
errors in a different light than they have be-
foreas an indicator of what students know.
rather than what they don't know.

By the end of the course, teachers are able
to view their students from a nonevaluative,
ethnographic perspective and appreciate their
students' language. errors and all. With this
new respect for and validation of their stu-
dents' language. teachers find they better
understand and appreciate their students sec-
ond language acquisition process.

Step Two; Taping and Transcribing Natural
Conversations

One of the discoveries usually made by
teachers in the Step I discussions about Ian-

guage is that their knowledge, awareness, and
understanding of oral language is limited. They
are asked to think about how much more we
use speaking than writing, in our first language
at least, for daily communication. As the dis-
cussion continues, it focuses on the difficulty
of anal y zing speech which has been transcribed,
since most people are unaccustomed to seeing
conversations written down. For teachers who
have learned English as a second language and
live in an area where another language is spo-
ken most of the time, discussion involves the
concern of not being as proficient in the oral
mode as in the written mode. As the contrasts
between oral and written language unfold in
relaxed discussion, the need to better under-
stand and observe oral language and the con-
nections between oral and written language
become apparent.

Taping ilutural conversations
To provide hands-on experience in writing

down oral language, the teachers arc assigned
to record and transcribe a spontaneous conver-
sation between near-native or native English
speakers. The taped conversation should be
about 20 minutes in length. and the transcript
should cover at least five minutes of this taped
conversation. In the process of preparing the
teachers for the tape recording and transcrib-
ing, a five-point rationale for the task is pre-
sented, and tips for carrying out the task are
outlined.

I . Looking ut adult language. Since the course
aims at giving teachers a background in
language issues useful for teaching school-
aged LEP students. it is important to exam-
ine first how language is used by adults and
by fluent speakers of English.

2. Looking at One' s Own language. Most of us
are not aware of our own language. So the
teachers, given little time to tape and tran-
scribe, often choose to record themselves
with a friend or family member, thus get-
ting a chance to hear their own voices. This
task can be fun and nonthreatening. even
though teachers learn about false starts and

4
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many other "imperfections" in their own
language. But what they learn is more
lasting because it is personally involving.

3. Having access to context and backAround
information. Since one of the goals of the
course is to have the teachers acquire basic
concepts of sociolinguistics and discourse.
the teachers need to have contextualized
data to illustrate these concepts. Having
taped themselves, teachers have access to
background information and communica-
tive intentions that might not be available
when interpreting data gathered by others.

4. Learningaboutlanguage processes. Teach-
ers also need to acquire concepts about
language processes such as creAtivity and
redundancy. language variation and bilin-
gualism, and contextualized and decontex-
tualized language. These concepts are better
illustrated in the larger contexts of natural
conversations. Thus. theoretical notions
can be applied to the teachers' own every-
day language use contexts.

5. Acquiring language description tools.
Finally, and perhaps most importantly. the
actual process of taping and transcribing is
one that teachers can readily use in the
classroom. Learning how to tape and tran-
scribe their students' language and know-
ing why this is useful are two basic goals of
this approach.

Because most teachers have not had the
opportunity to record, transcribe, and analyte
speech before. they are encouraged to rely on
their intuitions as experienced users of lan-
guage. some as bilinguals, when doing the
task. After the taping, with whomever and
about whatever they choose to converse. the
time needed for transcribing is about one-and-
a-half to two hours for a fi V e-minute segment
of conversation.

Transcription of natural ( oweruthom
Analysis follows transcription and involves

describing the conversation and devising a
notation system to mark the transcript. This
process usually begins during transcription
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( see Ochs, 1979. on the subject of transcription

theory). It is a metalinguistic task. in which
hypotheses are made about punctuation and
pauses. about the identification of subjects,
verbs,"interesting-looking" sentences, clauses,
fillers, false starts, and spelling of reduced
forms, and about the general characteristics of
and problems in transcribing oral language.

The teachers arc also given questions to
stimulate thinking about the task and are asked
to respond to them, modifying and adding to
them when necessary. The questions. which
deal with all aspects of language, are discussed
in class before taping and then are used for the
after-taping analysis and subsequent class
discussion. In responding, teachers are en-
couraged to use their everyday "layperson's"
knowledge of language. No answers are graded
since a major goal of the task is to elicit
observations and intuitions about the data. The
following are the types of questions, in inten-
tionally less-technical terms, that teachers
usually do well with.

Is the amount of talk roughly equal for all
speakers'? Why or why not'?

2. Is there some overlap of talk'? How do
speakers change turns'?

3. What characteristics of each speaker do
you notice, verbal and nonverbal (e.g..
Teed, casualness. volume, humor, etc.)?

4. Do speakers seem to have need to clarify
meanings'? Why or why not'?

5. Do topics change'? How often? How or
why does the topic change'?

6. Are there pauscs, hesitations, or false starts'?

When'? For what reasons?
7. What is the relationship between speak-

ers'? How does this affect the conversa-
tion, vocabulary, turn-taking. etc.'?

S. Are pause fillers such as "uh" and "you
know" used?
Do speakers talk about something in the
immediate time and place. or about things
that are removed in time and place'? Or a
combination of both'?

10. Do speakers include "acts" such as re-
questing. promising. teasing, and criticii-
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ing that can be identified by others listen-
ing to the conversation? What forms do
these acts take? How do intonation and
paralinguistic features mark these acts?

11. Are some words said so quickly or in-
formally that endings are not heard; are
words reduced and syllables sometimes
"Fwallowed'"? Is the reverse truethat
speakers are being "hypercorrect" (tar.:-
ing unnaturally, like teachers)?

12. Do all speakers use complete sentences all
the time? Why or why not?

13. Do you see any other details, such as
grammatical structure, worth noting about
the speakers' conversation?

Teachers are encouraged to be creative
with transcript notations by using colors, dif-
ferent kinds of lines, boxes, and other visuals.
For example, they might use green underlining
for subjects. red for verbs, brackets for inde-
pendent clauses, and parentheses for depend-
ent clauses. This notation is part of the analy-
sis and is in addition to a written discussion of
the transcript.

Step Three: Basic Linguistic Concepts
In this step. basic linguistic concepts are

introduced and discussed. A textbook for the
course could be one such as Introduction to
Linguistics by Fromkin and Rodman (1988 ).
which is noted not only for its humor but also
for its many examples from daily language
aimed at assisting the teacher in "plugging in"
basic concepts.

It should he noted that discourse, sentence.
and word-level concepts are more emphasized
than phonological concepts. This priority of
discourse, syntax, and morphology over pho-
nology reflects the contextualized approach:
Larger units of language are presented before
smaller units. This is similar to the approach
taken by Fromkin and Rodman ( 1988). After
the,e larger concepts are introduced, some ba-

sic patterns in English sentence and word for-
mation processes are presented. with special
emphasis on clauses, embedding, and gram-
matical morphemes (singular/plural. tense.

etc.). Finally, examples of illustrative errors
from first and second language speakers are
examined.

Phonological concepts are not formally
introduced, but are discussed throughout the
course in response to teachers' questions, es-
pecially as they relate to transcription and the
concepts of formal and informal speech.

After finishing the taping and transcribing
of the free conversation, the teachers bring
their transcripts to class and describe discourse,
sentence, and word-level features. Fellow
teachers ask questions, offer observations, and
discuss new insights. Examples from English
and the"other" language( Spanish in the United
States for many teachers, Japanese in Japan)
are used as much as possible to elucidate the
processes and multiple features of language.

The linguist-trainer must try to use non-
technical language to make the basic concepts
relevant and accessible to the teachers. The
initial discussion about language (Step 1 ), which
brings out the teachers' previous notions about
language. should he connected to these Step 3
presentations about discourse. syntax, mor-
phology. and phonology.

Many changes take place in the teachers'
perceptions of language during this step. For
example. the teachers' ideas of what a simple
sentence is may slowly become revised as they
begin to see various little sentences inside
larger sentences, marked at times only 5y an
"ing" or an infinitive. When bringing in ex-
amples of natural speech from their class-
rooms or other settings, the teachers begin to
discover and appreciate the complexities of the
language used by their students. At the same
time. they also realize that oral language from
adult native and near-native speakers. when
written down. looks very "imperfect."

Questions continually surface. feeding new
discoveries: If native or near-native language
users do not model "perfect" language (note
the false start,, reduced speech. and unfinished

sentences. for example). then how do second
language learners learn it? If a speaker is in an
informal situation and says "gonna" rather
than "going to." is it a mistake'? If a chi kl has

4
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studied the grammar rules. but still produces a
verb without the third person singular "s"
morpheme, how can the teacher help correct
this? Will the teacher's help make any differ-
ence? Is it a competence or a performance
error?

Although these questions relate to the class-
room, they are based on notions of language
and language learning, and they help both the
in-service teachers and the linguist-trainer better
situate the more abstract concepts. Step 3 is a
central part of the processthe presentation of
basic linguistic conceptsand never really
stops.

Step Four: Retelling Demonstration and
Group Transcribing

Now that the in-service teachers have had
some hands-on practice with taping and tran-
scribing (Step 2) and h begun to work with
disf:t4 .se, syntax, morphology, and phonol-
ogy (step 31, a more complete and careful
practice with transcribing can be undertaken as
a group in class.

At this point in the course, the teachers are
introduced to at least one professionally made
test such as the Language Assessment Scales
(LAS) test (DeAvila & Duncan, !WO, after
which the storytelling task is patterned. Since
some teachers may already he familiar with the
test, the story-retelling demonstration in Step 4
and retelling projects in Step 5 can be even
more relevant to their classroom needs. In fact.
workshops which train LAS scorers, which
grew out of the authors' training of elementary
and secondary school teachers. often include
segments such as Steps 4 and 5.

The objective of the Step 4 groui-, retelling
demonstration is to replicate the task that teach-
ers will perform alone in Step 5. the story-

retelling project. In Step 4. a teacher volun-
teers to retell a story that the entire class has
just heard. This retelling is first recorded and
transcribed by all the teachers in class. The
transcriptions are then discussed and com-
pared. The goal is to elicit a sample of natural
speech so that the text the story reteller has

produced, the sentences and words primarily.
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can be accurately transcribed and described.
The story chosen is usually between 150

and 300 words. making the transcription short
and the story easy to remember. A good story
has certain characteristics such as a setting, a
conflict, a resolution, and specific cohesive
devices. These characteristics are usually fa-
miliar to persons of all ages (Labov & Wal-
etsky. 1967: Leone & Cisneros,I 985). In ad-
dition to narrative characteristics, there are
also certain linguistic characteristics which
may be present. Stories used on standardized
tests, for example. include a few irregular
(though high-frequency ) past tense verbs, some
idiomatic colloquial expressions. such as verb
+ particle combinations (e.g.. get in the car"
versus "get on the bus"), some repetition with
variation of high-frequency and low-frequency
vocabulary items, as well as verbs of different
"aspect"(e.g.. simple/completed past, "she ate
it" versus descriptive past, "there was an old
man) (DeAvila & Duncan, l 9g8 ).

At this point, the in-service teachers can see
that discourse aspects of the tape recording
will not be examined as much as sentence
structures. At the same time, they are also
aware that to describe only the sentences will
not give a complete picture of a person's
communicative abilities.

Once the volunteer has retold the story. the
teachers transcribe it, with much rewinding pf
the tape. They are asked to try to transcribe
without comparing transcripts until all have
finished. If the story retel ler has told the story
in a natural way. at normal speed and volume,
with the usual false starts and reduced forms.
th,! teachers will have a few disagreements as
to what exactly was said and how to write it.
These differences in transcripts provide an
excellent opportunity for all to see a number of
problems inherent in even the most scientific
observation process.

Step Five: Stoo -Retelling Projects
After the story-retelling demonstration ( Step

4 i. the teachers are ready to carry out their own
story-retell ing projectsto record the students
that they have obtained permission to work
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with. The students they have arranged to re-
cord should be of different ages and profi-
ciency levels so that teachers can compare
differences from one student to another.

As the teachers go out to th i schools and
neighborhoods to record students, they are
reminded to take on the role of a language
scientist rather than the role of a teacher so that
their goals for the tape recording can be clearer.
Now that they have done one recording of free
conversation and participated in the story-re-
telling demonstration in class, the teachers are
more confident of the task and eagerly look
forward to listening carefully to students. It is
possible, however, that teachers may already
have certain hypotheses about the perform-
ance of certain students, so the scientific objec-
tivity of description must be emphasized.

To prepare for the story-retelling task, teach-
ers are urged to get to know their stories well.
To make the projects simpler, the linguist-
trainer has the teachers choose a story from a
file of preselected stories. Teachers record the
story on a tape which will be played to each
student before the student retells the story.
This recorded story will help teachers achieve
a uniformity in the stimulus that students hear.
By getting to know the syntax and vocabulary
well, the teacher can then pay closer attention
to the variations used by each student in the
retelling and do a type of mental transcription
simultaneously with the student's retelling.

Although the student's retelling is recorded
by the teacher, there are so many possible
forms of each phrase that it is often difficult for
the teacher-listener to determine these from
the taped version alone. No matter what the
expertise of the transcriber, there arc certain
phonemes that, when juxtaposed, arc almost
impossible to hear with complete clarity. For
example, "she sings softly" (Dulay, Burt. &
Krashen, 1982, p. 255 ) has several linked "s"
phonemes. making it difficult to determine if
the "s" verb morpheme was uttered or not. It
sometimes is easier to hear these ambiguities
and juxtapositions when uttered than on tape.

The teachers no sooner begin recording
than they 6ring all types of questions to class.
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ranging from procedures for taping to prob-
lems getting the students to warm up and retell
the stories. They are offered mechanical ad-
vice and told that it is usually best to get to
know the students a bit before beginning the
tape recording. Often the teachers collect an-
ecdotal evidence which is very interesting, in-
cluding remarks by the students such as, "I
can't say it the way the tape did," "How do you
say ?," and "How should I begin?" All
these anecdotal, yet important, contextual
details are jotted down by the teachers and
saved for Step 6, analysis and description.

The teachers are told that a minimum of 50
to 70 words of text is necessary in order to be
able to adequately describe the linguistic per-
formance of the students recorded (DeAvila &
Duncan, 1988). Questions about spelling and
punctuation persist throughout the transcrip-
tion process. Many of the sentences in the sto-
ries are conjoined by "and," "then," and other
cohesive or connective markers, and all of
these leave doubts as to where sentences begin

and end (Leone & Cisneros, 1985). The dis-
cussion of differences between oral and writ-
ten language continues, with teachers keeping
in mind that a good story needs certain devices
to hold it together. While all story sentences
are interesting, more complex sentences with
embedding of various kinds are perhaps more
noteworthy and give teachers more challeng-
ing analysis practice.

Step Six: Analysis and Description of Stories
In this step, the teachers put together a short

paper with sections on methodology, findings,
and classroom applications. In the Methods
section, they organize their remarks under
headings such as "Background on Students,"
"The Task Itself," "The Setting," and "Tran-
scription." In the Findings section, they add
charts and tablei to present the story-retelling
data they have collected and to accompany
their discussions of the story retellings.

Up to this point in the training course,
teachers have had only a few weeks of experi-
ence with basic linguistic concepts. However,
they are usually eager to attempt in-class analy-

dr:
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sis of the students' stories with help from each
other and the linguist-trainer.

Since there are usually several teachers
using the same story, the sentences generated
by the students do bear some similarity to each
other and to the stimulus story. Before the
teachers analyze the stories from the students
they taped, they have briefly identified the
structures and sentence types of the stimulus
story. Usually they have found one or two
relative clauses, several sentences with infini-
tives, many modals, periphrastic modals,
compound tenses, and various complex sen-
tences with adverbial and noun clauses. Even
though they do not need to draw every step of
a formal transformational derivation of every
sentence, they are encouraged to work on
demonstrating their understanding of the
complex sentences. To do this, they must iden-
tify syntactic categories (subject, verb, object),
show embedded sentences at the deep struc-
ture level, and explain in their own words why
the sentences are complex.

Other aspects of the analysis of the stu-
dents' stories include a breakdown of the major
lexical (vocabulary) items, showing the lexi-
con in the stimulus story and the lexicon in the
students' stories (Leone & Cisneros. 1985).
By examining the vocabulary and syntax used
by the students, teachers have a firsthand
opportunity to see how language use is creative
and varies from speaker to speaker.

Usually. even if they are second language
speakers of English, teachers are already aware
of the creative use of language, although they
may not have seen students' errors in a positive
light before. They may begin to realize that
errors give us clues about a learner's stage of
learning rather than simply telling us what the
learner doesn't know or can't do. What ap-
pears to be difficult at times, however, is for the
teachers to separate their roles as teachers from
their roles as objective observers and describ-
ers of language. That is, teachers often use the
evaluative terms "error and "mistake" to refer
to a variety of phenomena, including the fol-
lowing, all of which must he distinguished
from each other:
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I . creative variants ("the old witch" rather
than "the old hag"); these are not errors;

2. forms used by adults in the community as
part of a regional or social dialect ("he
might should go" rather than "he might
go"); these forms may be archaic or may
have come about as a result of a variety of
universal synchronic and diachronic lin-
guistic processes;

3. second language developmental forms ("he
goed" rather than "he went"); these forms
are often similar to first language develop-
ment forms;

4. performance errors ("When he kissed her
she fell asleepI mean woke up"); these
are due to memory lapses, fatigue. etc.

Although the story-retelling projects do not
generally include library research since the
project aims at developing language analysis
skills, teachers need to rely extensively on
class work, concepts. and descriptive tools
acquired throughout the course in order to do
the projects successfully. Large newsprint
pads are one device that has proven very useful
for the ongoing collecting and recycling of
project data. These large pieces of newsprint
arc useful as "portable blackboards" for the
sentence trees, charts of vocabulary substitu-
tions, and other data that teachers have gath-
ered from the stories. Teachers can bring the
large sheets to class and pin them upon the wall
so the class can see the examples and comment
on them. These sheets can also be revised and
included as part of the final draft of the project.

Step Seven: Classroom Applications
The final step of the training program is one

that often is relegated to a separate course or
workshop, as it takes teachers back to class-
room contexts for a wrap-up and application of
the basic concepts learned in the previous
steps. However, the addition of this step is key.
Many teachers may be sincerely concerned
about their LEP students and want to get more
from the course than just the required license.
But often, they have just begun to understand
the crucial classroom issues in a new light
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when they have to go back to the old textbooks
and tests, the old schedule, and the still-unin-
formed colleagues. The linguist-trainer, there-
fore, who has guided the teachers in their
acquisition of tools for learning and applying
linguistic concepts on the job. can provide
ongoing support in this step.

One classroom application is the role of
context for giving meaning to communication.
Using examples from their own conversation
data, in which some parts cannot be easily
understood out of context, teachers learn to
understand the distinction between contex-
tualized basic interpersonal communication
skills and decontextualized cognitive academic
linguistic proficiency (Cummins, 1979). For
example, the academic language of history and
mathematics is usually unconnected to the
physical context of the classroom, the "here
and now." Therefore, academic subjects such
as these must be made more down-to-earth.
immediate, and concrete to be comprehensible
to LEP students,

Questions also come forth about students
who have done poorly academically, or who
appear to know neither their first nor their
second language well, or who are difficult to
diagnose for other reasons. Teachers begin to
ask "why" questions: some teachers begin to
offer responses which aim at explaining these
problems in terms of the new concepts learned.
For example: "Arc many academic problems
Hated to the fact that more contextualized
language needs to be used in teaching abstract
concepts?" "Is a iess-developed first language
related to the problems students are experienc-
ing with their second language, both orally and
in reading/writing?" "How can regular class-
room teachers, in language as well as in other
academic areas (social studies, science, etc. ),
further the development of literacy skills?" "If
a teacher helps edit a student's composition,
will the student's writing skills eventually
improve?"

The questions continueyet the questions
and discussions are more informed than those
posed at the beginning of the course. The
teachers have had an opportunity to explore
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language concepts from a concrete, hands-on
perspective. Most of them will have acquired
both the curiosity and the basic linguistic in-
quiry and analysis skills that they will use well
after the course is over.

Summary
This paper has outlined a seven-step train-

ing course designed for teachers who cannot
spend a great deal of time in a graduate ESL
program yet need linguistic concepts and skills
to meet daily ESL classroom needs. The
approach presented here incorporates much of
the current literature on listening to students'
language (Urzua. 1981.1984). on observation
and description of language in context, on
recording and transcribing language, and on
providing a sensitive learner-centered approach
to training teachers in language and content
analysis (Freire, 1970: Wallerstein, 1983).

Although teacher education studies point
out that there are many factors at play in
teaching teachers how to teach, the experien-
tial approach reported on in this paper does at-
tempt to involve knowledge. attitude. and
awareness of languageall basic characteris-
tics central to teacher education (Freeman,
1989). Though few have pointed out the par-
allels between ESL learners and TESL learn-
ers, this paper has hopefully demonstrated that
the successes experienced in teaching ESL
may a!so help improve our approaches to teach-

ing TESL.

Conclusion
The implicit question most asked at the end

of such a paper is "So what?" Well, if teachers
of elementary and secondary ESL students in
the United States and Japan read this article
and say "Yes, I think this kind of training
would help." or "Yes. I think 1 could offer
teachers I work with this kind of training." then
perhaps the question will be answered. Fur-
thermore, if administrators of ESL programs in
the United States and Japan read the article and
say "Yes, I believe that a course such as this
would benefit my teachers' understanding of
language learning." then perhaps the great
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demand for trained ESL teachers will be more
adequately met.

It is important to note, however, that this
type of course is just a beginning in the training
and educating of ESL teachers. ESL teachers
and linguist-trainers need to be in communi-
cation with each other on an ongoing basis so
that their newly acquired tools for analyzing
and describing language can continue to evolve,
so that new questions about language can be
discovered and discussed, and finally, so that
new ways of applying these tools in the class-
room can be invented.
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My own error is something I can discover only by
myself. sim-e it is omy when I have dison-ered it that
it is discovered, even if the whole world knew of it

befOre.
S. KIERKEGAARD

As teachers advocating the use of the writing
process become more and more prevalent in
our communicative language teaching class-
rooms, what is the place of error correction? A
review of the writing process as presented by
those writing for native speakers (Penl. 1979:
Elbow. 1981; Graves. 1983: Flower, 1985:
Calkins. 1986; Murray. 1987) indicates that
there are discernable and yet recursive steps
that writers go through as they develop a pi..:ce
of writing from conception to first draft to final
published product. Advocates of this process
go along with relaxing student writers' vig-
ilance over errors during the early stages of the
process. Errors are usually ignored, initially.
as long as they do not detract from the writer's
intended meaning.

These experts give equal time to all aspects
of the writing process though. even as they
recognize individual differences in emphasis,
Errors are usually worked on in the later.
clarifying stages, hut are as much a writer's
responsibility as is the intended message.

ESL advocates of the writing process
(Shaughnessy. 1977: Raimes. 19835: Zamel.
1987) provide a multitude of ideas and tech-
niques that teachers can use to empower their
students to become writers in another lan-
guage. These writers suggest that. although
releasing students from fear of making errors is
important, ways of dealing with errors must
also be incorporated in the writing process.

My observations and work experiences in
ESLIEFL settings have made me realize that

the writing process is basically similar for all
writers, But my observations have also shown
me that there are differences in teaching prac-
tices. especially regarding errors. The purpose
of this paper is to take a look at some of these
ESL/EFL teaching practices regarding error
correction. From this analysis. we can see the
gaps between what theorists say and what

teachers actually do. By understanding the
gaps. teachers can explore new possibilities.

What the Theorists Sa)

The writing process
Murray (1987) says that basically all writ-

ers go back and forth, as they write, through the
following stages: collecting ideas or informa-
tion necessary for a piece. focusing ideas into
a coherent whole, ordering ideas into what the

writer wants to say. writing the first draft while
realizing other drafts will most likely be neces-
sary, and clarifying in order that others may
understand the writer's intentions.

Teachers of writing have different roles
during these various stages. At the beginning
stages of the writing process, teachers can
acquaint students with different techniques
that writers use to get ideas. One such tech-
nique is free writing. In this technique. stu-
dents are told not to worry about errors at all.
Instructions are given tnat require students to
writeabout anythingfor a specific period
of time. The time given would vary depending
upon the age and level of students, hut writers
are not to lift their pencils from the page during
that time. No erasing or use of dictionaries is
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allowed. Students are not to worry about or-
ganization or other polishing techniques that
usually accompany the act of writing. Rather.
students are to let their thoughts have free ex-
pression. From the resulting mass of ideas, one
workable idea might be discovered that the
student writer could develop. Freeing students
from worry about errors is one of the goals of
the collecting stage.

As suggested by Zamel (1987), teacher-
student conferences during the drafting stages
give the student feedback early on. Nudging
questions can move the student writer to greater
involvement in the creative pan of the writing
process. At the same time, questions that arise
about writing which does not make sense to the
reader can be worked through. The teacher's
role in these conferences is to ask quesjons.
encouraging the writer to consider how to best
express what he or she wants to say and to feel
responsibility for a piece.

There are basically two kinds of teacher-
student conferences: content conferences and
editing conferences. Content conferences take
place after, or even during, the drafting stages
and may last a few minutes or a greater length
of time. The purpose of content conferences is
to work towards expressing the writer's in-
tended meaning. Editing conferences, on the
other hand, take place near the end of the
writing process and are used to work on polish-
ing a piece. Mechanics, such as spelling and
punctuation, and syntax and organization are
the foci of such conferences (see Elbow. 1981:
Flower. 1985; Calkins, 1986: Murray, 1987.
for discussions of teacher-student conferences).

Peer conferences for both content and edit-
ing are also important in the writing process.
Often. one writing teacher cannot meet the
needs of all student "Titers at once. Besides.
the audience for a piece need not be only the
teacher. Student writers can learn what it
means to write for an audience by actually
having an audience of many, readers.

Content peer conferences take place in the
drafting stages of the writing process. Here. a
Ntudent writer reads his or her draft to a class-
mate or a group of classmates. Reading aloud
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helps give the writer a way to learn about voice
in a piece and may help a student better find his
own voice. Peers are asked to comment on
what they hear. What did the listener like about
a piece? What kinds of questions does a
listener have? Is there any part that was diffi-
cult to understand? Peers find these places in
the piece along with the writer. This kind of
examination often leads students to confront
errors themselves. The writer then knows bet-
ter what to add to a piece or cut from it.

Peer editing conferences take place in the
polishing stages of the writing process. Here.
peers work together on proofreading. What
one student might miss as an error. another
might see. Peers tend to have less vested
interest in a piece and can therefore help the
writer see his or her work more objectively (see
Elbow, 1981: Raimes. 1983a. 19831% Calkins.
1986: Murray. 1987; Zamel. 1987. for discus-
sions of peer conferences ).

Effors as developmental
Second language acquisition theorists have

pointed out that errors are developmental and
systematic (Littlewood. 1984: Ellis. 1986:
Krashen, 1987). As Rairnes (1983b) notes,
"Learn to expect errors that occur regularly at
certain stages in a student's learning develop-
ment" ( p. 23). By being aware of the develop-
mental nature of student errors, teachers of
writing can focus on appropriate errors for
particular students.

One way to recognize and address the
developmental nature of errors, as Raimes
( 1983a. 1983b) suggests. is to teach students to
self-edit. Mini-lessons (using ten or 15 min-
utes of class time to explain techniques ) can
teach students how to edit their own work. One
student 's piece is show n via an overhead pro-
jector. Students are asked, t'or instance, to
write down each subject and verb per sentence.
Then they are asked to check subject-verb
agreement. In this way. errors which fepresent
the developmental state of a particular group of
students are addressed at an appropriate time.

There are also other applications of mini-
lessons. Students can be taught to cover all
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other lines of the text except the one they are
proofreading. Or students can be taught how to
use a grammar reference, thesaurus, or En-
glish-English dictionary for themselves. Or
students can be encouraged to use checklists to
monitor their own work. Through these prac-
tices, students develop their awareness of er-
rors and their ability to handle them. Further,
students learn to take more responsibility for
their own writing and errors.

My Observations
In observations in both ESL and EFL set-

tings, I have focused on the handling of errors
in student writing. In this section, I would like
to look at examples of actual classroom prac-
tices in two settings. From these examples. I
hope to demonstrate some of the problems that
classroom teachers face in error correction.

In the United States
In an ESL writing workshop in a public ele-

mentary school in a New York City suburban
area for fifth and sixth-graders. I observed one
class in which all errors became the responsi-
bility of the teacher. She called herself the
editor-in-chief; at the final stage, just prior to
publishing a piece. she corrected the students'
errors. The student writer then made a clean
copy of this corrected draft to be "published."

This technique followed theorists' sugges-
tions for native-speaking writers: Errors were
ignored until a later stage in the writing process
so as to free writers to work on meaning, to free

them from past "bad" writing experiences.
and/or to allow them to focus their attention
upon their audience.

In this classroom, by peer and teacher con-
ferences mostly concerned with contents, the
student writers realized they were writing for
meaning in order that others might understand
their intentions. These conferences took place
in the middle, drafting stages of the writing
process. Questions became the format for
most conferences that I observed. "What do
you mean?" "Did the bad guys have weap-
ons?" "Did they fight fairr "Flow did you
know which ones were the bad guys?" These
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kinds of comments were given by peers. other
fifth-graders in the ESL writing workshop.

In this setting, grammar was not often the
problem blocking meaning. Yet, as I read over
student writers' shoulders. I realized many
youngsters were writing without any capitali-
zation or punctuation. Paragraphing was rarely
considered. Spelling was often problematical.
They read their pieces aloud and thus provided
by speech these necessary beginnings and stops.

But for a reader of one of these pieces. meaning
was not always clear.

The editor-in-chief, the teacher, had a lot of
errors to correct. The next-to-final draft came
back to the writer full of red marks. This teach-
er had made the decision to promote creativity
over correct grammar and mechanics. While
student writers benefited initially through the
freedom to explore their ideas, problems
emerged later as responsibility for writing and
errors shifted from the students to the teacher.

In Japan
In a Japanese college classroom in which

students had studied English grammar for seven

years. the teacher turned to me and asked.
"What do I do about their mistakes'? Some-
times there are so many mistakes that I can't
make heads or tails of wnat they want to say."
These or similar words have been repeated to
me many times. Teachers want to free students
from worry about errors, but are faced with the
reality of drafts that are riddled with errors
which interfere with meaning.

I have observed peel content conferences in
a variety of c lassrooms. Usually, the following
pattern develops: Student A: "What do you
mean by this?" Student B: "Where- I Student

A points. I Student 13: "Ano ne . ..." and the dis-
cussion continues in Japanese. The problem of
how to expiess the idea in English is noi ad-
dressed. Both students understand their verbal
communication in Japanese. and therefore. the
problem about meaning is solved for them.

In student-teacher conferences, I have
observed students who ask teachers to supply
them with words or phrases. even sentences.
rather than searching for appropriate choices
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on their own. The teacher might ask, "What do
you mean by this portion of your text?" Instead
of answering, students often reply with another
question: "How do you say nan to ka in En-
glish?" The students think that if they can sup-
ply the correct translation, then that portion of
text will no longer be a problem.

All too often, conferences become stuck at
the word or phrase level instead of working on
overall content meaning. The intended pur-
pose of such conferences, therefore, becomes
thwarted.

Possibilities
How can teachers achieve a balance be-

tween dealing with errors that interfere with
meaning and supporting their students' confi-
dence in writing? How can teachers achieve
this balance and at the same time encourage
students to take responsibility for their own
writing? In this section. I would like to discuss
three possibilities, based on the writing theo-
ries discussed above, which may be useful to
classroom writing teachers.

Conferences
Conferences can not only address meaning

and mechanics. but can also encourage stu-
dents to take responsibility for their own writ-
ing. However, the goals and procedures of
these conferences need to be clearly outlined
for students and understood by them.

In a drafting stage conference, students
need to know that they are only to work on
overall meaningnot meaning at the transla-
tion level, but meaning of the writer's inten-
tion. The questions which arise about meaning
can then be addressed by the students on their
own. After rewriting, students (who are edit-
ing by then). need to know how to go about
polishing a piece. These problems in mechan-
ics can be subsequently dealt with by students
working on their own.

In this way. the goals and processes of
content and editing conferences are clearly
defined. Questions relating to meaning are
worked on before questions about mechanics.
This distinction encourages students to take
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more responsibility for their own writingin
terms of both meaning and mechanics.

Mini-Iessons
Though Raimes ( 1983b) suggests the use of

mini-lessons, many teachers do not know when
to use them. As with the placement of confer-
ences, the placement of mini-lessons will de-
pend on the goals of the mini-lesson.

Grammar-based mini-lessons, where prob-
lems relevant to many are examined through
anonymous pieces of students' writing, can be
held at any time in the writing process. In this
way, errors which represent the developmental
stage of the studentssubject-verb agreement,
for instance, for lower-level learners. or article
choice for higher-level learnerscan be ex-
amined and addressed at appropriate times.
When mini-conferences are repeated over time,
students can gain awareness of some of their
particular difficulties in grammar.

On the other hand, mini-lessons which teach
students the mechanical skills of editing
such as using a grammar text or a thesaurus as
a referencecan occur during the polishing
stages of the process. These skills are most
valuable to students after questions of meaning
have been answered, when close word and
sentence-level mechanical editing is required.
Through the application of these skills, the
students are encouraged to maintain responsi-
bility for their writing.

Checklists
Providiqg a checklist of usual errors is a

technique that encourages student involvement
in and responsibility for writing. Checklists
can be given to students in the drafting stages
of the writing process. As students are taught
the problems covered on the checklist, they are
asked to assume responsibility for all the points
on the checklist. Not all possible errors should
be covered on a checklist. In fact, limiting the
number of problems to five to seven at a time
seems appropriate for an EFL setting.

Raimes (198311) suggests making different
checklists for different phases of the writiug
process. For example. I have used the list in
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Figure I, below, even in the drafting stages of
the writing process.

FIGURE I
Drafting Stages Error Checklist

sp:
v:

A.

spelling error
error in verb form or tense
error in subject-verb agreement
missing letter or word
start a new paragraph: or check that there
is only one main idea in the paragraph

Concentrating on a selection of errors en-
courages students to assume responsibility for
their own writing and leads, over time, to a
degree of mastery for some students. Further-
more, adjusting the checklists according to the
level of the students and the stage of the writing
process recognizes the developmental nature
of errors and leads to greater progress in the
students' ability to recognize and self-correct
their mistakes.

Conclusion
Observations of writing classrooms show

gaps between theory and teaching practices.
All too often, emphasis on some parts of the
writing process all but eliminates other vital
parts. Teachers then feel compelled to take up
the red pen, which shifts control of the writing
from the student to the teacher. Efforts can be
made to relieve students' fear of errors, but
students can also be taught how to recognize
and deal with thcir own errors. Finding ways
to achieve this balance between fear and con-
fidence, however, is not easy.

There is no panacea for elimination of er-
rors, no quick road to writing success, but
possibilities for improvement do exist. Teach-
ers can talk about errors often during the writ-
ing process: in content conferences. in mini-
lessons, in providing checklists, in editing
conferences, and in giving expression to the
expectation that authorship means being in
charge of a piece of writing from beginning to

- ,
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completion. Peers can act as audience for stu-
dent writers in both content and editing confer-
ences. They too can help writers confront their
errors. Finally, writers can help themselves
deal with errors as they make use of the dic-
tionary and thesaurus, as they use checklists,
and as they apply what they have learned
during mini-lessons.
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In the last two decades, the field of intercultu-
ral communication has grown tremendously.
Its beginnings as an interdisciplinary academic
field have been traced to the late 1960s in the
United States (Okabe, 1988) and, as a means of
practical training, to the early 1960s and the
need to train Peace Corps volunteers and inter-
national businessmen. One could also argue
that its roots go back even earlier to the war
years of 1941-45, when many Americans en-
countered people from foreign cultures for the
first time (Damen, 1987). Several studies of
American culture (Mead, 1942; Gorer, 1948)
and other cultures (Benedict, 1946; Gorer &
Rickman, 1949) were written by anthropolo-
gists during those years so as to better under-
stand the sources of behavior (and fighting
potential) of Americans and their chief allies
and adversaries.

Although the urgent practical needs less-
ened with the end of the war, they did not fade
away. In 1945, America became pan of the
world; the founding of the United Nations and
the beginning of the Cold War ensured that the
United States would not return to the isolation-
ism that prevailed before the war. Thus, al-
though the field of intercultural communica-
tion began to develop in the 1960s and 1970s.
the seeds were sown in the war years and
immediately afterwards.

The academic history of intercultural com-
munication takes its impetus from the Ameri-
can penchant to study behavior. As Okabe
(1988) notes:

Americans tend to approach a problem from
an academic standpoint and then to establish
a new discipline. This particularly holds true
of the emergence of intercultural communi-
cation as anew field within the framework of
speech communication. (p. 6)

Okabe (1988) says further that efforts were
made to advance intercultural communication
as a respectable member of the social sciences:

Because of its newness, the field has at-
tracted scholars from diverse disciplines,
such as anthropology, linguistics, psychol-
ogy, sociology, and...communicology. (p.9)

The new field that emerged was interdiscipli-
nary. Because it fell within the overall frame-
work of the social sciences, intercultural com-
munication adopted the same approach,
used the same tools and techniques, and was
guided by the same underlying assumptions
and premises as these sciences.

Given the above history of intercultural
communication, it should not be surprising
that it is still predominantly American and
based on the American social sciences. Dean
Barnlund has noted that 90% of the available
material on intercultural communication is
Western, and of that, 90% is American (per-
sonal communication, July, 1989).

Recently, more research is being done out-
side Western countries, and much more needs
to be done. Studies of intercultural communi-
cation have been published in Japan (Ishii,
Okabe, & Kume, 1987; Shigehisa, Kitagawa,
Inoue. & Fukui, 1987) that will help broaden
our understanding of the intercultural commu-
nication process. Although many of the con-
cepts and references of non-Western studies
will be the same as those used in Western
studies, they may be presented and interpreted
differently. In addition, new theories may

William McOmie holds an M.A. in Russian lan-
guage and cul lure from the University ofCalifornia,
Davis. Currently, he is an instructor offoreign stud-
ies at Nagasaki University in Nagasaki, Japan,
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arise by virtue of fertilization in a new cultural
milieu. In fact. it has been argued that "differ-
ent cultures...have different paradigms....[ And
so] science done cross-culturally may have
greater validity than that done within a single
culture" (Kleinjans. 1972. cited in Damen,
1987. p. 145).

While accepting this argument, it will be
my purpose in this article to argue that the
social sciences themselves comprise a culture
which, together with other cultures, transects
national, regional, racial, ethnic, and linguistic
cultures. For the purposes of this paper, I will
label these latter cultures traditional, and the
former cultures hori:ontal. This article will be
devoted to the exploration of these horizontol
cultures. I believe that until the horizontal cul-
tures are fully incorporated into the eclectic
body of intercultural communication the disci-
pline will lack a truly intercultural focus.

Defining Culture
Every argument begins with a definition.

One definition of culture was formulated by
the Britishanthropologist Edward Tylor ( 187 h.
the founder of modern anthropology:

Culture...taken in its wide ethnographic
sense, is that complex whole which includes
knowledge. belief, art, morals, law, custom.
and any other capabilities and habits ac-
quired by man as a member of society. tit. I 1

I the sense of Tylor's definition, most
peop would associate the word "culture"
with s )me national or ethnic group of people.
such as American culture, Hispanic culture.
Japanese culture, or Ainu culture. In fact, none
of these cultures actually exists, except as an
abstraction or generalization. They are not real
in the sense that individual human beings. the
bearers of culture, are real. They are useful
insofar as they make us aware of the common
assumptive world that culture hearers share
with other members of their cultural groups.
They are dangerous to the degree that they
harden into stereotypes which close minds to
the uniqueness of individual human beings.
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As I define it, a culture is a way of seeing,
a way of perceiving, and a way of behaving on
the basis of that perception. In order to per-
ceive the world, we must select certain features
and order them, thereby constructing a reality
that corresponds to the reality "out there."

The word "culture" comes from the Latin
cultivare, from which the English "cultivate"
is also derived. Cultivation is, of course, al-
ways selective. If we think of culture as the
selective cultivation of behavior, then we are
close to the most crucial thing about it: the fact
that certain specific behaviors, out of the whole
range of possible behaviors, are cultivated by
a certain group of people in a certain environ-
ment at a certain time for the purposes of
adaptation and group solidarity. Then, once
they have seeped into the collective uncon-
scious, these behaviors become the hidden
guides to perception, conception, and action.
A culture, therefore, is the result of the mass
cultivation of a certain way of seeing, thinking,
assuming, believing, and behaving in the
members of a society.

The Liberation of Culture
As noted above, "American culture" is an

abstraction and generalization. In the cultures
of smaller groups, as the similarity of factors
such as age. education, wealth, social class.
and profession increases, the likelihood of
perceptual and conceptual similarity also in-
creases. Recently, the word "culture" has been
applied to more and more contexts that relate to
these kinds of groups. These contexts have no
direct association with a single national. re-
gional. or ethnic culture: they may. in fact, cut
across traditional boundaries.

For example, thc International Journal of
Intercultural Relations (1990), the official
publication of the Society for Irternational
Educat ion. Training and Research ( SI ETAR
makes no restriction on the definition of cul-
ture in the manuscripts that it considers:

Acceptable articles may deal with any of the
following: national, cross-cultural, racial.
social class, sex difforences. and even man-
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agement versus union differences, among
others. However, it is the responsibility of
the authors to show that the groups under
consideration actually form a culture. (p. 111

Yet the liberation of culture actually goes
back decades. The emergence of an identifi-
able "counter-culture" in the United States in
the 1960s, mostly associated with disaffected
middle-class youth, demonstrates the potential
for culture to spread horizontally. Of course, it
took somewhat different forms in different
environments and among different individu-
als. In 1990, we still speak of an international
"youth culture," different in ideology and life-
style, but still transecting traditional barriers.

In the 1980s, the use of the terms "corporate
culture" and "business culture," referring to
the shared ways of perceiving, thinking, and
acting exhibited in large corporations. came
into wide use. Connected with these cultures
are "consumer culture" and "automobile cul-
ture," driven by the power of advertising and
the fostering of the desire for convenience and
status. When people become dependent on
various machines and abandon other means of
transportation in favor of the automobile, a
change occurs in thinking, values, and life
stylein short, a change occurs in culture.

A recent report on the BBC World Service
concerning the help being rendered by West-
ern soldiers to their former enemies in Eastern
Europe pointed to the fact that soldiers have
common values and that they understand and
respect each other all over the world. It seems
we can also speak of a worldwide "military
culture" which crosses national boundaries.

These are various examples of horizontal
cultures that have spread across traditional
boundaries. They function as natural bridges
across the cultural chasm, linking counterparts
in different countries. As a result, they reduce
the differences between these same counter-
parts in terms of traditional culture and make
their interaction less cross-cultural.

Scientific Culture
The most important horizontal culture for
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the purposes of this discussion is scientif;c
culture. Thirty years ago, the British writer C.
P. Snow (1959) delineated the two broad cul-
tures of the sciences and the humanities. He
saw the former thusly:

The scientific culture really is a culture, not
only in an intellectual but also in an anthro-
pological sense....II Its members need not...
always completely understand each other;
biologists more often than not will have a
pretty hazy idea of contemporary physics;
but there are common attitudes, common
standards and patterns of behaviour, com-
mon approaches and assumptions. This goes
surprisingly wide and deep. It cuts across
other mental patterns, such as those of relig-
ion or politics or class. (p.

It also cuts across national, ethnic, and
linguistic patterns. In 1990, we can speak of a
worldwide scientific culture which, while ex-
hibiting observable differences from region to
region. institution to institution, and discipline
to discipline, still shares common assump-
tions, approaches, attitudes, and values which
may or may not be dominant in the particular
societies to which the scientists belong.

To take Snow's argument one step further,
if different brunches of science use separate
approaches, perspectives, language, etc., then
they, too, can be seen as separate cultures. This
trend has led to a proliferation of university
departments and to many valuable and insight-
ful professional studies. However, it also has
a dark side. If we continually narrow and limit
the perspectives of various disciplines and
branches of science, we likewise limit the
study and experience of intercultural and inter-
personal communication that could he achieved
through them.

How does this cultural commonality among
F.ocial scientists worldwide affect the study of
intercultural communication? It could make
the study of intercultural communication from
a Japanese viewpoint, for example. compared
to one from an American viewpoint, less inher-
ently intercultural than it otherwise might seem:
Both groups of researchers belong to the same
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worldwide, social science-based culture with
all its attendant characteristics. While the
Japanese study would likely differ from the
American one, it would still share many of the
same concepts, paradigms, tools, and meth-
ods. Hence, it might not offer as truly an inter-
cultural perspective on intercultural communi-
cation as we had originally thought.

Expanding the Intercultural Perspective
The study of human nature and behavior, of

which communication forms an enormous part,
should be as complex ano mul i varied as pos-
sible. Barnlund and Nomura (1985) argue for
the participation of a variety of disciplines in
the examination of human cultures:

S lome of the integrity of any human act is
lost when observed through the lens of a
single academic specialty. As sociologists.
communicologists. psychiatrists, and an-
thropologists. we are all "professionally cen-
tered- and suffer from a theocentric myopia
that can be as disabling as an ethnocentric
myopia....1A Ill framings of human experi-
ence have their value. but all provide limited

access to the human condition. rp. 358

While unlimited access is probably not pos-
sible. we Owe it to ourselves to incorporate as
many disciplines as possible into the intercul-
tural perspective. We should include as many
ways of seeing, knowing, and experiencing the
world and as many ways of being, becoming,
and doing as we can imagine. Even then. we
will probably fall short of full understanding.

One means to counteract the tendency of
horizontal cultures to narrow rather than to
broaden our perspective is to expand the field
of intercultural communication in a vertical
direction: upward from the social sciences into
the physical sciences and downward into the
humanitiesliterature. art, music, drama.
dance, religion. etc. By doing so. the field of
intercultural communication would become
more truly intercultural, and its concepts and
practices would become more accessible, and
possibly more attractive, to a broader spectrum
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of humanity.
Some social scientists, notably Dean Barn-

lund (1989), have taken the trouble to include
in their works the perspectives of the arts,
literature, and film. In addition, at least one
book devoted to an understanding of the proc-
ess of cultural shock through fiction has been
published (Lewis & Jungman, 1986). But the
field as a whole remains imbalanced. mostly
situated within the social scientific culture.
Objective, social scientific study is certainly a
valid and valuable means to increase our un-
derstanding and insight into the communica-
tion process. But dare we assume it is the only
%.alid way?

A truly intercultural approach to the under-
standing of human behavior and communica-
tion would necessarily embrace and endorse
other ways of seeing. ways of perceiving and
structuring reality. and ways of knowing and
understanding besides that of rational ist. rigor-
ous. objective, social scientific inquiry. Should
we not recognize that other ways of knowing
may be as good, or better, than that of social
science, depending on our purposes and the
sorts of questions we ask? If intercultural corn-
munication as a field of knowledge and inquiry
embraces the relativity olcultures. then it must
also .:mbrace the relativity of disciplines.

Conceptual Parallelism: Humanities and
Social Science

What can the humanities teach us about
intercultural communication'? Can they con-
vey the concepts of social science'? They may
deepen our thiderstanding of the same process.

Let us take as an example the concept that
the meaning of words is in the communicator.
not in the words themselves. This is a crucial
concept in intercultural human communica-
tion. Condon and Yousef ( 1988) explain:

Our point here is simply the familiar seman-
tic one but applied across languages and
across cultural lines. What I mean by a word
or phrase is not quite the same as what you
mean by that: meanings arc In people in4

language. (p. 1148)
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The concept seems rather obvious; but it is
also something that can, and often is, forgotten
in the heat and habit of human communicative
behavior. We all subscribe to the conventions
in our own culture that arbitrarily give certain
meanings to certain words. But what if we
didn't? What if we met someone who didn't?
Could we still communicate?

Consider the following passage from Alice' s
Adventures in Wonderland:

'And only one for birthday presents, you
know. There's glory for you!''

"I don't know what you mean by 'glory.
Alice said. Humpty Dumpty smiled con-
temptuously. "Of course you don't--till I
tell you. I meant 'there's a nice knock-down
argument for you!

-But 'glory' doesn't mean 'a nice knock-
down argument. Alice objected.

"When / use a word." Humpty Dumpty
said, in rather a scornful tone. "it means just
what I choose it to meanneither more nor
less."

"The question is." said Alice, "whether
you can make words mean so many different
things."

"The question is." said Humpty Dumpty.
"which is to be masterthat's all." (Carroll,
1965. p. 198 I

In this dialogue, we see the problem that
often exists between representatives of two
different cultures with two different symbolic
codes. The passage reminds us that meaning is
in communicators, not in words. It also warns
us that words themselves can become masters
of their inventors if the latter forget the arbi-
trary. symbolic nature of language.

As this example shows, the humanities in
general. and literature in particular, has the
power to illuminate social scientific ideas in
vivid and powerful waysin ways we might
otherwise not have considered. If one wants to
learn about human nature, human relation-
ships, and communication, one could read the
works of social scientists such as Freud. Jung,
Boas, Benedict. or Mead. Or one could read
the works of great writers such as To lstoy.
Dostoevsky, Shakespeare. Balzac. Goethe.
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Steinbeck, or Murasaki. Or one could read
bothand profit thereby.

The Link Between Physical Science and
Social Science

How can the study of intercultural commu-
nication benefit from increased interaction with
the physical sciences? How can the physical
sciences help us better understand the process
of human communication? In feet, approaches
and conclusions may be broadened.

Many mathematicians and physical scien-
tists have attempted to integrate the physical
sciences into the social s..iences---or, at least,
to demonstrate their similarity and relevance
to each other (Wiener, 1969; Lorenz, 1977;
Capra, 1980; Sagan. 1980; Bateson. 1985.
1988). In this scientific/technological age.
who can seriously doubt the relevance of the
hard sciences to society and the importance of
understanding how they influence and acceler-
ate social and cultural change?

Psychology provides a good example of
how the two branches of science blend into
each other. One can study physiological psy-
chology at one end of the spectrum or humanist

psychology at the other. Both look at human
behavior. but they look from opposite points of
view, with different eyepieces. One focuses on
a microscopic view of a portion of a person.
and the other takes an overall view of the whole
person. Both are motivated by a desire to un-
derstand something of human behavior, and
both succeed (or fail) in thcir own way.

I would argue that the difkrence in mental
orientation and emphasis that would influence
us to choose one approach over the other is
very similar to the difference in mentality one
finds between people from difkrent national
and ethnic cultures. What we want to know
and why. how we choose to know it and why.
and what we do or do not do with that knowl-
edge ate all important reflections of our col lee-
five cultural selves and of our individual cul-
tural uniqueness.

But, as in all intercultural communication,
the members of one culture can learn from the
members of another. For instance, the rigid
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methodology of social science necessarily ob-
jectifies the human behavior it studies. The un-
certainty principle in physics can be applied to
this social science methodology to tell us that
researchers are caught up with their objects of
study in a web of mutual influence and subjec-
tive perception. In short, communication be-
tween the two cultures of the social and the
physical sciences may, in fact, lead to a greater
understanding of both methods and results.

Teaching Intercultural Communication
The recent trend to teach cult* together

with language and intercultural communica-
tion together with EEL is very timely. How-
ever, we should not overlook the fact that
social science is also a culture and thus may
blind us to the truth of other cultures and other
ways of learning and knowing.

If we ourselves are trained in anthropology
or linguistics, let us not insist that our students
become anthropologists or linguists like us.
Let us allow them to be artists or poets, as well
as scientists, Let us encourage them to experi-
ence and explore culture in a variety of ways so
that they can find the way that is best suited to
their own style of learning and understanding.
We should entertain the possibility, for in-
stance. that going to a Zen monastery to study
and perform :a:en may teach one as much
about intercultural communication as one could
learn from reading a textbook or doing social
scientific research.

If our goal is the practical one of actually
broadening and improving interpersonal and
intercultural communication skills, then we
have every reason to encourage our students to
study and practice in their own ways. There is
no reawn to believe that social scientists who
study human communication are necessarily
better practical communicators by virtue of
their knowledge than others who do not have
that knowledge. Our lifc experience should
tell us that knowing about something is not the
same as being able to do it. Indeed. in the latest
jargon of social science, competence is distin-
guished from performance. It follows that we
should require our students to experience CLII-
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ture and practice communication as well as
study them. It' we do not. are we not commit-
ting the same sin as teaching English through
grammar and translation without requiring our
students to practice communication?

None of the above, however, lets the teacher
off' the hook. On the contrary, the teacher must
necessarily he involved in the students' learn-
ing process: he cannot abdicate his role, how-
ever he defines it. Something always comes
out of the interriction between teacher and

-skutient. although it may not be what was in the
teacher s lesson plan. The role of' the teacher
may lie less in teaching concepts than in ques-
tioning preconceptions, less in teaching dubi-
ous generalities than in breaking stereotypes.

Conclusion
In this article. I have attempted to demon-

strate the existence of many horizontal cul-
tures besides the traditional anthropological
cultures of nation. region. ethnic group, or
tribe. First. I argued that social science is one
of these horizontal cultures; it is a culture in its
own right and, as such, is directly relevant to
intercultural communication. Second, I ar-
gued that in a re iative universe social science is
not the only way to increase our understanching
of the intercultural communication process.
Social science has no monopoly on under-
standing or proof. As Bateson (1988) said:
"Science probes: it does not prove.' (p. 31 f. ,

In addition, I have tried to arrive at an
intercultural definition of culture by which no
human way of perceiving and conceiving.
constructing and destructing. expanding and
restricting the world of our experience is ex-
cluded. We need to include all human culture.
all national cultures. all cultures of discipline.
all scientific cultures, all prole,:sional cultures.
and all religious cultures. A trulv intercultural
perspective would not exclude any cultural
plirit Of view, We should expectand de-
mand no less.

As a field of both 111qUiry and training.
intercultural communiciition has continually
broadened its !het wctical and practical per-
spectives. Yet there is still a need for further

bo
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expansion, To borrow an analogy H. L. Menck-
en used to describe the English language. the
field of intercultural communication is a com-
pany in which American social scientists own
most of the stock. Scientists and nonscientists
of all stripes and colors need to become share-
holders and make their voices heard. We all
need to become active contributors to the eclec-

tic body of intercultural communication, bring-
ing our various viewpoints on and insights into
the cultural communication process.

Alexander Pope said, "The proper study of
mankind is man": and Fyodor Tyutchev said,
"An uttered thought is a lie." In the first sense.
we study ourselves in order to understand
ourselves and the universe of which we are a
part. But in the second sense, whatever we say
about ourselves and, hence. about the universe.
is false because language inevitably distorts
that which it represents. The only way out of
this bind is for each individual human being to
both study and experience, to both know about
something and know it directly. The road
toward glimpsing some of the truth of human
communicative behavior is a narrow path be-
tween these two extremes. And the way for-
ward is a delicate balancing act.
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Rapid-Fire Questions for Better
Communication

Robert Ruud

When we engage in conversation, we often ask
and answer a series of questions, all of which
are related and cumulative in their meaning.
Obviously, questions are a basic unit of one-to-
one communication, and asking and answer-
ing questions is one of the most fundamental
features of conversation. Questions put us
under pressure to answer quickly enough and
correctly enough to keep a conversation going.

Language learners recognize their need to
cope with these pressures. Rapid-Fire Ques-
tions is a language-teaching technique com-
prised of a series of questions which simulates
one side of a conversation and which specifi-
cally prepares students for the pressures of
answering questions in conversation. At the
same time, the Rapid-Fire Questions tech-
nique tests grammar, vocabulary, and general
comprehension in a clear context.

How to Prepare Rapid-Fire Questions
Before you go into class, write out a series

of questions about your lesson or other infor-
mation that students share. These questions
should be at approximately the right level for
your students. Write at least as many questions
as there are studeats in your class. Write the
questions as they might occur in a real conver-
sation. Then record the questions onto an au-
diotape, saying them as you would to a native
speaker. Leave enough silence on the tape
after each question for students to respond. (In
order to time this pause correctly, you can say
the answer silently to yourself.) Make copies

of the written questions for students.
In class, establish or review the common

knowledge of the lesson. Get students talking
about the subject at hand. Then, sometime dur-
ing their practice, write numbers in a column
on the blackboard corresponding to the num-
ber of Rapid-Fire Questions you will use.

How to Prepare the Class
Tell the students:
"Now you are going to participate in a

conversation on this subject. This tape con-
tains half the conversation. You as a group are
responsible for the other half. You will hear a
series of questions, the same number of ques-
tions as you see in this column on the board.
But note that you will not hear numbers on the
tape, because, of course, questions are not
numbered in conversation. After each ques-
tion will be a period of silence. This silence is
about the same length in time as the answer to
the question should be. Please answer the
question aloud during this silence on the tape.
I won't stop the tape, so note that you will have
only as much time as is generally needed to
answer the question. It's important not to be
speaking while the next question is playing; if
you do, the other students won't be able to hear
their questions.

"After the first question, there will be a
period of silence. After the silence, there will
be another question, followed by another si-
lence, etc. Student A will answer the first ques-
tion only. Then Student B will answer the
second, Student C will answer the third, etc."
(Indicate some order for question answering:

Robert Ruud is a former Director qf the Language
Institute of Japan. He currently lives in Hayfield.
Minnesota, and studies at the University of Minne-
sota. He is a frequent contributor to Cross Currents.
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wound a semi-circle, up and down rows of
desks, etc. As I noted above, you should have
at least as many questions on the tape as you
have students in your class. If you have more,
after the last student has answered, Student A
can answer the next question. and the order can

begin again.)
Then continue your instructions:
"Some answers are acceptable for these

questions; some are not. I will mark on the
board whether your answer is acceptable or
not. If your answer is acceptable, 1 will place
a check (Si) beside the number of that question.
If your answer is not acceptable. I'll write an
'X.' If I didn't understand clearly. I'll write a
question mark (?).

"Note that these questions are usually linked,
related, or dependent on one another in some
way; so you can't just wait for your question to
come and answer it easily unless you have
heard and understood the previous questions.
You may have to understand the previous
question, and maybe even several previous
questions, in order to understand your question
completely. So listen carefully to the ques-
tions and the other students' answers, as these
may give you some clues.

"The goal is to get all the questions correct.
If we don't get them all correct the first time,
we can go back to the lesson and check details.

or you can ask me about the questions that were

answered incorrectly.
"Ready?"

Rapid-Fire Questions Procedure
The tape rolls. Students do their best to

answer. The teacher faces the board, listens
carefully, and marks honestly. There may be
some confusion among students regarding
order. For instance, if students forget their
turns, the sequence may be thrown off.

After the first try, talk about the incorrect
answers until all major questions have been
answered. Some questions. however, arc hest
referred to subsequent attempts at the tape.
When students arc ready. start again. Have a
different student start this time.

Students should get all or nearly all the
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questions right after three attempts. Students
should then be given a tran .cript of the ques-
tions they heard, such as the one shown in
Figure I , below, which is based on the content
of this article. Note that the questions are num-
bered on the paper for reference purposes, but
are not numbered on the tape. When they see
the questions in writing, students will invari-
ably have a few more questions of their own
about the Rapid-Fire Questions.

FIGURE
Rapid-Fire Que,tions

I Are Rapid-Fire Questions the same as test
questions?

2. Do they resemble questions in conversa-
tion'?

3. How?
4. How are they different from questions in

conversation?
5. Are they hard to prepare?
6. How many of them are used at a time'?
7. Don't Rapid-Fire Questions put a lot of

pressure on students?
8. Is that intentional?
9. What is the effect of that kind of pressure'?
W. What problems can a teacher expect in

using Rapid-Fire Questions?
II. Why are they good for language learning'?
12. Are they available commercially?
II You mean teachers make them up'?
14. What do you think of them'?

Summary
Rapid-Fire Questions simulate one side of

a conversation through the adherence to basic
principles of discourse in English.

Rapid-Fire Questions are based on some
common knowledge that students have. This
knowledge can come from a lesson they have
had, for example. where students described a
picture. brainstormed or organized ideas,
learned language for and conducted a business
meeting. listened to a dialogue or speech. or
read a short passage. This knowledge can also
come from outside of class, for example. from
homework or work in the language lab. The
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important thing is that all the students must
have some knowledge of the content and lan-
guage of the lesson.

Rapid-Fire Questions should be fast and
complex enough to apply pressure, but slow
and simple enough so there is about a 75%
success rate in their first use and a 100%
success rate, or at least very close to it, by their
third use.

Rapid-Fire Questions are easily verifiable.
Students need to have access to ultimate veri-
fication not only of what the correct answers
are, but of what the exact vocabulary and
grammatical features of the questions are. In
other words, the teacher needs to confirm stu-
dents' answers by giving them a sClipt of what
they heard.

Rapid-Fire Questions are best addressed to
students one by one and can be used with a
group of any size. There should be as many or
more questions in the series as there are stu-

dents in the class.

Conclusion
This basic Rapid-Fire Questions technique

can be varied in many ways. Students can
compete. Working in small groups, they can
generate their own questions and pose them to
other groups. They can review the questions in
the language lab.

All the Rapid-Fire Questions which stu-
dents hear and use in this way can be directly
related to their level and the work they are
doing in class. However, the Rapid-Fire
Questions technique will also provide good
preparation for work students need to do out-
side of class, whether it be comprehending a
professor's lecture, negotiating a contract,
meeting a stranger on the bus, or fielding
questions after giving a technical presentation.

After working with Rapid-Fire Questions,
students are ready for real communication.
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My first exposure to American educational programs abroad came when
my wife and I got out of the jeep on the East Coast of Malaysia in
September, 1987. We had stopped in a rural district called Paya Besar,
"Big Swamp." Coconut palms hung over a few Quonset huts, huge
hibiscus bushes with red-tongued flowers swayed in the breeze, and
chickens pecked and scratched in the road. This was our campus, the
academy in which we were to prepare our rural students, the sons and
daughters of rice farmers, rubber tappers, and fishermen, for entrance
into, and success in, the American higher education system.

The educational program we joined, unlike most I have since en-
countered, was not officially linked with a U.S.-based college or univer-
sity. Rather, our program was patterned aiter an American community
college, but administered by the Malaysian government and staffed,
primarily, by Malaysians. The system of education, however, was iden-
tical to most other linkage programs or branch campuses (hereafter
linkage programs) that I have since seen in Malaysia and Japan: The stu-
dents studied for two years in their home country and then transferred
to American colleges or universities to complete their bachelor's degrees.

Over the course of the next two years, I received a crash course in
issues relating to American overseas linkage programs. How much En-
glish education should the students receive? How valid is the Test of
English as a Foreip Language (TOEFL)? What cultural or political is-
sues, relating to both the United States and to the host country, are appro-
priate topics for discussion, presentation, and composition? What
impact does American educational philosophy have on students? How
can teachers encourage active participation in students who are accus-
tomed to rote learning? How can students be taught to think for them-
selves and to take individual responsibility for their work? Should stu-
dents be failed? Should English class credits transfer to U.S. universities?

These questions can be roughly divided into categories of concern
which correspond with the three basic goals of most overseas linkage
programs: to provide an American-style university education to stu-
dents in a host country; to prepare students, culturally and academically,
for the rigors of continued study in the U.S.; and to secure valid transfer
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credit for matriculating students. These three
objectiveseducation, cultural orientation, and
accreditationAefine, I believe, universal con-
cerns for the administrators and faculty of
American linkage programs abroad.

In order to explore these concerns, espe-
cially in the booming educational market of
Japan in the early 1990s, Cross Currents asked
certain administrators from university linkage
programs in Japan and Malaysia and rofes-
sional educators involved in international ed-
ucation to briefly explain their programs or or-
ganizations. In the essays which follow, the
authors discuss, among other things, the English
language preparation of international students,
the cultural expectations and misunderstand-
ings of international students, the politics of
organizing and administering a U.S.-based pro-
gram in another country, the potential cultural
and educational impact of American programs
on the host country, and the achievement and
maintenance of accreditation by overseas
American linkage programs.

Cross Currents would like to thank the
following administrators and professional edu-
cators for their contributions to this forum:

JARED DORN, Director
Southern Illinois University at Carbondale
in Niigata
Niigata, Japan
Page 191

WILLIAM G. DAVEY. Director
Arizona State University
American Language and Culture Program
Tempe, Arizona. and Hachioji. Japan
LYNNE A. MCNAMARA, Academic Director
Arizona State University
American Language and Culture Program
Hachioji, Japan
Page 196

ANTHONY BUFERA, Former Coordinator
English Preparatory Program
Tokyo American Community College
Tokyo. Japan
Page 201
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STEVEN BROWN, Director
DOROLYN SMITH, Assistant Director
University of Pittsburgh
English Language Center
Tokyo. Japan
Page 203

WILLIAM F. SHARP, Dean
Temple University Japan
Tokyo, Japan
Page 206

SCOTT JARRETT, Assistant Editor
Cross Currents
Page 209

MARJORIE PEACE LENN. Vice President
Council on Postsecondary Accreditafion
Washington, D.C.
Page 213

JANICE NERSINGER, Resident Director
State University of New York at Buffalol
Institut Teknologi MARA
Cooperative Program in Education
Subang Jaya, Malaysia
Page 218

TERRY FREDRICKSON, ESL Director
Midwestern Universities Consortium for
International Activities-Institut Teknologi
MARA

Cooperative Program in Education
Shah Alam, Malaysia
Page 224

I hope that this forum will encourage an
open and healthy discussion of the concerns
and issues of American educational programs
abroad, and that it will be of benefit to the stu-
dents currently enrolled in these or similar
programs, Ultimately, I hope this forum will
facilitate better understanding in current and
future American university partnerships with
overseas educational entities.

ThOMAti CLAYTON, EDITOR
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An American Comprehensive
Public University Linked
with a Japanese Municipality

Pared Dorn
Southern Illinois University
at Carbondale, Niigata, Japan

In the past year. a great deal of attention, both
in Japan and in the United States, has been
given to the recent phenomenon of American
branch campuses in Japan. The media in Japan
has scrutinized some branch campuses and has

tended to generalize, often negatively, about
the movement, In America, educational inter-
ests and authorities have taken note of the
branch campuses and of the reactions in Japan.

In the summer of 1990, an Institute of
International FAucat ion Report entitled Profit-
ing from Education: Japan-United States In-
ternational Education Ventures in the 1980s
was published in both English i..d Japanese
(reviewed on page 209 of this ..! :me). The
authors. Gail S. Chambers and i illiarn K.
Cummings, attempted to record and analyze
the phenomenon of branch campuses in Japan.
Their report received critical attention in both
countries and may have stimulated more seri-
ous study of the branch campuses. Also during
1990, the Council on Postsecondary \ ccredi-
tation (COPA ) showed interest in and concern
about the phenomenon. and COPA Vice Presi-
dent Marjorie Peace Lenn visited Japan in an
effort to explain American higher education.
Dr. Lenn provided a basic framework, catego-
rizing the list of American programs into branch
campuses. language programs. and free-stand-
ing programs (see Dr. Lenn's article "The Role
and Value of Accreditation in American Higher
Education: At Home and Abroad." page 213).

The term "branch campus" is used generi-
cally' in this piece to cover any American
program in Japan other than programs which
are limited to overseas study for American
students. It may be of interest to know some-
thing about the development and program of

one American branch campus in Japan.

The Initiative Behind SIUC-N
Southern Illinois University at Carbondale

in Niigata (SIUC-N) is an international ex-
change activity related to the recent phenome-
non of American branch campuses in Japan. It
has been adopted as somewhat of a model for
the matching of an American comprehensive
public university with a Japanese municipality
in the establishment of a branch campus.

College selection is an important life deci-
sion for Japanese, as it is for Americans. From
several quarters in Japan, advantages of Ameri-
can higher education have been heralded for a
number of years, with a resulting increased
interest in American colleges and universities.
The comparatively difficult academic and social
adjustment ofJapanese students going directly
to undergraduate studies in the United States
convinced some that branch campuses in Ja-
pan could serve as a bridge or stepping stone to

an American bachelor's degree.
A number of American branch campuses

have been established in Japan in the past sev-

eral years to provide students with English
language instruction and academic courses in
preparation for going to the United States. The
majority of these branch campuses offer only
English language instruction and represent
partnerships between American institutions
of higher educationcommunity colleges, pri-
vate colleges. and private and public universi-
tiesand private Japanese business partners.

The SILK -N branch campus was estab-
lished in response to an initiative introduced to
American higher education by the USA-Japan
Committee for Promoting Trade Expansion.
which was firmed in April, 1986, by ten Japa-
nese Diet members. The American counter-
part of the Committee was formed in May,
1986, by 20 U.S. Congress members. Diet

Or. Jared Dorn is Director the outhern Illinois
'niversity at Carbondale in Niigata bram.11 cam-

MO. lie has also taught or administered twograms
in faiwan,.fin-dan,and the West Bank. His publica-
tions rover a broad spectrum of education
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member Susumu Nikaido and Representative
Richard Gephardt directed the initiative, which
has often been referred to by their names.

The initiative was launched in spring, 1986,
with an open invitation from public and pri-
vate Japanese officials: American universities
were invited to set up branch campus programs
in Japan. By the autumn of that year. American
university representatives began meeting in
Washington. D.C.. and elsewhere to explore
the feasibility of responding to the invitation.
Southern Illinois University at Carbondale
(SIUC) became the lead institution for
MASUA. the Mid-A..iierica State Universities
Association (renam xl the Association of Big
Eight Universities in 089). in studying and
developing a response. Visits by SIUC admin-
istrators to Japan in February and September,
1987, and return visits of Japanese officials to
the United States in July and December. 1987,
resulted in the signing of the initial agreement
between S1UC (and MASUA) and Nakajo
Town. Niigata. Japan. in December. 1987.

From the outset, SIUC saw exciting poten-
tial in the initiative. For much of the previous
decade, S1UC had explored opportunities for
expanding contact opportunities in Japan for
its faculty and students. This FA icy was based
largely on the assumption that Japan would
continue to grow in importance, both globally
and in its relations with the United States. For
several decades, S1UC had maintained a
sizeable Japanese student enrollment in its
undergraduate and graduate programs and had
developed several exchange opportunities for
faculty and students at Japanese institutions.
The Japanese language and cultural course
offerings at S1UC also had been expanded.

The establishment of a branch campus of-
fered a significantly greater expansion of
Opportunities. however, than any previous
activity. In developing a response to the new
initiative, SIUC placed priority on long-range
and rather intangible and nonspecific benefits.
The 25-year understanding which resulted from
responding to the initiative assumed on SIUC''s
part that the quantity and quality of connec-
tions by faculty and students Would be of
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tremendous value individually and university-
wide, and would also provide academic, cul-
tural, and social benefits.

SIUC-N Program Description
The SIUC-N academic program has two

parts: not-for-credit intensive English lan-
guage instruction, and for-credit courses
amounting to the freshman and sophomore
years of an SIUC bachelor's degree program
(referred to here as general education). Both
parts are tied closely to the home campus in
terms of personnel, content, and standards.

Students who are admitted to S1UC must
attain English proficiency before beginning
the credit courses. Students with a TOEFL
score of 523 may enroll directly in general
education full-time, and a small number of
students has been admitted in this way in 1989
and 1990. In 1988, no general education courses
were offered; students who achieved English
proficiency in less than twelve months were
transferred early to the home campus. In May.
1989, the first year of general education was
added, and in May, 1990. the second year of
general education was added to complete the
program offerings. Also, as planned from the
outset. in August, 1990, a Japanese language
and culture program was begun for students
from the home campus.

Cur.rently. SIUC-N has an enrollment of
630 full-time students. including 30 American
students in the Japanese language and culture
program and 600 Japanese students almost
evenly divided between intensive English and
general education studies. The first large group
of Japanese students is expected to complete
the two-year general education program and
move to the home campus or to another Ameri-
can university in May, 1991. At this point.
more than 804 of the SIUC-N Japanese stu-
dents have indicated an interest in moving to
the home campus. In the case of S1UC. the
move is not really a transfer, since the SI LIC
transcripts begin with the students' first gen-
eral education courses in Nakajo.

Admission to SI UC-N is achieved by pass-

ing an entrance examination composed of
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English language and Japanese essay sections
and having a high school grade point ave-age
of 3.00 on a 5.00 scale. Admission functions
are entirely controlled by S1UC, as are all
academic affairs. An S1UC admission officer
is a member of the S1UC-N administration in
Nakajo. A direct computer link to the home
campus allows the S1UC-N admission officer
and other administrators to perform their func-
tions as if they were located in Carbondale.

The intensive English language component
began in May. 1988, and is based on the pro-
gram offered at the home campus in the Center
for English as Second Language (CESL).
administered by the Linguistics Department in
the College of Liberal Arts. In this component.
students have 20 hours of classroom instruc-
tion per week (reading, writing, grammar,
speaking, and listening) plus language and
computer lat)oratories. Instruction is given in
eight levels during five nine-week terms each
twelve months. Institutional TOEFL scores
determine k vel placement upon entrance.

The intensive English faculty members are
appointed by CESL on yearly contracts at the
home campus. They hold at least an M.A. in
Teaching English as a Second Language and
have had a minimum of three years experience.
Approximately one-third have had previous
experience at the home campus as faculty
members or graduate students. The chief ad-
ministrator of the intensive English program is
a tenured faculty member with more than 20
years of experience at the home campus.

Faculty in the general education course% are
primarily tenured members of departments at
the home campus who rotate to Nakajo for a
semester. The S1UC-N calendar coincide% ex-
actly with that of the home campus to facilitate
faculty. staff. and student movement. A few
general education faculty members have re-
mained in Nakajo for two or more semesters in
a row, and an agreement with the AsscE,:ion
of Big Fight Universit ies provides for faculty
backup in case a home campus depanment is
unable to spare a faculty member according to
schedule: this has happened twice in the two
years of general education oiterings.

The general education courses in Nakajo
are carefully monitored by Carbondale depart-
ments, and textbooks and syllabi are deter-
mined there. To an extent impossible at the
home campus. out-of-class support is provided
at the same time that standards are maintained.
Academic advisors, volunteer tutoring, and a
shelter course for students first moving into
general education assist students as they move
into academic credit. The shelter course pro-
vides students with an intensive English in-
structor who regularly attends a general educa-
tion course and conducts an additional course
based on it. This has proved to be a positive
influence on first term general education stu-
dents. It should he noted that the record of gen-
eral education students to date has been out-
standing; the home campus faculty anticipate
success for the students in America next year.

General education course offerings in

Nakajo are determined, to an extent. by the
vocational interests of students. Originally.
SIUC was advised that a majority of Japanese
students would seek business majors. and the
first curriculum plan was designed with that
prejudice. However, actual interests of the
students at S1UC-N are not in the area of
business for the most part: the majority e x pre ss
goals related to liberal arts. sciences. educa-
tion. communications. and fine ans. The cur-
riculum plan has been modified accordingly.
Also, advisors erred early' in anticipating a
niajority of' female students: in fact. there are
two males for each female at SIUC-N.

Alongside the academic program. SI L N

is developing a student affairs program pat-
terned after the home campus but providing fiir
local needs. Student affairs staff members are
all S1UC employees hired for SIUC-N. They
include a trained psychologist who serves as
Dean of Students. one advisor each for inten-
sive English students and general education
students, a student act i v ities coordinator, and a
dormitory director. The Dean and two advi-
sors are bilingual Japanese. and the coordina-
tor and dormitory director are Americans with
some knowledge of the Japanese language and
culture. The Dean holds a doctorate from a

I b
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U.S. university, and the other four hold appro-
priate master' s degrees. Comm u n i cat ion and
intercultural problems with some intensive
English students, especially in the campus'
initial year. led to the appointment of several
bilingual staff members instead of the Ameri-
can appointments that had been anticipated.

SIUC-N and Nakajo Town
Media representatives and visitors to SI UC-

N routinely ask why SIUC decided on the
small rural town of Nakajo ( population 35.000)
for a branch campus location. Besides offering
a beautiful natural setting which seemed well
suited for a residential collegeabout ten kilo-
meters from the Sea ofJapan and at the edge of

a mountain rangeNakajo Town surpassed
other potential partners in terms of its under-
standing and commitment to goals that coin-
cided with SIUC's interests.

The Nakajo Town leadership valued the
importance of maintaini, American standards
and style in the branch campus. It also under-
stood the magnitude of such an endeavor and
had organized the required resources and as-
sembled enthusiastic support from the citi-
zenry of the area. Moreover, the town's lead-
ership expressed a vision for internationaliza-
tion of its locale in a broad perspective, and
sought to extend the bond with SIUC beyond
the school itself. Shortly after conclusion of
the agreement between Nakajo and SIUC for a
branch campus. Nakajo Town and the Cit,' of
Carbondale, home of SIUC. signed a sister-
city agreement which has resulted in exchanges
of school children, art, and citizens groups.

The town, furthermore, encouraged the
establishment of relations between civic or-
ganizations, and already the respective Rotary
Clubs have signed sister-club agreements and
have exchanged several delegations. In the
second year of the branch campus operation.
the Prefecture of Niigata and the State of Illi-
nois established a joint Council for Educa-
tional and Economic Development with the
assistance of Nakajo Town, SIUC. and SIUC-
N. The branch campus in Nakajo Town con-
tinues to serve as a catalyst for international
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activities with an emphasis on the United States.
and specifically on the State of Illinois.

Beyond the university-level intensive En-
glish and academic credit courses of SIUC-N,
the branch campus has enhanced the cultural
level of its environment and furthered interna-
tional understanding in many ways. Several
hundred local citizens, including junior and
senior high school students, business leaders.
town assemblymen. and housewives have regu-

larly enrolled in SIUC-N not-for-credit En-
glish language courses in tht evenings. Neigh-
boring communities have regularly asked
SIUC-N to send teachers for the same kind of
instruction to specialized or general groups.

SIUC-N faculty are frequently recruited as
panel members or guest speakers on a variety
of topics throughout Niigata. and some general
education faculty have begun collaborating
with counterpart faculty at Niigata University
and othei higher education institutions in the
prefecture. Children of SIUC-N faculty and
staff have added a new dimension to the local
public schools with positive results. Faculty
family members engage with Nakajo citizens
in many social, recreational, and cultural ac-
tivities on a group or individual basis. includ-
ing exchanging language tutoring, playing
musical instruments in ensembles, quilting.
and participating in a variety of spoils and
everyday life activities.

The SIUC-N campus has also become a
cultural center. and exhibitions of SIUC fac-
ulty art, special lectures, and musical perform-
ances have been opened to the general public
as well as to the campus community.

SIUC-N has been accepted as a valuable
asset and a contributing force in Nakajo Town.
The relationship has been harmonious, and the
town has tended to overlook and forgive the
changes and disruptions of traditional patterns
of life in Nakajo that come naturally with the
addition of almost I(X) Americans and over
600 Japanese students from across the country.

Enthusiasm for and pride in the campus by the
Nakajo citizens seem to increase steadily. This
public spirit contributes to a rather solid foun-
dation for future development of the campus.

P. --
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Standards and Recognition
Some 30 American institutions of higher

education are operating programs in Japan
already. The rapid development of branch
campuses in the past three years. the continued
interest in future development of them by both
American institutions and Japanese partners.
and issues of quality and ethics related to a lbw
of the branch campuses have led to some ap-
prehension in Japan and the United States. The
Japanese educational authorities and public
have sometimes taken cautious note of devel-
opments; American institutions and associa-
tions responsible for overseeing American high-
er education standards have reacted similarly.

Some of the apprehension in Japan is the
natural result of a lack of knowledge and
understanding of American higher education.
Just as the general American public under-
stands little, if anything, about Japanese higher
education, the Japanese general public is unin-
formed about American higher education.
Gradoilly, the situation in Japan will change
with the branch campus development: already
SIUC-N has detected increased understanding
on the part of the Japanese public.

Part of the apprehension, however, is based
on what might be described as problems of
quality and ethics at some branch campuses. In
response to the obvious need to provide accu-
rate information in Japan and to calls from
educational authorities in both Japan and the
United States, the Association of American
Colleges and Universities in Japan AACUJ
was formed with an organizational meeting in
September, 1990. SIUC-N has participated in
AACUJ 's formation from the beginning.

AACUJ is within the traditional framework
of American higher education. Its goals are to
encourage quality in the American institu-
tions' programs in Japan, to facilitate the ex-
change of' information, to provide accurate
information in Japan and America. and to
assist the American accrediting bodies as re-
quested. AACUJ was organized under the en-
couragement of the Council on Postsecondary
Accreditation (COPA ), which continues to be
interested in its development and work. COPA
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granted liaison status to AACUJ and hosted a
meeting in November, 1990, in Washington,
D.C., of chief academic officers from Ameri-
can institutions with branch campuses in Ja-
pan. chief academic officers from the branch
campuses, representatives of the regional ac-
crediting associations in the United States, and
other American educational authorities.

To date, the Ministry of Education in Japan
has withheld university-status recognition from
the branch campuses, and at least several of the
branch campuses, including SIUC-N, have not
actively sought such recognition. This latter
group of branch campuses has felt that mainte-
nance of a truly American style of higher
education precludes conforming to Ministry of
Education requirements and that the regional
accrediting associations in the United States
are the appropriate sources of recognition.
SIUC-N and a number of the branch campuses
in Japan have been reviewed by the respective
associations of their home campuses and have
been included in home campus accreditation.
SIUC-N was visited by a North Central Asso-
ciation team during the regular ten-year review
of SIUC in January, 1989, and is included in its
home campus accreditation.

Future Prospects for Branch Campuses
The phenomenon of branch campuses of

American universities in Japan has experi-
enced spectacular growth in a few years. Many
doubts have been expressed about the ability of
even the current number, let alone all of those
projected, to survive for many years. Those of
quality that meet needs in Japan can be ex-
pected to succeed, and they may influence
Japanese higher education and contribute to
good U.S.-Japan relations and to international
understanding. At the least, they will provide
an alternative for Japanese young people,
especially for the growing number of those
finding themselves out of synchronization with
the Japanese educational system upon return-
ing with parents from overseas assignments,
for others who have expanded their horizons
on other overseas adventures, for those who
have failed entrance examinations to prestig-
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ious Japanese universities but have great po-
tential for achievement in higher education.
and for those who are attracted to the study of
the English language.

For American universities linked with small
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municipalities, such as SIUC and Nakajo.
branch campuses may provide the catalyst for
internationalization with broad and long-range
academic, cultural, and social benefits for both
partners.

The Internationalization
of an American University

William G. Davey &
Lynne A. McNamara
Arizona State University
American Language and Culture
Program-Japan, Hachioji, Japan

Recently, several government and education
commissions in the United States have ad-
dressed the role of education in preparing stu-
dents to be competitive in a rapidly changing
world.t Their reports lament America's en-
demic monolingual condition. its failure to
view the world as a series of interrelated sys-
tems, and its lack of knowledge concerning
cultural diversity, values, human rights, and
cross-cultural and intercultural perspectives.
In short, the reports suggest that the United
States, its education system. and its people are
"at risk" internationally. The development of
"international and foreign language compe-
tence for economic competitiveness, national
security, and the protection of America's posi-
tion in the world" (American Council on
Education, 1990, p. 1) is urged.

Many of America's universities have as-
sumed leadership positions in the planning and

Such agencies and commissions include the
President's ComnUssion on Foreign Languages

and International Studies, the Council of Chief
State School Officers, the American Council
on Education, and the American Forum (for-
merly Global Perspectives in Education. Inc.).

implementation of programs to foster global
awareness, cross-cultural competence, and
international understanding. For nearly a dec-
ade. Arizona State University has planned for
this kind of internationalization.

ASIJ's Historical Perspective: Long-Term
International Scope

Founded more than 100 years ago. Arizona
State University has become one of America's
most dynamic public institutions of higher
education. Beginning in 1885 with 33 students
and one faculty member, the university now
serves nearly 500)0 students on two cam-
puses and at several educational centers. Such
dramatic development has propelled ASU on a
mission to become a "world class" university,
and internationalization of many university
programs has become a significant part of the
university's strategic planning process.

While this paper focuses on the develop-
ment of the American Language and Culture
Program ( ALCP) Japan. it should be noted that
Arizona State University has a long-standing
commitment to international education. The
C'enter for Asian Studies. the Center for South-

Dr. William G. Davey is Director of the Anwrican
Language and Culture Program at Ari:ona State
University JASU ALCP) in Tempe. Ari:inia and of
ALCP-Japan in Ilachiofi. Japan. Ile has published
eAtensivelv in tlw areas intercultural commum-
tution.language.and culture. Lynne A. McNamara
is Academit. Director of Asu ALCP-Japan. ha.s

served as Academit Director ()law Fulbright Eng-
lish Teacher Training Program in Egypt and is
currently Associate Chair of tlw EEL Interest Sec,
lion in TESOL.
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east Asian Studies, the Center I or Latin Ameri-
can Studies. the Russian and East European
Studies Consortium, and the Consortium for
Atlantic Studies facilitate res, uch and techni-
cal assistance projects, pro. ide certificate
programs. and promote overseas educational
opportunities. Individual faculty and depart-
ments participate extensively in international
activities. The Office of International Pro-
grams and the Office of Summer Sessions
offer a full compliment of study abroad, ex-
change, and summer study options. The Inter-
national Student Office provides services for
the more than 2.215 international students from
116 countries.

The systematic management and develop-
ment of international activity at the university
level began in 1982, with the creation of the
Office of International Programs (OW). Among
the activities of the 01P was the formulation of
a strategic plan for the expansion of student
programs and technical assistance efforts. This
task was completed by subcommittees of the
International Programs Advisory Committee
in 1983, and contributed to the incorporation
of a single statement in the university's mis-
sion and scope which suggested the interna-
tionalization of Arizona State University.

The establishment of ALCP-Japan is one
result of the rapid implementation of this inter-
nationalization goal. ALCP-Japan's develop-
ment took place in a context of dynamic politi-
cal and educational activity within the state of
Arizona and the university. Most notable of
these efforts were: cooperative efforts by gov-
ernment agencies and business interests to
promote economic links between Arizona and
the Pacific Rim: the establishment of the Ja-
pan-America Society of Phoenix to promote
cultural understanding and economic develop-
ment with Japan; the formation of a sister-city
relationship between Phoenix and Himeji.
Japan; and the development of a foreign lan-
guage requirement foi all students in Arizona's
public educational system. Finally, the receipt
of a U.S. Department of Education Title VI
Grant by Arizona State University and the
Maricopa Community College District created

the Central Arizona Consortium on Interna-
tional Education. The purpose of the consor-
tium is to improve international education in
Arizona public schools.

Within the university, the General Studies
program was revised to include a requirement
in Global Awareness. Further, overseas study
opportunities in Japan were expanded dra-
matically. While a formal interinstitutional
relationship had been established with Kansai
Gaidai University in Osaka in 1978, two addi-
tional relationships with Nanzan University in
Nagoya and with Hiroshima Shudo University
were established. These relationships have
fostered the exchange of students and faculty
and provided study options in Japan for ASU
students with beginning, intermediate, and ad-
vanced Japanese language competence. In ad-
dition. these exchange programs have been
augmented to include intensive English com-
ponents for Japanese students at ASU.

The notion of opening a facility in Japan
was considered after the university had re-
ceived many requests from Japanese organiza-
tions to form a partnership. Upon review, the
idea gained support as a vehicle to achieve
several university goals: 1) the expansion of
educational opportunities for Japanese and
American students; 2) the familiarization of
faculty with Japan: and 3) the expansion of the
American Language and Culture Program. The
decision to proceed was based on projected
educational gains and the fact that we had
received a request from a potential partner who
shared a common philosophy about interna-
tional education.

After consideration, the decision was made
to affiliate with a small educational company.
International Education Development Center
(IEDC). headed by Mr. Tetsuva Kimura. The
eventual proposal provided for a small educa-
tional center affiliated with Arizona State
University to be constructed in Hachioji.
western suburb of Tokyo noted for its educa
tional environment. The facility would he
located adjacent to College Town Hachioji.
student-centered, residential/recreational de-
velopment of Li vex Corporation. Through
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cooperation of IEDC and Livex. our students
would have access to all amenities available in
College Town, including dormitory-type rooms
and athletic facilities (swimming pool, weight
room, racquetball courts, and aerobics room).
Thus, ASU believed that a good quality of
education and campus life could be provided
without significant commitment of our Japa-
nese partner to an extensive building program.

IEDC agreed to open ALCP-Japan in May
1990, with a program of intensive English
services and a placement program designed to
facilitate the admission ofJapanese students to
ASU and other American universities. Further
development was discussed, and an agreement
was reached to begin offering credit courses on
a limited basis beginning in January. 1991.
fully abiding by the Principles of Good Prac-
tice in Overseas International Education Pro-
grams Pr Non-U.S. Nationals (1990) estab-
lished by the Council on Postsecondary Ac-
creditation.

Description of ALCP-Japan

The curriculum
ALCP-Japan offers an intensive English

training program consisting of three I4-week
sessions per year. The program follows the
same curriculum as the main campus. provid-
ing 21 obligatory academic contact hours per
week in Core courses and Focused Study
cour.ies and emphasizing English for Aca-
demic Purposes and cross-cultn-11 awareness.
The Core courses are 18 hours of integrated
skills classes: nine hours of Speaking and
Listening and nine hours of Reading and Writ-
ing. Each session, students take one Focused
Study course of three hours which provides an
opportunity to concentrate in one areaKey-
boarding/Word Processing. Conversat ion, Pro-
nunciation, Test of English as a Foreign Lan-
guage (TOEFL) Preparation, Business En-
glish, Discussion and Debate, or Study Skills.

In addition to these 21 obligatory hours.
students have the opportunity for additional
contact with English through extracurricular
activities before and after classes. These ac-
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tivities are organized around various student
clubs, such as the Video Club, the Drama and
Music Performance Clubs, the Games Club
and the Press Club. Students are also urged to
spend time in the Computer Lab and to partici-
pate in Access, a tutorial program. Students
may also listen to the latest CBS Evening News
over the lunch hour.

As Japanese students are usually eager to
move to the U.S. as soon as possible. ALCP-
Japan plans, in most cases, to enroll students
for a single year.

The transfer process
Academic advising for placing students in

American universities and colleges occurs
during extracurricular hours. ALCP-Japan
presently has an affiliation with 16 U.S. insti-
tutions which will provide conditional admit-
tance to ALCP-Japan students who are aca-
demically qualified for their programs, but
who have yet to achieve the necessary lan-
guage proficiency.

If required TOEFL scores have been ob-
tained at the end of the first year at ALCP-
Japan, students may begin degree work at the
institution to which they have been accepted.
If satisfactory TOEFL scores have not been
achieved, students may remain at ALCP-Japan
for further English language development,
progress to their chosen American university
to continue English language study. or con-
tinue English language study at ASU AL:CP in
Tempe, Arizona.

In order to prepare students for transfer to
the United States, our academic advisor in
Japan holds weekly obligatory workshops to
explain the U.S. degree system and the types of
postsecondary education available in the U.S.
In these sessions, admission requirements. ap-
plication procedures, and specific information
on our affiliated institutions are provided to
students. After students have completed the
application process, the workshops concen-
trate on cross-cultural issues and survival in an
American academis; environment.

A program coordinator on the ASU campus
finalizes all placement arrangements, main-
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tains contact with affiliated universities, and
provides cross-cultural training for students
upon arrival in the U.S.

The faculty
To ensure complete control of the academic

program. the faculty of ALCP-Japan are ASU
employees meeting the same criteria as faculty
in Arizona. Minimum requirements include a
master's degree in Teaching English as a Sec-
ond or Foreign Language, Applied Linguis-
tics, or a closely related field. Faculty are also
required to have extensive ESL teaching expe-
rience. U.S. citizenship, native English lan-
guage skills, and experience living or working
overseas. These requirements help assure the
academic quality and high standards appropri-
ate to American higher education.

Advantages of U.S. Programs in Japan
What advantages does an American pro-

gram in Japan provide for students who will
eventually transfer to the United States'? First,
students experience the requirements. expec-
tations, and classroom conditions of a U.S.
university prior to making an extensive psy-
chological and financial commitment to for-
eign living and study. Second, students get
some exposure to general American culture
id customs prior to arrival in the United

States. Finally, students have the oppertunity
to prepare their English language skills in
anticipation of university-level work.

In essence, a U.S. university program abroad
serves as a trial period for foreign students to
prepare themselves, in terms of cultural aware-
ness and language ability, for life and study in
the United States.

What are the advantages to U.S. institutions
in accepting students from U.S. university
programs abroad? Primari ly. U.S. universities
and colleges should expect better-prepared
international students because those students
will have survived a rigorous American study
program prior to arrival in the U.S. There is
also an information advantage. In addition to
GPAs and TOEFL scores, students from U.S.
university programs abroad (..i.An supply recom-
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mendations written by American faculty. As
the American classroom teacher abroad is well
equipped to evaluate foreign student motiva-
tion, seriousness, and potential for academic
success, these recommendations should be
valuable to U.S. university and college admis-
sions offices.

Disadvantages of U.S. Programs in Japan
U.S. programs in Japan do have some draw-

backs. An obvious disadvant.,7 is that the stu-
dents are in an EFL env iron, ,oirrounded
by Japanese language and cut, this en-
vironment, students' English kn., .ige skills
usually do not increase as rapidly as they might
in an ESL environment, where students would
be suffounded by English language and Ameri-
can culture.

To compensate, ALCP-Japan offers exten-
sive extracurricular activities to provide more
contact with English outside the classroom.
Furthermore. communicative competence is
emphasized in the curriculum, and oral and
participatory skills comprise relatively high
percentages of class grades. With these com-
pensatory activities, it is hoped that the disad-
vantages of an intensive English program in an
EFL setting will be minimized.

Japanese Educational Methods and English
Language Schools

Japanese students usually study English for
six years in middle and secondary schools.
Classes, usually taught in Japanese, generally
focus on memorization rather than on commu-
nicative oral production. active participation.
and creative expression of opinion. Conse-
quently, upon high school graduation, Japa-
nese students are usually unable to speak
English well, to contribute spontaneously to
English discussions, or to take the initiative in
English language situations.

To remedy this lack of skill, Japanese high
school students and graduates who recognize
the value of English communicative ability
may attend private English language schools.
However, many of these schools do not hire
qualified and trained native English speakers
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as teachers. Also, the programs are rarely
intensive, frequently meeting only a few hours
per week. Consequently. these programs are
often no more successful in teaching English
communicative competence than is the public
school system.

The Impact of U.S. Prfograms on Japanese
English Education

The preceding description presents a basis
for understanding what changes may come
about as a result of the presence of programs
like ALCP-Japan and in response to demands
of young, internationally minded Japanese.

In the future. private English language
schools may begin to require better qualified
and trained teachers in order to compete with
American university-level programs which
employ such experts. As there is a higher cost
in employing trained specialists, the cost of at-
tending language schools may increase.

To accommodate student demand for better
English language skills, several changes may
also occur in Japanese high schools: I) English
language classes may be taught in English: 2)
testing may require oral production; 3) teach-
ers may begin tn study abroad to improve their
own English lath,_ ..age skills and to understand
other educational methods; 4 ) classrooms may
permit more expression of opinion and encour-
age analytical and synthetic thought: and 5 ) the
continuing education and professional devel-
opment of Japanese teachers may be expanded
through increased involvement in professional
organizations such as the Japan Association of
Language Teachers and through closer profes-
sional ties with U.S. institutions in Japan.

There may e.Iso be further changes in study
abroad opportunities for Japanese high school
and university students and teacher.. Specific
counselors and departments may be assigned
to concentrete on overseas study in order to
advis- students properly. Students may re-
ceive credit for overseas study which may sat-
isfy graduation requirements and be accepted
as part of the curriculum. Finally, schools may
develop specific exchange programs. approved
by the Ministry of Education, for students and
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teachers.

Conclusion
Education and government officials in the

United States and Japan agree that internation-
alization is a positive goal. However, the long-
term effects of internationalization are not yet
clear. Despite the rapid growth of American
programs in Japan and the careful deliberation
of most of the participants, for example, it is
difficult to identify a consistency of inrnt and
purpose. While there may have been initial
agreement on the benefits of internationaliza-
tion, differing perspectives and motives have
gradually emerged in the corporate, govern-
mental, and education sectors. Furthermore,
we don't yet understand the impact of our pro-
grams on the Japanese spirit and society. It

may be that we can expect substantial change
in many elements of Japanese culture.

While we remain convinced that ALCP-
Japan will continue to meet the needs of Japa-
nese tudents who wish to study overseas, the
proliferation of programs without the benefit
of standards to regulate quality will prove
problematic. It is necessary, therefore, for
Jananese students and parents to become more
educated consumers of educational services
and to carefully consider the impact of interna-
tionalization oti their lives. We can expect
continued change in the educational systems in
both the United States and Japan. Programs
motivated by educational excellence should
prove compatible to the goal of internationali-
zation. the maintenance of the Japanese spirit.
and the preparation of both Japanese and
American students for a rapidly changing world.
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An American Community
College in Japan

Anthony Butera
Tokyo American Community College,
Tokyo, Japan

Tokyo American Community College (TACC)
is a two-year college in Japan offering Ameri-
can college education in cooperation with the
Los Angeles Community College District. The
course content and level of all TACC college
classes are equal to that of the Los Angeles
City College (LACC), the oldest college in the
Los Angeles Community College District.
Academic credit is awarded through LACC,
and the TACC program is covered by LACC's
accreditation by the Western Association of
Schools and Colleges.

Background of the College
TACC first offered classes in October, 1988.

at the Yoyogi site in Shibuya-ku. Currently.
we offer a college program and an English
Preparatory Program (E131'). The majority of
our students are Japanese who plan to continue
studying toward a degree in the United States.
The purpose of the EPP is to help students
improve their English language skills to a level
where they can benefit from college classes in
English. Additionally, the EPP encourages the
development of intercultural and international
understanding. After completion of the EP`.1.
students can be enrolled in TACC's college
program classes. We believe that students who

have completed the EPP and the college pro-
gram course at TACC will be able to succeed
'n university or college classes in the U.S.

Los Angeles City College and Los Angeles
Community College District

Los Angeles City College is the oldest
college in the Los Angeles Community Col-
lege District. There are nine colleges in the
district, and the service area covers a large
portion of Los Aogeles County. LACC is a

comprehensive, ewe-year community college
that offers college transfer, vocational, devel-
opmental. and community service programs.
TACC's concentration is currently on voca-
tional, transfer, and developmental programs.

The Los Angeles Community College sys-
tem is supported by California tax money.
However. TACC and other similar interna-
tional programs are all supported by tuition
generated from local student enrollment, and
no California tax money is used.

Tokyo American Community College and
Los Angeles City College

There is a close relationship between TACC
and LACC to ensure that the quality of instruc-
tion in Tokyo is comparable to that in Los
Angeles. Every semester, the chairs from rele-
vant LACC departments visit TACC. There
are two purposes in these visits: first. to assure
the LACC academic departments that the
TACC program is comparable to that of LACC:
and second, to provide opportunities forTACC
and LACC faculty to interact with each other.

Who are our students?

Any high school graduate, or anyone over
18 years of age, can attend classes at TACC.
This population includes Japanese students
who are preparing to attend a university or
college. At present, Japanese students are en-
rolled in both the EPP and the college program
course. Americans and other foreigners resid-
ing in Japan with either their parents or rela-
tives also attend TACC. Presently. non-Japa-
nese students are enrolled only in the college
progi am course. They represent about half of
all students in this program.

TACC has a good student-to-teacher ratio.
In the EPP and college program classes, there
are no more than ten students per class. The
increased attention which teachers can give to

Antlumy [littera has taught EH. in Japan for more
titan ten ,vars. Ile is a prtner Coordinator of the
English Preparatory Program at the Tokyo Arneri-
can Communny C el lege al.d i.s currently an instruc-
tor in that program.
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individual learners is of great benefit to our
students. At present, there are 39 students en-
rolled in our vocational program, 30 students
enrolled in the EPP, and 19 students enrolled in
college program classes.

In our two years of operation, about 170
students have attended, or are currently attend-
ing, TACC. Approximately 51% of these stu-
dents have been enrolled in TACC's voca-
tional program. About 107 of our students
have dropped out of TACC either to enroll in
a Japanese vocational school or to start work-
ing. About 13% of our students are now study-
ing at a variety of colleges and universities in
the United States. Half of our students in the
United States are studying at one of the nine
colleges in the Los Angeles Community Col-
lege District.

What do We have to (ffer Japanese students?
Before we can answer this question, let us

first look at the educational system in Japan. In
Japan. a student's future is more or less deter-
mine by whether or rot he or she can graduate
from a university or college. However, it is
very difficult to get into Japanese universities
and colleges. and acceptance is largely based
on very competitive entrance examiNtions.

Since the educational process i very com-
petitive, there is little room for students who
cannot keep up with their peers; many students
fall behind and never catch up. Unfortunately.
these students have very few options after they
graduate from high school. Their future may
be bleak because they cannot get into a univer-
sity or college.

In order to erase the stigma of failure in
school and entrance examinations, students
have three choices. One possibility is to enroll
in a preparatory school. stud harder, get better
entrance scores, and enter a university or col-
lege. Second. a student could errol I in a sem.
mon gukkou. or vocational college: this student
might study computer programming or repair.
for instance. Third. a student could try to enroll
in an American branch college in Japan. like
the Tokyo American Community College.

When Japanese students enter TACC. our

aim is to help them prepare for the future. We
have two types of students. The first may not
be interested in a degree, but continues to study
because he or she thinks TACC might help in
the future in some way: perhaps attending
TACC builds the student's confidence or al-
lows the student to prepare emotionally for
entrance into the Japanese workplace. The
second type of student is extremely motivated
and will eventually transfer to a four-year
university or college in the United States to
study for a bachelor's degree.

We counsel both types of students with two
purposes in mind: first, to help them formulate
their goals; and second, to help them realize
what steps are necessary to achieve these goals.

Hurdles
One o!' the areas that we are constantly

working with. especially in our Japanese stu-
dent population. is motivaton and participa-
tion, as there is a large difference between an
American university or college environment
and the Japanese equivalent. In an Americar .
university or college. students are expected to
come to c lass. do homework . and ask questions
during class. The expectations for Japanese
student participation are considerably less.

To compound matters, many of our EPP
students do not initially realize the amount of
effort that is needed to learn another 1...nguage.
As we all know, acquiring another language
takes time and effort. If TACC is the only place
where our students are in an English environ-
ment. a missed class or day can seriously'
impede language learning.

Conclusion
In short, the nature of the Japanese educa-

tional system and the differences between the
American university or college system and the
Japanese system combine to make the situ-
ation of an American community college in
Japan very interesting and unique. Above all.
American college administrators must under-
stand the backgrounds and needs of Japanese
students and have patience in helping these
students achieve their goals.

hi
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An American University English
Language Institute in Japan

Steven Brown & Dorolyn Smith
The University of Pittsburgh English
Language Institute, Tokyo, Japan

Though apparently a well-kept secret and cer-
tainly not a leviathan, the University of Pitts-
burgh English Language Institute (ELI) Japan
Program is one of the oldest American-Japa-
nese educational partnerships. It was formed
by a 1983 agreement between the University of
Pittsburgh and the Tokyo Institute of Interna-
tional Education (TIIE). The home ELI ap-
points the Director and Assistant Director.
who are responsible for the curriculum and all
educational aspects, while TIIE (later renamed
Co-You Academy) is responsible for financial
and logistical management. student recruit-
ment. and community liaison.

The main purpose of the Japan Program is
identical to that of the University of Pittsburgh
ELI: to prepare students for study at English-
medium tertiary institutions. We have en-
rolled approximately 350 students in the in-
tensive program anti perhaps another 120 in
the evening programs. Over 65% of the inten-
sive students have gone on to study abroad.
Approximately seven to ten students every
year go to the home ELI for the term begin-
ning in May. and many of those later apply to
the University of Pittsburgh or the local com-
munity college. Others go to a wide variety of
colleges, from women's junior colleges in the
Northeast to large urban universities id the
West. A few students every year to go univer-
sities and colleges in Canada. and a handful
have gone to British schools.

A vocal minority of those who are studying
abroad keep in touch with us: they seem to be
doing well, making friends and progressing to-
ward their degrees. They tell us they felt pre-
pared when they began their studies. We
doubtless hear from the most successful and/or
those we were closest to, but their comments

are encouraging just the same.

The English Language Institute
The Japan Program offers a 24-hour per

week intensive English for Academic Pur-
poses program for Japanese high school gradu-
ates. The core courses are Grammar, Reading,
Writing. Speaking/Pronunciation and Lan-
guage Laboratory (Listening). Each course
meets for four hours per week. a total of 20 core
hours. To that are added two hours per week
each of Typing/Word Processing and Aca-
demic Preparation (TOEFL Preparation, Amer-
ican Culture. and Academic Counseling). As
at the home ELL courses are noncredit and
admission to the ELI does not guarantee ad-
mission to the university. Students also attend
homeroom classes for a total of 40 minutes a
week. In homeroom, teachers answer ques-
tions about college information the student has
received, keep the class up to date on dead-
lines, and announce school events.

The year is divided into three terms which
begin in April. September, and January. Some
students leave early, in August and December.
but most complete the year (a total of 40
weeks). Those at the lower proficiency levels
usually go to an intensive English program in
the U.S. or Canada for a term beginning in the
spring and enter a college or university in the
fall. At higher proficiency levels, students
may try to enter a university for the summer
session, though we recommend that they wait
until September to take advantage of orienta-
tion sessions for new students.

The Jal.an Program also offers courses in
Inc evenings for working pe( and college
students. These courses meet ove hours per
week and focus on cross-cultural themes, lis-
tening, and speaking. There is also an MBA

Stever, Brown is Dire( tor tohi, vntvers.dy of Pitts-
hurgh English Language Institute Japan Pr( ?grant.
lie IS coauthor (q- du, English Firsthand wul First-
hand Beginners' Course text series. Dorolyn Smith

AANO tont Director of the University (4-Pittsburgh
ELI Japan Program. Ylu i t )(who,' of' the vtwahu
lary serieS Words for Students of English.
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Preparation course that meets for six hours per
week in the evenings. This program focuses on
skills such as reading, writing, discussion, and
oral presentation. These are important pro-
grams. but we will focus here on the daytime
intensive program which was begun in 1984.

Changes Over the Years
In the beginning. the ELI was a two-year

program uivided into an Academic Prepara-
tion track and a General English track. al-
though fewer than half the students in the 1985
class had academic aspirations. This division,
combined with an open admissions policy. led
to dissatisfaction. and the program was c hang:el

to a one-year Academic Preparation track in
1986. Since then. both the quality and motiva-
tion of the students have improved. As a result
of narrowing our focus, we have had to drop
gime courses, such as American Culture and
Conversation. On the positive sick.. however,
we have been able to much more effectively
shape our curriculum and better integrate
courses and mater 's.

In 1989. we chaaged from two 20-week
terms per year to our current system of three
terms. We have found that even one year is too
long to wait for some students s ho are eager to
live in a foreign culture. If students have the
skills to leave before completion of the pro-
gram (i.e.. 450 TOEFL). we give them a letter
of recommendation and our blessing. If we
feel they are not prepared and are likeiy to
spend more than one term in a universit) in-
tensive English progrun. we counsel against
leaving. The students are. of coarse. free to go.

Advantages of Stud)-ing in Japan
While studying 3 foreign language in yo ir

own country has decided disadvantages, it

does have some advantages. This is where we
come in. Our main function is to serve as a
transition period, both for language-learning
and nonluiguage-learning skills.

Nordin euisth advantilee.%
Our stated goal is to teach English: but

more importantly. we try to develop independ-
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ence. that much-valued American trait. In
terms of study skills. we try to wean students
from their high school vaind-set in which all
aspects of their studies are directed by the
school. At the beginning of the year. we give
students homework assignment sheets and ask
them to note their assignments and test days.
Teachers spend some time going ov er study
strategies. As the year progresses. less atten-
tion is paid to such issues. as it is assumed that
the students have worked out efficient systems
for themselves. Counseling is given to those
who appear to be having trouble. The impor-
tant thing is that students learn how to study
gradually and independently, in a supportive
environment.

The independence that we try to instill also
goes beyond the classroom. Since our students
w ant to study at U.S. colleges. they must choose
a school, get an appli:ation. and apply. There
are many study cent:rs in Japan that will do
every step of this process for the student. ft om
getting the information to completing Ihe
application to arranging the visa. tiowev er.
such assistance is unlikely to be available in the

U.S.. and we want students to have the experi-
ence of going through the process themselves
so that they will be able to deal with similar
decision-making situations abroad. We give
guidance about choosing schools, Idling in
applications, and getting visas: but the stu-
dents must then fend for themselves.

Another nonlinguistic advar tage of study-
ing in their own country is that some students
get a chance to learn io live on their own in a
supportive environment. S;ce some of Our
students are not from Tokyo. they must learn
firsthand what it takes to clean. do laundry.
shop, and cook for themselves. But they learn
all this in their own environment, with consid-
erable backup support available. Since many
of the students will end up in apartments at
sonie point in their university careers. the
experience of having kept house for them-
selves in Japan will make ke:ping house abroad

easier to cope with.
The nonlinguistic transition that we offer ; s

the opportunity to study English intensively

6 '1
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without the pressure and trauma of living
abroad. Most students enter our program di-
rectly from high school and are very dependent
cn their families and teachers; they do not have
the emotional maturity to cope with living and
studying on their own in a foreign culture.

Linguistic and ultural advantaos
From a teaching point of view, the cultural

and linguistic homogeneity of an EFL situ-
ation also has an advantage: Language and
cultural lessons can be tailored to show differ-
ences between the target languar/culture and
the native language/culture. In a multicultural
ESL situation, a teacher cannot spend much
time on the problems of a particular group, es-
pecially if onl y one group has a particular prob-
lem. Conversely, in a monolingual classroom.
the teacher can spend time on only those prob-
lems that the group has. This means. for ex-
ample. that in an all-Japanese pronunciation
class, the teacher can spend time on only those
problems that Japaw!se have: I I Mr!. v j.

Ifl/fh I. She doesn't have to worry about Ara-
bic speakers being bored during III/Id work or
Japanese speakers getting restless during IN/
Iblor Id/hi practice. Lessons in other areas of
language can also be geared to the specific
problems of the monolingual class; Japanese
can benefit from work on Latin and Greek-
based vocabulary, organizational patterns in
writing, conversational sty les. and speech acts.

What is true of :anguage lessons is just as
true of cultural lessons. In a homogeneous
classroom, the teacher can target specific dif-
ferences in cultural attitudes between the tar-
get culture and the native cultux. without
having to explain points of difference that
apply only to other cultures. For example, it is
not necessary to dwell on the importarce of
being punctual when teaching Japanese ( un-
like when teaching some other cultural groups).
hut it is necessary to work on turn-taking and
conversational interact ion.

Disadvantages of Studying in Japan
There are also disadvantages to homogene-

ous EEL classcs --and they are. in some ways.
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greater than the advantages. The fact that all
students speak the same language means that
they speak the target language only when they
are interacting with the teacher or engaged in a
classroom activiiyand not always then. ei-
ther. Threatening. bribing, and screaming
"Don't speak Japanese" cannot counter the
fact that it 's easier for a Japanese student to ask

his friend questions in Japanese than in En-
glish. In a multilingual classroom, on the other
hand, students must interact in English with
classmates who are likely to speak different
native languages.

The second disadvantage, and probably the
more crucial one, is the motivational factor--
when EFL students leave the school, they
don't need English. The psychological or
survival need to use EnOsh is simply not
there. The Japan Program students in general
are fairly highly motivated, especially com-
pared to conversation school or university
stuthnts, because they want to study in the
U.S. or Canada. The goal, however, is still far
enough away so that most of them don't feel
the pressure to use English as often as they
could or should. ESL students have that pres-
sure, and it shows in their willingness to use
English without coercion or bribery.

Conclusion
Taking the advantages and disadvantages

of monocultural classi, into account, we might
summarize by saying that in terms of rapid
advancement. acquisition of a wide range of
vocabulary. and many other measures of pro-
ficiency, the ideal situation is for a student to
live in the target culture, among speakers of the
target language.

Doing so, however. requires a great deal of
motivation, emotional maturity, and courage.
These are qualities that few IS-year-olds have,
especially here in Japan where dependence on
the family is a cultural norm. Perhaps the most
important thing the University of Pittsburgh
English Language Institute Japan Program has
to offer is a transitiona bridge----hetween
total dependence on the home culture anu iota]

independence in the target culture.
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Teaching in Japan: Excerpts
from the Temple University
Japan Faculty Guide

William F. Sharp
Temple University Japan, Tokyo, Japan

In 1983, when the first faculty members from
Temple University in Philadelphia came to
Tokyo to teach at Temple University Japan
(TUJ), I wrote a series of individual letters
answering faculty questions: How is TUJ or-
ganized? How are the students different from
American student.;? What are the English lan-
guage requirements? What is TUJ's status
with the Japanese government and education-
al authorities? In subsequent years, it became
obvious that most faculty had similar ques-
tions, so we compiled a FtWulty Guide de-
signed to provide a tlavor of what it is like to
teach in Japan and at TUJ.

More recently. as a number of other Ameri-
can universities showed interest in opening
campuses in Japan, I shared our experience
and much of the information contained in our
Faculty Guide with administrators from these
other institutions. The Faculty Guide has un-
dergone several revisions and is now quite
lengthy. What follows are e-,cerpts from the
Faculty Guide, edited for publication in this
Cross Currents forum, which explain TUJ in
view of some of the larger issues related to
American branch campuses in Japan.

An Introduction to TU.1

History
In 1980, Temple University received a

proposal from several Japanese educators,
corporate leaders, and public officials to initi-
ate a unique educational experiment in Japan.
A tentative agreement was reached in 1982.
and Temple University opened what has be-
come essentially a branch campus in Tokyo.
The idea agreed upon was to present Japanese.
American, and other foreign nationals living in
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Japan with an Amcrican-sfyle education in a
convenient location. The arrangement allowed
Temple University to devetop a campus in the
Far East in one of the most impo:tant industri-
alized nations of the world, to permit faculty
members to experience teaching in another
culture, to attract Japanese studen..i to the main
campus, and to gain national and international
recognition.

The TUJ campus may also serve as a base
to conduct research involving either compara-
tive or Far Eastern topics. While it remains a
matter of individual initiative. Temple Univer-
sity faculty members have increasingly made
contact with their counterparts in Japanese
universities. These contacts have led to invita-
tions to present papers and participate in panels
at Japanese universities; in several instances.
joint research projects have been developed.

An American and ,lapanese joint venture
As the school went through a difficult birth

process and matured, the contractual arrange-
ment between Temple University and the Japa-
nese Board of Governors solidified. Temple
University is solely responsible for the aca-
demic program (administration, staffing, cur-
riculum). and the Japanese Board of Gover-
nors is responsible for the financial aspects of
the program (collecting tuition and the pay-
ment of all expenses).

The staff of TUJ is comprised of three main
groups. The first is the Japanese administra-
tive staff who work in the business and aca-
demic offices. The Japanese staff operate the
financial aspects of TUJ and also oversee re-
cruitment and job placement. The second
group consists of the Intensive English Lan-
guage Program faculty and administration. The
third group includes the Temple University
faculty members and Dean's appointments who

Dr. F. Sharp is Dean of Temple Universa)
Japan. Ile has been im'olveil in internatnmal NM-
(anon for more than (1 decade through the National
Collegiate Honors Council and as Director of the
Institute 01 Languages and Infernalnmal Studies' at
1 emple I/ niversny,
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teach in the College of Arts and Sciences. the
School of Business and Management, and the
School of Education. All groups are respon-
sible for the school's academic tone and for
TUJ's professional image in Japan.

Together. these three groups comprise an
academic and cultural joint venture. Although
the goals of the groups are the same, specific
interests sometimes differ. There is occasional
friction, as with virtually any joint venture, but
those who have taught at TUJ agree that coop-
eration has typically overcome conflict.

Academic programs and population
Temple University Japan opened in June.

1982, with an Intensive English Language
Program (IELP), which is still the largest pro-
gram offered at TUJ. In the fall of 1982, an
M.Ed. in TESOL program was instituted. This
program has developed into one of the largest
and best degree programs of its kind in the
world. In 1983. an Arts and Sciences compo-
nent was initiated. Students seeking B.A. de-
grees at TUJ can presently major in American
Studies. Economics. English, General Studies
(with either a Humanities or Social Science
track). Himory, and Political Science. In the
fall of 1988, a D.Ed. in TESOL program was
begnn. Most recently. an M.A. degree in Eco-
rorrlics. offered by the School of Business and
Management. was approved and put in place.

TUJ has experienced steady growth: in the
fall semester of 1990. total enrollments ex-
ceeded 2.2(X). In an agreement signed between
Temple University and the Japanese Board of
Governors in April. 1989. further controlled
expansion was approved for up to 2,400 stu-
dents by the summer of 1991. In tlie fall of
1990. there were 50 full-time and 22 part-time
faculty members teaching Arts and Sciences
courses to 850 students in 170 sections: 65 full-
time IELP faculty members teaching 1,1(X)
students in 60 sections: and six full-time and
seven part-time faculty members teaching
graduate courses in Economics and TESOL to

250 students.
Students wishing a maj..)r not offered at

TUJ may transfer to the main Philadelphia
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campus. All TUJ students are encouraged to
spend some time on the main campus. regard-
less of their projected major. Currently, ap-
proximately 100 TUJ students a year transfer
to the main campus.

Students at TUJ
American professors are routinely surprised

and pleased by Japanese students. The stu-
dents are accustomed to working hard, al-
though hard work in college is not necessarily
the norm in Japanese universities. Throughout
the primary and secondary school years (and
even preschool years. in many instances) Japa-
nese children are driven to perform well. They
study diligently, often attending special sup-
plementary schools, hoping to secure accep-
tance into prestigious universities. The com-
petition is fierce. The reward is acceptance
into the university of choice and the honor that
a degree from that university bestows.

As a graduate of a top-rated school. such as

Tokyo University, a Japanese student is all but
assured lifetime employment and quick pro-
motion in a famous company. However, the
four years in the university are. traditionally,
not very rigorous, and acceptance almost as-
sures graduation. So, the demands of Temple
University and the American system of higher
education come as a shock to some students.

English language requirements
As a rule, the students' English is not as

good as it should be given the fact that they
have almost all studied English for six years in
junior and senior high school. However. En-
glish language instruction in Japanese schools
is. by open admission, not very productive and
is focused almost entirely on ht..e o..ject.ve of
passing the English language portion of the
Japanese university entrance examination.
Students can diagram sentences and have
amaiing un&rstanding of phonetic stress
marks. They do not, however, use English as
a living language. When they arrive at TU.
they are almost always deficient in conversa-
tion and writing and need considerable prac-
tice in reading comprehension.

u
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For this reason, almost all Japanese stu-
dents enter Tills Intensive English Language
Program where they study until they pass a
standardized proficiency examination (TOEFL
exam) with a minimum score of 500. After
that, most students enroll in ELECT. the En-
glish Language Enrichment Center at Temple,
a noncredit course required for students who
do not pass a writing placement examination.
Students then enroll in the basic freshman
composition course. Perhaps the only changes
in requirements between the main campus and
TUJ are that we require all students at TUJ to
take two major writing courses and that we en-
courage writing components in virtually every
course.

Difterences in c ulture. behavior. and rhetori-
cal patterns

Japanese culture clearly affects what goes
on in the classroom at TUJ, The students arc
extremely courteous and virtually never say
anything which might offend a professor. as
they are quite unaccustomed to challenging a
respected superior. If they disagree with the
professor. they will not say so in class and will
only rarely do so in a private conference. Few
students will freely volunteer an answer to a
question even when they obviously have an
answer. Thus, it takes patience and clic to
produce even a minimal debate.

Yet in conferences and conversations, stu-
dents will ask many intelligent questions, even
though they may have declined in clay.: (asking
a question in class might imply teacher ineffec-
tiveness). Still, most professors have discov-
ered devices to provoke discussion, ranging
from the simple expediency of calling on stu-
dents by name, to organizing small group dis-
cussions, to assigning debate topics for oral
presentation.

The students need special help with their
essays, especially with organization, develop-
ment, and the notion of a central idea or thesis,
Western logicinductive and deductive rea-
soningcan present extreme difficulties for
Japanese students. especially when they are
struggling with idioms, verb endings. tenses,
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articles, and punctuation. However, students
learn quickly, and it is gratifying to note their
rapid progress.

Issues of Accreditation
Temple University Japan is not officially

recognized as a university in Japan. Officially
recognized Japanese universities (akin to Japa-
nese national accreditation) are under the central
authority of the Ministry of Education, an
agency of the national government. fhe Min-
istry of Education. which subsidizes Japanese
schools, does not recognize TUJ as a Japanese
university because the TUJ curriculum does
not conform to the Ministry's requirements.
TUJ does not conduct enough of its courses in
Japanese, and TUJ does not employ a majority
ofJapanese professors. In short. if TUJ met the
requirements for Japanese accreditation, it

would no longer be an American university.
To the traditional Japanese system, therefore.
TUJ is an outsider; neither TUJ nor its students
receive governmental financial assistance.

However. TUJ is eligible for U.S. accredi-
tation through association with the main cam-
pus. In 1989. in conjunction with Temple
University's normal accreditation review, the
Middle States Association of Colleges and
Schools conducted a site visit at the TUJ
campus, and the TUJ campus is now specifi-
cally included in Temple University's accredi-
tation. Therefore, graduates of TUJ enjoy the
same status that graduates of the main campus
enjoy. including a degree from the main cam-
pus, the normal transferability of credits from
one accredited institution to another. and cer-
tified transcripts from an American university.

Conclusion
Ir the eight years of its existence, TUJ has

become a dynamic, innovative, and successful
overseas venture. The international student
body, the faculty and academic administra-
tion. the Japanese Board of Governors and
support staff, and, most importantly. Temple
University have all benefited from 'Mrs exis-
tence and have contributed to its growth and
development.
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Profiting from Education: Japan-
United States International
Educational Ventures in the 1980s.
Gail S. Chambers & William K.
Cummings. Institute of
International Education, 1990.

Scott Jarrett

In the 1980s, a phenomenon emerged, the
magnitude of which is unique in the annals of
higher educationthe establishment of branch
campuses in Japan by American institutions of
postsecondary education. Although a corol-
lary flow of Japanese institutions into the
American market also occurred. the American
branches in Japan have involved more people.
attracted more attention, and generated more
discussion (some might say controversy) than
have the Japanese branch campuses in the U.S.

In a research report for the Institute of In-
ternational Education, Gail S. Chambers. an
educational economist at the University of
Rochester. and William K. Cummings. a soci-
ologist at the Harvard Graduate School of
Education, examine this phenomenon. Their
report.ProfitingfromEdtwation: Japan-Unit-
ed States International Educational l'entures
in the 1980s. is the first comprehensive study
of the subject. As such, it should be required
reading at educational institutions currently
involved in or contemplating involvement in
the Japai. -!se market.

Chambers and Cummings state in the intro-
duction that the majority of American branch
campuses in Japan are "cooperative ventures"
in which

an institution tusually of higher education)
in one nation seeks to expand its interna-
tional activities through obtaining either a
trartial or a controlling interest in a foreign
higher-education institution. In some in-
stances. the respective institutions are bal-
anced in quality and purpose. More often.
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one of the institutions brings a particularly
valued asset, such as financial capacity, while
the partner offers special educational capa-
bilities and/or its official claim to accredita-
tion. These ventures are cooperative in the
sense that it is virtually impossible for them
to be consummated without the mutual
agreement of both parties. (p. i)

As one might imagine, Japanese investors sup-
ply the financing and U.S. institutions provide
the educational capacity in most, if not all, Ja-
pan-U.S. branch campus cooperative ventures.

Taking ''American" Higher Education to
Japan and Vice Versa

In this, the first chapter. the authors exam-
ine the socioeconomic environment that has
fostered the branch campus movement. com-
pare the educational systems of Japan and the
United States. and look at some of the myths
and assumptions that tend to cloud the thinking
of people in both countries.

Financial considerations dominate the so-
cioeconomic factors considered. Topics in this
section, such as Japan us Number One, can
certainly be considered primarily economic. as
can The Japanese Search for Investment Op-
portunities, The Strong Yen. Shifting U.S. Re-
gional Ecwomies. and The U.S . Trade Imbal-
ance with Japqn. One might say. without fear
of reproof. that the driving force behind the
movement of American higher education to
Japan has been economics, not altruism.

The mostly objective data in the section
that compares the two educational systems
reveals that tUre are many more differences
than similaities. Of particular interest in the
discussion of similarities is the fact that both
systems anticipate declines in enrollment and
that. in both countries, indigenous degrees lead
to jobs. In the rivalry for Japanese Audents,
U.S. branches in Japan will compete not only
with each other and with U.S. institutions that
enroll students directly at U.S. campuses, but

Scott Jarrett teaches ut the tanguasze 1mM:de
Japan Ile Ls an a.s.sistwit editor ol Cross Currents.
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also with Japanese institutions that face a pre-
cipitous "25 percent drop in the number of
eighteen-year-olds from 1993 to 2000" (p. 7).
This decline in Japan's student-aged popula-
tion, coupled with the fact that indigenous
degrees are considered more valuable than
foreign degrees, means that. in the coming no-
holds-barred enrollment battles. American
branch campuses must be prepared to recruit
and retain students effectively.

In regard to differences, the authors note
the hierarchical nature of the Japanese system,
especially as it relates to the relatively small
number of prestigious universities from which
graduates are recruited by the government and
by elite firms. Also noted is the lack of mobil-
ity within the Japanese higher education sys-
tem: "In contrast Ito the U.S. system of credit
transferability], in Japan until recently most in-
stitutions have refused to recognize credits
earned at other institutions- (p. 8). Accord-
ingly. those Japanese who have completed a
junior college course but can go no further in
the Japanese system become potzntial students
for American branch campuses. In addition to
these contrasts, we find that Japanese who
enter the Japanese university system do so with
the expectation of graduating. regardless of
how hard they study. This attitude has caused
some of the most serious misunderstandings
between Japanese students (or their parents)
and American branch campuses in Japan.

Among the myths and assumptions which
are discussed in the final section of the first
chapter are the following: the Japanese are rich
(they're not; the big banks ani.1 corporations
are): English can he learned by anyone who
tries hard enough; Japane4 are better students
than Americans ( the stereotype originates with
the highly motivated Japanese students at
American colleges and universities): and the
Ministry of Education will reverse itself and
recognize the degrees conferTed by American
branches in Japan ( it probably won'n.

Chambers and Cummings conclude the
chapter by noting.

In this alMo.phere, and v, ithout a I inn un-
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derstanding of one another, educators have
been pursuing the ideals of international
education and advancement. seeking ways
for people in both nations to profit from edu-
cation. tp, 15)

How the Movement Has Developed
The second chapter deals with the way in

which the branch campus mo .ement devel-
oped, beginning with patterns or international
education and overviews of Japanese and
American educational ventures overseas. Both
countries have had sizeable educational com-
mitments in other countries. Japanese ven-
tures have primarily been designed to serve
Japanese living outside Japan. with the largest
segment concerned with the secondary school-
ing of Japanese children. American overseas
institutions, on the other hand, generally serve
the educational needs of anyone who has the
intellectual and financial wherewithal to at-
tend.

Also discussed in the second chapter are the
types of institutions involved in international
education. In Japan, they are private institu-
tions, public universities, and public govern-
ments. Among these. the strongest drive to-
ward internationalization has occurred in the
less affluent private institutions, who seek to
bolster sagging enrollments. and in prefectural
and local governments (especially in the poorer.
more rural prefectures). who seek to revive
stagnant economies. Public universities re-
ceive monies from the ceotral government and
don't have to worry about finances, and the
wealthy private institutions are also less driven
by economics to internationalize.

In the U.S.. "the publics- ( publicly funded
institutions). "the privates- (nonprofit private
institutions ). and "the proprietaries"( for-profit
private institutions, usually vocational ) have
been scrambling for pieces of an ever-shrink-
ing student pie. The proprietaries grew in the
1980s because of federally funded student aid,
but the other two sectors have had to look
elsewhere to maintain enrollment levels. This
situation led to great efforts to attract foreign
students to study in the United States. The next
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logical step was to export educationespe-
cially, considering the economic environment,
to Japan.

In the latter part of the chapter. Chambers
and Cummings review some of the precipitat-
ing agents of the branch campus movement
and t..! few of the personal connections (some
quite serendipitous) that resulted in joint ven-
tures in education. Of special interest here is
the Gephardt-Nikaido initiative, a joint effort
by both governments, headed by Congressman
Richard Gephardt and Diet member Susumu
Nikaido, to promote the establishment of
American branch campuses in cooperation with
Japanese local and prefectural governments.
The initiative created a great deal of publicity
and an atmosphere of willing cooperation that
stimulated joint ventures between American
schools and Japanese entrepreneurial partners.

The chapter concludes with a number of
case studies of higher education joint ventures
between institutions in both countries. This
section is easily the most readable and interest-
ing part of the book. The case studies are espe-
cially instructive because they chronicle rela-
tions between joint venture partners from first
contact to the present.

Negotiating Finances and Control
In this chapter, the thorny issue of who

should he in control of these joint ventures
the party providing the money or the institution
providing the educationis addressed. While
U.S. educational institutions might want to
maintain control. U.S. tax laws have evolved
in a manner that discourages for-profit higher
education. Japanese educational institutions.
on the other hand. do not operate under such
constraints. Another contrast is the "low-risk,
modest gain posture" taken by most U.S. insti-
tutions in Japan. as opposed to Japanese part-
ners who arrange

to rent, lease, or finance educational property

development in expectation of large long-
term gain. based on tenancy by a participat-
ing U.S. institution, to which it guarantees
(those( modest short-term gains. (p. 54)

One solution to the problem of control has
been to split administrative responsibilities
between the Japanese and American partners,
leaving the Japanese in charge of finances and
the Americans responsible for academics. The
authors point out that the success of this ap-
proach at Temple University Japan (TUJ) (see
"Teaching in Japan: Excerpts from the Temple
University Japan Faculty Guide." page 206)
has resulted in its adoption by a number of joint
ventures. Two case studies in the chapter, TUJ
and Southern Illinois University at Carbondale
in Niigata (SIUC-N) (see "An American Com-
prehensive Public University Linked with a
Japanese Municipality," page 191). illustrate
the long-term commitment of some American
institutions in Japan. The TUJ and SIUC-N
case studies also illuminate the contractual ar-
rangements that most U.S. schools negotiate
with their Japanese partners in order to avoid
violating U.S. tax law under which U.S. insti-
tutions, and their branches, must abide.

The Educational Results
Perhaps it is symbolic that the actual educa-

tion provided in branch campuses is discussed
in the shortest chapter in the report and that the
chapter ends with a newspaper report about a
disillusioned student who sued an American
branch campus for breach of promise. What
exactly have been the promises of American
higher education in Japan? The authors iden-
tify two educational objectives One of which is
that mutual understanding be promoted among
Japanese and American students. This objec-
tive is largely unfulfilk.d because so few U.S.
students attend the branch campuses in Japan.

The other objective is that Japanese young
people he exposed to American-style educa-
tion. Unfortunately, attempts to achieve this
objective have created additional problems.
The American educational system. unlike the
Japanese system in which university gradu-
ation is virtually assured once a student is ac-
cepted, places the burden for graduating on the
student's performance. This difference in ex-
pectation causes difficulties in adjustment for
Japanese students. Another misunderstand-
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ing arises when Japanese expectations regard-
ing entrance into a baccalaureate program are
not fulfilled. There is a strong emphasis on En-
glish language education in most branch cam-
puses in order to prepare students for English-
medium academic classes. Inevitably some
students fail, unable to achieve the required
English skills. This failure causes some Japa-
nese to regard the branch campuses at: little
more than high-priced English cram schools.

Who Controls the Use of Public Resources?
In this, the sixth chapter. the authors coun-

sel caution on the part of institutions now op-
erating or considering operating in Japan.
advising all parties involved to begin formulat-
ing clear guidelines that could help circumvent
problems which might occur as the result of
violations of either country's tax laws.

Because all institutions of higher education
in the U.S. receive some public subsidy. if only
a nonprofit. tax-exempt status, the question of
whether to support institutions whose branches
are joint ventures with for-profit partners must
be considered. This is an evolving process for
the Internal Revenue Serv ke. which currently
appraises the partnerships on a case-by-case
basis. This process is subject to political pres-
sure, and a sudden shift in public opinion could
change the generally favorable rthings that the
IRS has made so far in cases involving Japan-
U.S. educational partnerships.

Who js In Charge of Standards?
irecause accreditation is covered in another

article in this forum ( see -The Role and Value
of Accreditation in American Higher Educa-
tion: At Home and Abroad,- page 2 I 3), it will
not be dealt with extensively in this review .

To briefly summarize. in the seventh chap-
ter, the authors point out that accreditation in
the U.S. and regulation in Japan are two com-
pletely different processes. In America, ac-
creditation is largely internal and voluntary:
it focuses on the educational process. On the
other hand. Japanese regulation is conducted
hy the Ministry of Education and concentrates
on such areas as the physical facilities, the

faculty, and the fiscal health of an institution.
A result of this incompatibility in regulation is
the virtual impossibility that an institution can
be recognized as a degree-granting institution
in both the U.S. and Japan.

Summary and Recommendations
Having presented a comprehensive picture

ofiapan-U.S. educational joint ventures, Ch am-
hers and Cummings issue a call to action. They
recommend that the educational leadership in
both nations join in addressirg the problems
outlined in the report. A summary of the report
is followed by a cogent set of recommenda-
tions for the reform of abuses in the present
system and for the establishment of guidelines
governing future Japan-U.S. educational joint
ventures. The two primary objectives recom-
mended are the improvement of the quality of
education offered and the restriction of private
profit making.

The authors stress the need to address
immediately the larger problems between the
United States and Japan through educational
programs which would serve to educate the
labor force and intercept future misunderstand-
ings. If we are able to find a common ground.
the authors maintain, it will only he through
joint educational efforts: it we fail in that area.
the future is bleak indeed.

Finally, two appendices are included. The
first lists the cases identified in the project (a
total of I 00 ). The second is a set of guidelines
recommended by the North Central Associa-
tion of Colleges and Schools to its member
schools who are considering contracting their
services in ventures with other organizations.

C'hambers and Cummings and the research
staff of the Institute of International Education
did an excellent job putting Profiting from
Elacini(m: Japan-linitedStateqnternatiiinal
Educational l'entures in the 1980s together in
only six months (the urgency of the situation
dictated the limited Mlle frame ). The study
will certainly help educators and investors in
the United States and Japan to better under-
stand the complicated nature of branch campus
joint venni! es.
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The Role and Value
of Accreditation
in American Higher Education:
At Home and Abroad

Marjorie Peace Lents
The Council on Postsecondary
Accreditation, Washington, D.C.

Unlike most countries, the United States has
no ministry of education to authorize the offer-
ings of education programs, set educational
standards, and establish r Tulations for en-
forcing standards. The United States Consti-
tution originally reserved for the states and
local governments the primary responsibility
for education, including higher education. In
interpreting and exercising that responsibility,
however, the states often differed radically,
and the unevenness of educational standards
and practices that resulted led, in the late 19th
century, to the beginnings of the modem sys
tern of accreditation.

Accreditation is entially a nongovern-
mental, volun tary, and self-regulatory approach
to quality assessment and enhancement which
clearly reflects the divergent, semiautonomous
character of American higher education. Aca-
demic institutions in Asia, for example. look to
an external, and typically governmental, entity
for evaluation. Accreditation, on the other
hand, operates on a communal conceptan
internalized activity which is a creation of the
academic and professional educational com-
munities. The external "they" don't decide
quality: the internal "we" decide quality.

In the United States, there are 6.(X)) accred-
ited institutions of postsecondary education,
3.(00 of which grant degrees. In Japan, 30 of
these degree-grantiog institutions are provid-
ing some form of American education to the
Japanese public, In this article, I will first pro-

1 This paper is based, in part, on presentations
the author made during a visit to Japan at the
invitation of the U.S. Embassy in May. 1990.
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vide an overview of the system of accreditation
and then discuss issues of accreditation as they
apply to these contemporary American educa-
tional programs in Japan.

Principles of Accreditation

The two types of accreditation
There are two basic types of accreditation:

institutional and specialized. The axrediting
bodies that conduct institutional accreditation
comprise the institutions that have achieved
and maintain ac,.:r dited status. The accredit-
ing bodies that conduct specialized accreotta-
tion of a program preparing students for a
profession or occupation are closely associ-
ated with professional associations in the field
(e.g., law, medicine, forestry. or dentistry ).

The assessment of quality
The cardinal principle of accreditation is

that educational quality cannot be determined
by the possession of certain fixed characteris-
tics, but only in terms of the objectives or
purposes the institution or program seeks to
achieve. There is a legitimate diversity of ap-
propriate purposes, from those of a technical
school to those of a university. The judgment
of quality made by peers must be concerned
with whether the institution or program is ef-
fectively utilizing its resources to achieve its
stated appropriate objectives.

The assessment pattern
Both institutional and specialized accredit-

ing bodies conduct the accreditation process
using a common pattern. The pattern requires:

1 ) a rigorous and candid self-study by the
institution or program, examining and evaluat-
ing objectives. activities, and achievements
based on common accrediting standards: 2) an

Dr. Mal:torte Peace Lenn /A ice President (I' the
Council on Postsecondary Accreditation in Wash-
ington. D.C. She speaks widely on issIleS related to
international education and accreditation. She is
editor oflmernational Education and Accreditation:
t.Incharted Waters,
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on-site visit by a team of peers which provides
expert criticism and offers suggestions for im-
provement; and 3) a subsequent review and
decision by a central governing board. Within
this general pattern, the various accrediting
bodies have developed a variety of individual
procedures adapted to their own circumstances.

Institutional Accreditation
American institutions operating abroad must

be concerned with institutional accreditation.
Institutional accrediting bodies consider the
characteristics of institutions as whole entities.
For this reason, attention is given not only to
the educational programs of the institutions
being evaluated, but also to such characteris-
tics as adequacy of the library, student ser
ices, finances. buildings, and administration.

The criteria of an institutional accrediting
body are broad, as is demanded by the attention
to the whole institution and by the widely
different purposes and scopes of U.S. post-
secondary institutions. Such criteria also pro-
vide encouragement to institutions to try inno-
vative curricula and procedures and to adopt
them when they prove successful.

What does -accredited status- mean?
In general. accredited status means that the

characteristics of the total institution have been
considered and that institutional strengths and
weaknesses have been weighed. The institu-
tion has been found to:

I . have educationally appropriate objectives
as defined overtime by the American higher
education community;

2. have the financial, human, and physical re-
sources needed to achieve these objectives;

3. have demc "strated that it is achieving these
objectives now; and

4. have provided sufficient evidence to sup-
port the belielthat it will continue to achieve
its objectives for a reasonable time period.

What can and cannot accredited status do?
Accreditation can attest to the general

quality of an educational institution. Institu-
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tional accrediting standards apply to such criti-
cal matters as mission, governance, academic
program, faculty, student services, financial
resources, library, and buildings. But, accredi-
tation cannot attest to the quality of individual
programs or courses within an institution.

Accreditation can assure the student that
the educational activities of an accredited in-
stitution have undergone external evaluation
and are found to he in conformity with expec-
tations of quality in U.S. higher education. On
the other hand, accreditation cannot guarantee
that a student either will be admitted or will
graduate from an institution, nor can it guaran-
tee the quality of indi vidual graduates. Admis-
sions is the prerogative of the institution and
graduation is the responsibility of the student.

Accreditation can help a student transfer
academic credits from one U.S. institution to
another. Accreditation can help a student gain
admission to an advanced degree program
through the general acceptance of credits. But
accreditation cannot guarantee the transfer of
academic credits from one U.S. institution to
another U.S. institution or the admissions of
students to advanced degree programs. be-
cause. again, admissions is the prerogative of
each institution or program.

Accreditation can benefit U.S. institutions
and programs by providing a stimu:us for sel f-
evaluation and improvement. However, ac-
creditation cannot provide a ranking of U.S.
institutions or programs. The academic repu-
tation of inst:futions and the stature of pro-
grams in the professions is information gener-
ally understood but not officially published.

Accreditation can attest to the educational
quality of an institution or program for a rea-
sonable time period. Most accrediting periods
range from five to ten years with interim evalu-
ations as needed. However, accreditation can-
not have an indefinite duration. If the institu-
tion or program changes in a substantive way.
the accrediting body must reevaluate its status.

Accreditation can enable an institution to
become eligible for certain types of govern-
mental funding. An institution must be accred-
ited. for example, before it can apply for goy-

t L "
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ernmental funding for research. Also, students
who apply to and attend accredited institutions
are eligible for governmental student loans.
Private foundations also rely on the accredited
status of an institution to allocate their funds.
But accreditation cannot give foreign nation-
als access to U.S. governmental student loans.

Official Recognition of Accrediting Bodies
There are two organizations that grant rec-

ognition to accrediting bodies: the Council on
Postsecondary Accreditation (COPA) and the
U.S. Department of Education. The U.S. De-
partment of Education recognizes accrediting
bodies which determine the eligibility of insti-
tutions for federal funds.

COPA is a nongovernmental organization
that works to foster and facilitate the role of
accrediting bodies in promoting the quality
and diversity of U.S. postsecondary education.
The accrediting bodies. while established and
supported by their memberships, are intended
to serve the broader interests of society as well.
To promote these ends, COPA recognizes,
coordinates, and periodically reviews the work
of its member accrediting bodies and the ap-
propriateness of existing or proposed accredit-
ing bodies. COPA is thus an integral part of the
self-regulatory accreditation process. Its mem-
bership includes an Assembly of Institutional
Accrediting Bodies, an Assembly of Special-
ized Accrediting Bodies, and a Presidents'
Policy Assembly on Accreditation. The latter
includes the major presidential higher educa-
tion organizations which endorse COPA as the
lead organization for establishing policies and
practices in postsecondary accreditation.

COPA "accredits the accreditors" through
the granting of recognition to those bodies
which meet its criteria on organizational struc-
ture and scope, public responsibility, evalu-
ative practices and procedures, and educa-
tional philosophy and related procedures. The
accrediting bodies must be nongovernmental
and must require, as an integral part of the
evaluative process, a self-analysis from the
program or institution and an on-site review by
a visiting team.
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I hope this overview will act as an orienta-
tion to the extraordinary process of accredita-
tion. In what follows, I will discuss accredita-
tion as it applies to the recent phenomenon of
American educational programs in Japan.

American Educational Programs in Japan
At the turn of the 21st century, the Pacific

Rim in general and Japan specifically repre-
sent the most dynamic international market for
the export of American higher education. Since
the beginning of this decade, and mostly within
the past year, about 30 American educational
institutions have established programs in Ja-
pan. The U.S. Embassy in Tokyo informally
reports that over 100 institutions of higher
education have done feasibility studies con-
cerning a future presence in Japan.

American higher education programs for
Japanese nationals are currently found in three
forms: branch campuses, language programs.
and free-standing programs.

Branch campuses
Branch campuses give academic credit

toward a fiegree and are considered branches
of higher education institutions located in the
U.S. The accreditation of the U.S.-based insti-
tution is extended to the branch when the
branch has been separately reviewed and the
accrediting body has determined that educa-
tional quality exists at the branch. As of De-
cember, 1990, there are 15 branch campuses of
U.S. institutions established in Japan: six other
institutions are planning branch campuses.

Language programs
Language programs can be found either

within the offerings of a branch campus or in a
free-standing program which is not combined
with a degree-granting institution. In either of
these situations, language programs should
neither carry academic credit nor lead toward
an academic degree. These programs are not
reviewed separately by accrediting bodies: they
are simply considered an offering of the ac-
credited U.S.-based institution. As of Decem-
ber, 1990, there are ten language programs of-

98
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fered in Japan by U.S. institutions which do not
have branches in Japan.

Free-standing programs
There are three free-standing programs in

Japan as of December, 1990. All are graduate
programs offered by U.S. institutions, two in
business and one in teacher education. As
offerings of accredited U.S. institutions, these
programs are not separately res iewed.

The Nature of U.S.Japan Programs
Although American higher education is

represented throughout the world in the forms
outlined above, its character in Japan differs
from that of the rest. In the case of every
branch and language program, the financial
base and, in most cases, administrative control
are Japanese, while the academic program is
provided by the American institution.

An additional difference lies in the homo-
geneous nature of the student body. There is
some recent evidence of American students
studying at branch campuses in Japan. Gener-
ally speaking, however, the student popula-
tions are exclusively Japanese.

Japanese expectations of institutions of
higher education are often at odds with the
nature of American higher education. If ad-
mitted into an institution, a Japanese student
assumes that he or she will be academically
successful. American notions of individual
responsibility in scholarship and education,
without guarantees of outcome, are foreign to
the Japanese. Due to the relatively high failure
rate in preparatory English programs, many
Japanese students who assume they will gradu-
ate from an American educational institution
will not even be able to enter a degree program.

Issues of Accreditation
The nature of U.S. higher education in Ja-

pan presents a new challenge to the American
higher education community and to its primary
process of determining educational quality
accreditation. At issue are concerns related to
mission, control, financing, academic pro-
gram, recruitment, and communication.
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Mission
Various types of American higher educa-

tion institutions are represented in Japan: com-
munity colleges, state universities, and liberal
arts colleges. Vital to the accrediting process
is a clear definition of institutional mission. To
what extent do these activities in Japan fit into
the stated mission of the home educational
institutions or agencies?

Control
The American institutions currently in Japan

have three types of ownership/financial spon-
sorship: I) individual (including current mem-
bers of the national government); 2) corporate;
and 3) prefectural (municipal governments).
Although the name and the concomitant repu-
tation of the institution is distinctly American,
at what point is the integrity of the institution
threatened by factors which affect it directly
hut which are out of its administrative control?

Financing
Institutions which are nonprofit in the U.S.

become proprietary when they cross the Pa-
cific. To what extent can current accrediting
standards and processes of financial review fit
this new phenomenon?

Academic program
Accrediting standards apply to off-campus

educational programs that mirror the program
offered on the home campus. However, when
a language other than English is used to teach
the curriculum or %lien the sequence of aca-
demic offerings is demonstrably differe? it from
that of the home institution, at what point is the
off-campus educational entity considered sepa-
rately accreditable or at rif.k?

Recruitment
Are recruitment practices of the American

institutions in Japan clear? Do students realize
that admission does not guarantee graduation,
that credit transfer is not guaranteed to other
American higher education institutions, and
that there are differences between university
language programs and full-service degree
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granting universities?
Students must transfer to the U.S. campus

of most institutions in Japan in order to com-
plete the bachelor's degree. However, in order
to meet enrollment goals, some U.S. campuses
in Japan have admitted students from Korea
and the People's Republic of China. Ai cord-
ing to the U.S. Immigration and Naturalization
Service, it is improbable that these students
will be issued visas to enter the U.S.

Communication
In the rush to sign contracts in a highly

profitable market, sohie representatives of in-
stitutions fail to inform their parent institutions
that they now have a presence in Japan, and
some institutions fail to notify their institu-
tional accrediting bodies that they are imple-
menting a substantive change.

Accountability
Of the institutions currently represented in

Japan, most have dealt with the majority of
these issues in an adequate manner. However,
there are a few institutions which veer from the
mainstream and which have held the attention
of the print :rid television media, contributing
to what I call "lump, dump. and slump"
syndrome. Just as the American media tend to
treat all forms ofJapanese interest in establish-
ing higher education institutions in the United
States as one in the same, the Japanese media
"lump" all American educational institutions
in Japan together and "dump" on themcriti-
cizing the shortcomings of some as the short-
comings of all. The public responds to these
general izations by not applying for admission,
leading to a "slump" in enrollment.

Current Activities
Although the character of U.S. higher edu-

cation institutions in Japan has attracted the at-
tention of the American higher education and
accreditation community only within the past
year, the response has been immediate .

Guideline.s.for act.reditation
Principles of Good Practice in Overseas
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International Education Programs far Non-
U.S. Nationals was developed in February,
1990, by the directors of the regional institu-
tional accrediting commissions of COPA. This
set of guidelines includes 37 principles to be
used in conjunction with each commission's
own accrediting standards in evaluating such
programs. Each commission has gi yen prior-
ity to issues related to international education.

Publications
International Education and Accreditation:

Uncharted Waters was published by COPA in
February. 1990. This pamphlet contains pres-
entations made at the national COPA-spon-
sored forum bearing the same name. Profiting
from Education: Japan-United States Inter-
national Educational Ventures in the 1980s
(see review, page 209) was published by the
Institute of International Education in May,
1990. This book provides an overview of
American higher education in Japan and Japa-
nese higher education in the United Stales.

Organkations
The Association of American Colleges and

Universities in Japan (AACUJ) was voted into
existence in Tokyo in September, 1990, by a
significant majority of U.S. institutions cur-
rently in Japan. The basic purpose of the asso-
ciation is to promote educational quality among
U.S. institutions of higher education in Japan.

Programs
Informational programs concerned with

American educational programs in Japan have
been or will be presented to predominantly
American audiences at several national higher
education organizational gatherings. These
organizations include the National Associa-
tion of Foreign Student Affairs, the College
Board, the American Association of Commu-
nity and Junior Colleges. and COPA.

Materials
Informational materials about American

higher education and accreditation have been
developed and made available for dissemina-

1 0
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don in Japan. Materials have been provided to
the Japan-U.S. Education Commission (Ful-
bright Program), the U.S. Embassy in Tokyo,
the Japanese Ministry of Education, and the
Japanese media. At the invitation of the U.S.
Emtassy in Tokyo, I made a two-week pil-
grimage throughout Japan, speaking to a vari-
ety of Japanese audiences about American
higher education and accreditation.

CROSS CURRENTS 17, FALL 1990

Conclusion
Though much has already taken place, much

is left to be done. In the future, the U.S. higher
education community, through its accrediting
bodies and national organizations, will need to
focus its energies on the matters outlined above.
Japan just happens to be the current focus of
American higher education abroad. Eastern
Europe and the Soviet Union are next.

Preparing Malaysian Students for
American University Education

Janice Nersinger
SUNY Buffalo /ITM Cooperative Program,
Subang Jaya, Malaysia

In the fall of 1986. the State University of New
York at Buffalo (SUNY Buffalo). in coopera-
tion with Malaysia's Institut Teknologi MARA
(ITM). established a braach campus in Subang
Jaya, a suburb located just outside Malaysia's
capital of Kuala Lumpur. The program, spon-
sored by the Malaysian government, was de-
signed to provide the first two years of an
American undergraduate education to Malay-
sian students. After completing two years at
the Malaysian campus, students transfer to
various schools throughout the United States
to complete their undergraduate education in
engineering, management. computer science,
and a handful of other fields.

Since 1986, over 1,100 students (31% fe-
male, 69% male) have been enrolled in this
affirmative action program developed to in-
crease Malay participation in education and
commerce. All are humipurra, "sons of the
soil," the name given to ethnic Malays and
other indigenous races that make up over half
of the country's population. By following the
2 + 2 model, (two years of study in Malaysia
followed by two years overseas), the govern-

ment believes it can cut costs, strengthen na-
tional identity, and give students the chance to
mature before facing the culture shock of liv-
ing overseas.

The SUNY/ITM program, therefore, has
two primary goals: first, to deliver an Ameri-
can university education in Malaysia; and
second, to prepare students for the American
university education they receive both in Ma-
laysia and subsequently in the United States.

The cooperative program students earn
SUNY Buffalo credit for the courses com-
pleted in Malaysia. The curriculum followed
at the SUNY/ITM campus parallels the course-
work offered in similar undergraduate pro-
grams at SUNY Buffalo. The American and
Malaysian faculty follow syllabi provided by
the various departments at the home campus.
Changes in syllabi and choices of textbooks
require approval from the respective depart-
ments in Buffalo. Although start-up was diffi-
cult at times, the close working relationship
with the home campus ensured the academic
integrity of the program. The fixed syllabi
provided continuity despite a rotating faculty,
and frequent consultations with SUNY Buf-
falo's academic deans kept the Maki., jan
campus current with curriculum changes at the

Janice Nersinger is Resident Director of the SUNY
BuffalotITM Cooperative Program in Education in
Subang Jaya. Malaysia. She is Assistant Professor
of TESOL at SUNY Buffalo and has also taught in
the People' s Republic of China.
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home campus. The campus was soon well on
its way to accomplishing the first of its primary
goals: delivering an American university edu-
cation in Malaysia.

Achieving the other principal goal
preparing students for an American university
educationhas accounted for the most
significant changes in the program to date. En-
glish as a Second Language (ESL) curriculum
has been adjusted, courses in study skills have
been added, and special student orientation
sessions have been developed in order to better
meet student needs, provide academic survival
skills, address faculty concerns, and prepare
students linguistically, academically, and psy-
chologically for American university study.
This article will focus on these SUNY/ITM
program changes.

The Bridge Program
In preliminary discussions with the Malay-

sian sponsors, it was agreed that SUNY/ITM
students would receive approximately 12 weeks
of intensive English language training and
would then enter regular academic courses.
This I 2-week English program was called the
Bridge Programa name suggestive of the
crossing over from Malaysian to American
educational system. The sponsor viewed the
program as an opportunity to polish students'
already existing English skills, familiarize them
with library research, and expose them to
American colloquial speech. Prior to the first
intake, the sponsor described the students'
English language proficiency as high interme-
diate to advanced. Based on this information,
SUNY Buffalo's Intensive English Language
Institute (IELI) prepared course syllabi and
ordered appropriate instructional materials.

The SUNY/ITM student body is comprised
of a homogeneous group of students, linguisti-
cally as well as culturally: Their native lan-
guage is Bahasa Malaysia, they are 18 years of
age when they enter the program, they are
humiputra, and they are from similar educa-
tional backgrounds. However, the English
language ability of the first group of students.
contrary to original predictions, varied consid-
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erably, rangi ig from the beginning to the ad-
vanced levei. The ESL faculty quickly made
adjustments to the curriculum.

Since it was clear that not all students
would be ready for full-time academic course
work at the end of one I 2-week intensive En-
glish program, skill area course syllabi were
modified, and new books, appropriate for
beginning and intermediate students, were
ordered. While students were still encouraged
to move through the intensive English lan-
guage ponion of the program as quickly as
possible, the sponsor agreed to allow up to one
year of ESL instruction for those students who
needed it. Therefore, students began credit-
bearing courses at various times throughout
the academic year: some after one semester of
ESL, some after two, and some after three.

As these students began their second and
third semesters of study. either continuing in
the ESL intensive program or beginning aca-
demic courses, feedback from academic and
ESL faculty, as well as from students, indi-
cated that most students did not know what to
expect or what was expected of them. The ESL
faculty examined the curriculum yet again, and
the original course offerings were adjusted in
order to include a study skills component.

The Study Skills Component
In the early days of the program, a fre-

quently heard comment from newly arrived
non-ESL faculty was that the students simply
did not understand. This lack of understanding
was usually not attributed to a language bar-
rier, but to cultural misunderstandings which
led to frustration in teaching and learning.
Academic faculty were quick to confirm what
ESL faculty already knew: A high TOEFL
score is not a guarantee of academic success.
Feedback from the faculty revealed the need to
familiarize the students with American teach-
ing methodologies and styles.

Previous schooling, in which rote memori-
zation and a teacher who provides a single
correct answer are central, influences student
behavior in the SUNY/ITM program. Early in
the program, for instance, one of our students
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was totally peiplexed over the fact that infor-
mation given by the professor contradicted
information in the text. When told that the in-
formation in the book might very well be the
author's opinionan opinion that her own
professor did not sharethe student could not
fathom that opinions, rather than facts, were
being taught. In desperation, she begged to be
told which opinion was right.

Other commonplaces of American univer-
sity education were similarly unimaginable to
our students. For example, one faculty mem-
ber reported that a group of students had no
idea what their grades were for a particular
course, despite several quizzes, graded home-
work assignments, and a course overview which
outlined the grading policy. Some students did
not realize that three equally weighted grades
of A. B. and C amounted to a B average. An-
other group of students went to the program
registrar. rather than to the professor. to find
out midterm grades.

To counter these misunderstandings, it was
decided to give students a more explicit orien-
tation to study skills throughout the program.
Prior to the start of each Bridge Program.
students are now directly told that they must
each have a book, must attend and participate
in class, and must work individually. They are
told to set up appointments with professors,
drop in during open office hours, and seek help
when a concept is not understood. They are
also told that instructors expect them to ask
questions, challenge concepts, and express
opinions and original ideasexpectations not
found in Malaysian classrooms.

In ESL classes, intensive study skills are
emphasized. Academic flculty are recruited to
give lectures to Bridge Program students. The
lectures are videotaped and used in various
Bridge Program courses along with teacher-
prepared materials designed to develop vo-
cabulary as well as reading, listening, and
note-taking skills.

This pioneering activity serves three useful
purposes. First, it reinforces the study skills
activities taught in class. Second. it allows
non-ESL faculty to become involved in aca-
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demic preparation. Finally, it exposes students
to real academic lecture material. This expo-
sure is desirable because students are very sen-
sitive to extended ESL instruction. Despite ef-
forts to convince them otherwise, students who
do not test out of the ESL program at the end of
the first semester are viewed as inferior by their
fellows. Exposure to real lecture and textbook
materials provides these students with a pre-
view of their future non-ESL classes.

Once students enroll in credit-bearing
courses. they are required to take a four-credit-
hour course in study skills. This course was
added to the curriculum based on the belief that
students with good academic abilities often
fail to do well in college courses because they
have not modified their study habits to meet the
demands of an American university. The course
helps students expand their skills in the critical
areas of lecture comprehension, note taking.
and test taking. The course also addresses the
participatory nature of U.S. education, time
management, and academic dishonesty.

The American faculty is sensitive to the fact
that students are unaccustomed to give-and-
take classroom behavior. They have learned
that developing discussion in class is possible.
but that it is a slow process which requires
constant reinforcement and encouragement.
To their credit, most of our faculty have made
the effort to educate students in both content
and behavior. While these practices might be
considered spoon-feeding in a U.S. classroom.
they are not regarded as such in Subang Jaya:
They are useful in helping students learn to
cope with a new educational environment.

The success of the expanded study skills
course and the various study skills activities
built into the Bridge Program eventually led to
the development of content module, in the
intensive English program.

Content Modules
The traditional skills-based university cur-

riculum provided by SUNY Buffalo's IEL1
was a logical way to begin English language
training at the Subang Jaya campus. Over
time, however, it became clear that the trans-
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planted model did not meet all our students'
needs. The curriculum was based on separate
courses in grammar, reading, language lab
(listening), writing, and speaking. Each course
had its own syllabus and textbook; there was
no integration of subject matter among the
various courses.

While this approach met linguistic objec-
tives, its academic preparation effectiveness
was limited. Continuing faculty feedback also
indicated that students were limited in general
knowledge (usually in a Western-civilization
sense) and in critical thinking skills (synthesiz-
ing and analyzing). ESL faculty were faced
with two additional curriculum concerns. First,
many students were not well prepared for
academic courses even though standardized
university entrance tests indicated adequate
ESL skills. Second, due to limited resources,
students who were required to take three se-
mesters of ESL instruction frequently used the
same texts for two different levels. The ESL
curriculum was therefore adapted again to meet
these academic and language conditions.

Content-based modules were developed to
meet the needs of Bridge Program students
planning to enroll in credit-bearing courses the
following semester. Each module is a four-
week, self-contained unit that can be taught
independently of other modules. Each module
has a content theme through which language
skills are taught. All skill areas are incorpo-
rated, though reading and discussion skills are
emphasized. Authentic readings from aca-
demic textbooks are used. Listening and note-
taking activities center around lectures deliv-
ered by professors from SUNY and ITM and
talks given by professionals from the commu-
nity. Writing tasks are related to the content
areas. Movies, documentaries, television pro-
grams, and instructional videos relevant to the
topic are used in all modules. Grammar is
taught separately.

In the ecology module, for example, three
lectures are given: "The Malaysian Rain For-
est"; "Alternate Energy Sources": and "Wild-
life Conservation in Urban Areas." Readings
include an article by Dr. Barry Commoner, a
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textbook excerpt dealing with pollution in the
Great Lakes, and a magazine article dealing
with environmental issues in the Soviet Union.
For writing activities, students summarize lec-
tures arid readings, write a comparison of energy
sources, and prepare a research project. Stu-
dents work either in groups or individually to
research topics related to ecology (oil spills,
the greenhouse effect. deforestation), using a
source file of clippings from periodicals and
library references. Speaking activities include
role plays, panel discussions, and oral reports
related to the research projects.

The content modules are well received by
students and benefit them in many ways.
Students are exposed to real academic situ-
ations. They read authentic textbooks and lis-
ten to and take notes on authentic lectures
given by recognized experts. Students are also
challenged by the high-level and high-inter-
est-level materials. Perhaps the most impor-
tant benefit is that the lecture format, follow-
up discussions, readings, and writing assign-
ments help prepare students for the university
credit-bearing classes they will take in subse-
quent seniesters; thus, students begin to under-
stand the relevance of both English and the
conalit material itself to their future studies.
Additionally, the content modules have con-
tributed to impressive gains in students' TOEFL
scores, especially for those at the high-inter-
mediate to advanced levels.

The program as a whole also benefits from
the content modules. By working together, the
ESL and non-ESL faculty gain a better under-
standing of the problems each greup faces.
Non-ESL faculty. often initially frustrated and
confused by the differences in learni4, styles
between Malaysian and American students.
have the opportunity to see firsthand that
Malaysian students are capable of taking notes,
asking and answering questions, writing re-
ports, and, in general, behaving and perform-
ing like American university students.

Ongoing Orientation
As recipients of government scholarships.

our students are selected, assigned to our pro-
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gram, and assigned a major by the sponsoring
agency. They are enrolled in our program
knowing very little about the system of higher
education in the United States, about the course-
work involved in their designated majors, and
about the career options available once a de-
gree has been earned.

In order to provide background informa-
tion to fill in these blank areas, a series of ori-
entation components was designed to comple-
ment the curriculum changes already described.
Each component addresses a specific cultural
and content need and is offered during a differ-
ent semester of the students' freshman and
sophomore years. A description of the compo-
nents followA.

American Studies
Students take the American Studies course

during the Bridge Program. This course intro-
duces American history. culture, and current
events through lecture topics which include
Regionalism, Ethnic Diversity, American
Family, Living in the U.S.A., Education in
America. Working in America, Government
and Politics, America's Musical Tr adition. Re-
ligious Groups in America. Media and Com-
munications, and Leisure in the U.S.A.

In addition to the content material. the course
also introduces students accustomed to pas-
sive learning to the dynamics and the interac-
tive nature of the American university lecture/
recitation format. To accomplish this, the class
meets for a large group lecture one hour per
week. Students and instructor later meet in
small group recitation sessions designed to en-
courage student participation through ques-
tions, panel discussions, attitude surveys, opin-
ion sharing, problem solving, and presenta-
tions.

Undergraduate Education 101
During their first semester of academic

study, students take UE 101, Introduction to
the American University. The course prov ,Jes
an understanding of American higher educa-
tion and an awareness of the differences be-
tween Malaysian and American education.
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Topics include American Education System,
Structure of the University, Trends in Ameri-
can Education, International Aspects of the
American University, Academic Regulations,
Degree Requirements (general education, pre-
major, major, and free elective courses). Meth-
ods of Instruction, Examination and Grading
Systems, and Academic Honesty. This one-
credit-hour course meets one hour per week
throughout the semester.

Academic Awareness Program
In order to provide an awareness of what i.

required to achieve academic success in their
major fields of study, students with the same
majors meet in groups of ten or less with a
faculty metrfoer who teaches in their field.
During the second semester of academic study,
the group meets for three 90-minute sessions to
hold discussions in an informal, nonthreat-
ening atmosphere. The discussions include
Classroom Roles, Educational Philosophy,
Academic Atmosphere, Ongoing Evaluation,
Laboratories, Term Papers, and Faculty.

The meetings are designed to provide our
students, who are often reluctant to seek out
faculty members individually, with an aware-
ness of the accessibility of American univer-
sity professors and an opportunity to meet with
a local faculty member informally.

Professional Awareness Program
Since students come to the program with an

assigned major, many of them lack informa-
tion about career options available once a de-
gree has been earned. In order to familiarize
students with the job opportunities and respon-
sibilities related to their field of study. and to
provide them with the opportunity to meet and
talk with professional role models from their
own country, company visits are organized
during the third semester of academic study.
Prior to the site visit, students receive back-
ground information on the company to be
visited, and the company contact person is
given background information on the students.
This information is exchanged in order to in-
crease the likelihood of the students' active
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involvement during the site visit.
Discussions are held after a tour of the

facility. Topics include Formal Education,
Career Opportunities, Job Search, Desirable
Skills, and Job Competence.

School Transfer Selection Process
During their fourth semester of academic

study, students begin the school transfer selec-

tion process. In the initial two-hour group
meeting, advisors from the Office of Student
Services meet with students to inform them of
the documents that are required for transfer
and to teach them how to research schools. The
meetings are also designed to provide students
with an awareness of the suitability and desira-
bility of specific U.S. schools. Schools are
discussed in terms of their size, location, cli-
mate, academic quality, student body compo-
sition, day-to-day campus life, and admissions
requirements. Assistance is provided as stu-
dents complete admissions application forms,
financial support documents, letters of recom-
mendation, and application essays. Students
then meet indiv idual! y with adv isors to discuss
choices of schools. with follow-up meetings as
appropriate.

Predeparture Orientation
During the last semester prior to departure

to the United States, students receive a four-
part orientation that provides them with prac-
tical information and cultural survival skills
related to studying and living in the U.S. The
first session is a panel discussion conducted by
returned graduates. The graduates answer
general questions from soon-to-transfer stu-
dents about experiences in the U.S. The sec-
ond session, which deals with the U.S. style of
academic advising. consists of small group
workshops in which students design a mock
class schedule using catalogues and, course
listings from a specific school. Registration
procedure is explained in the third session.
Students are then walked through a simulated
registration process. Tile final session covers
practical concerns such as immigration, arrival
on campus, housing, banking, shopping, health
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care, security, and transportation.

Conclusion
While it is difficult to determine whether

the curriculum changes and orientation ses-
sions have actually been successful in helping
our students adjust to American universities,
negative faculty comments regarding students'
ability have become less common over the
semesters. Students have generally provided
positive feedback on the content modules and
the various orientation components. Prelimi-
nary reports indicate there has not been a
signifr:ant change in the students' academic
performance after transfer to U.S. schools; this
suggests a minimum of adjustment problems.

SUNY/ITM students must meet American
faculty standards and expectations and, unlike
international students studying on campuses in
the U.S., must do so without the benefit of
American students in class as role models.
Most American faculty are accustomed to
hav ing some international students in the classes

they teach in the U.S.; in Malaysia they face an
entire class of international students. East

meets West in Subang Jaya, and the potential
for misunderstanding is high. Poor student
performance results in dismissal from the pro-
gram. While dismissal for poor grades is a
reality of university education, dismissal due
to an unawareness or a misunderstanding of
expectations, especially when academic abil-
ity exists, is much more difficult to accept.

Since the first semester of instruction, pro-
gram administrators and faculty have had to
face the problematic issue of preparing stu-
dents for studydoing enough so students can
deal with Subang Jaya courses, but not so
much that they cannot succeed on their own in
the United States. The SUNY/ITM program
has atterapted to deal with the issue responsi-
bly by implementing the curriculum changes
described above. The intention is not to change
American higher education in order to help our
students, but rather to develop a cultural. aca-
deme, and professional awareness in our stu-
dents in order to help them succeed in Ameri-
can higher education.

1 6
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The Globalization of Education:
A Malaysian Perspective

Terry Fredrickson
ITM-MUCIA Cooperative Program,
Shah Alam, Malaysia

The sign on the administration building may
read "Indiana University," the cuniculum may
be derived from the home university system,
and the credits conferred may carry the Indiana
University guarantee, but this is not a typical
branch campus. How could it be? Located half
way around the world in Malaysia, it is as much
a part of its Southeast Asian setting as it is
American. And if tomorrow it were to pull up
stakes and move to Europe. Japan, or Latin
America, it would undoubtedly assume a very
different character. But for someone like myse 1 f
who has devoted five years to helping build
this program, it is sometimes hard to admit that
much of what we have put together in Malaysia
may be country-specific, even program-spe-
cific, with limited application elsewhere.

To what extent can we generalize on the
growing phenomenon of the globalization of
higher education? Within limits. I suspect
there are significant insights to be made, but
only after careful examination of particular ex-
periences. Here is one such examination.
viewed first from the perspective of our branch
campus program as a whole, and then from my
particular vantage point as director of pre-
university training.

An Overview of ITM-NIIJCIA
In 1985, the Midwestern Universities Con-

sortium for International Activines (MUCIA),
in cooperation with the Institut Teknologi
MARA (ITM), opened al American univer-
sity program in Shah Alam, Malaysia. Since
that time, MUCIA, whose members include
eight universities from the Big Ten Confer-
ence, has provided the first two years of uni-
versity education to government-supponed
undergraduates, after which they transfer to

universities throughout the United States to
complete their studies. Indiana University
leads the project and is responsible for the
curriculum, the recruitment of faculty, and the
placement of students in the United States. To
date, the program has enrolled approximately
3.000 students, almost 1,000 of whom have
now graduated from American universities.

The Government Influence

Student population and behavior
Perhaps more than any other factor, the

MUCIA program in Malaysia is shaped by the
fact that it is sponsored by the Malaysian
government. Above all, this is an affirmative
action program, an arm of the New Economic
Policy which aims to reduce economic in-
equalities between the so-called indigenous
population, the hurniputra. and the other more
economically advantaged segments of
Malaysia's multiracial society. Thus, the stu-
dent population is almost entirely Malay and
overwhelmingly Islamic.

If government policy selects the students, it
also determines their courses of study. Thus, to
ensure that graduates will be competitive in
Malaysia's rapidly diversifying economy,
practical majors predominate; at present, engi-
neering, business, and computer science are
ascendant, although shifting needs-projections
can alter the mix at short notice. The upside to
this is that students should be able to find jobs
upon their return; initial reports from returning
graduates are encouraging in this regard. But
the downside is that, with the narrow range of
majors, many students end up in fields they
know little about; mismatches do occur.

With the large government stake in the
success of the program, it is not surprising that
student behavior is closely regulated. Students
live in supervised hostels (although their

Terry Fredrick.wn is Direaor of ESL in the 1TM-
M UCIA Cooperative Program in Education in Shah
Alarm Malaysia. He has taught English and admini-
stered English language programs in Thailand and
Malaysia for 19 years.
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movements are not unduly restricted). they fol-
low a dress code, and religious instruction is
compulsory. Students also attend classregu-
larly and punctuallyand do their homework.
This is partly because they are reasonably
responsible to begin with and partly because
Malaysian standards for continued enrollment
are tougher than those of Indiana University.
Slackers generally do not last. It now takes a
2.3 of 4.0 CGPA before students are eligible to
go to the United States, and there is talk of
raising this to a 2.5. Now that students receive
government loans rater than scholarships,
with forgiveness of debt based on academic
performance. we may expect even greater
scholastic effort in the future.

Future plans
Long-term governmental goals also affect

the nature of the program. and MUC1A has
increasingly found itself in the role of institu-
tion building. Plans are afoot to eventually
make this an independent degree-granting
Malaysian institution with its own faculty and
transcript. Indeed, much has already been
accomplished to lay the groundwork for the
transition. In the past three years, there has
been a dramatic increase in Malaysian faculty
members, including the appointment of Ma-
laysian assistant area coordinators. Academic
advising is now entirely in the hands of Malay-
sians, and more recently. Malaysians have
taken over administrative functions previously
carried out by expatriates. This semester. for
example. we have a local registrar.

The MUCIA challenge during this transi-
tional phase is to maintain the academic integ-
rity of an increasingly complex Malaysian-
American university program. Thus far, this
has been accomplished in two ways. First, by
contract, Indiana University has total control
of the curriculum as well as final hiring ap-
proval of all faculty members. To my knowl-
edge. this policy has never been seriously
questioned, and the program has been able to
maintain strict standards of instruction. This is
necessary, for in a program where over 90% of
the students transfer to other institutions after
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two years. the integrity of the credits conferred
is a serious matter indeed. Second, since many
of the local faculty are young and relatively
inexperienced, they enter the program at junior
levels as laboratory or teaching pssistants.
Several departments have therefore initiated
faculty development programs which include
graduate seminars taught by senior expatriate
faculty members.

Preuniversity Preparation
I use the term preuniversity preparation

rather than language preparation because it
has become apparent. through the experience
of five years and nine student intakes, that
achieving academic readiness is a multifac-
eted process. In Malaysia, language prepara-
tion plays a major role, but students also need
to develop academic study skills and habits.
They must learn to deal comfortably with
mathematics in English, reorient their approach
to science from ate learning to analysis, and
become computer literate. Thus. we have
found it necessary to go beyond traditional
ESL and establish a true University Prepara-
tion Program (UPP) which relies on input and
staffing from many of the university's aca-
demic departments.

I began this article by questioning our ca-
pacity to generalize on the global university
experience. To a large extent, my reservations
hold for the preuniversity preparation phase of
the experience as well. Certainly MUCIA 's
heavy dependence on local ESL instructors,
for example. would be hard to duplicate in
many countries which lack the English lan-
guage sophistication of Malaysia. However, it
may be possible to make some observations of
more general relevance The following obser-
vations are drawn largely from my Malaysian
experience, but since I have worked with pro-
spective university students in many other
environments, I have tried to focus on areas of
general interest to the field.

English language preparathm
From what I have heard from many over-

seas programs, a government-sponsored pro-
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gram in Malaysia shouiu be the envy of many.
Since eligibility for government support re-
quires a strong secondary school performance,
most students come to us capable of doing
university work. Then there is Malaysia itself,
a former British colony with long experience
in the use of English in education, commerce,
the law, and the government. Despite the re-
cent emphasis on Bahasa Malaysia, the na-
tional language, and its introduction as the
medium of instruction in schools, English is
widely spoken, especially in mixed racial set-
tings. There is extensive English language
radio and television programming, and there
are two mass circulation English language
newspapers. This helps explain why. even
though our students have spent their entire
educational careers in a Bahasa Malaysia
medium, their average TOEFL score prior to
entry into the UPP is about 480.

But this is misleading. Since our students
are almost entirely Malay with the national
language as their native tongue, they have not
felt a strong need to master English, and their
knowledge of the language is often largely
passive. Furthermore, as an affirmative action
program, we accept a disproportionate number
of rural Malay whose exposure to English is
minimal. But even the urban Malays in our
program, whose spoken English may be quite
fluent, have had little occasion to read or write
the language at levels approaching that re-
quired of university students.

Of course, not all the students' problems
are language related. Students must enter an
educational system with vastly different ex-
pectations and instructional methods. Their
coursework is rigorous and, with limited offer-
ings available in Shah Alam, their schedules
are often heavier than they would be in the
United States. Given the complexity of pre-
paring for such a program, it is not surprising
that 60% of our incoming students spend a full
year in the UPP. The UPP is committed to
accelerated academic placement whenever
possible, but thus far, students placed early
have often experienced difficulties in their first
year; hence our conservative policy.
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Interdepartmental cooperation
It is easy to become spoiled as an ESL

director of an overseas branch campus. I, for
example, am in charge of the program's largest
staff. I sit on the inner councils and have
regular access to both the Provost and the lo-
cal Malaysian administration. The reason is
simple: The success of the program depends
on students having a high level of English
language proficiency, a fact that is obvious to
everyone. This can be translated into a degree
of cooperation between the ESL program and
academic departments that is unheard of on
home campuses.

A good example of such cooperation is our
pre-science course, a one-semester physical
science laboratory which is essentially an in-
troduction to critical thinking in the hard sci-
ences. The course came about because stu-
dents commonly had no exposure to the hard
sciences for a full two years between comple-
tion of secondary school and their first univer-
sity science course in the United States. With
only the vaguest memories of high school
science, students suddenly found themselves
in university chemistry or physics courses
taught in a foreign language with unfamiliar
instructional methods.

A bridge course in the hard sciences was
clearly needed, but who was to write it and who
was to staff it? It was hardly the type of course
an ESL department could undertake on its
own. So, at the request of the Provost, the
course became a joint venture between the
chemistry, physics. and ESL departments. A
chemistry professor wrote the initial course
content in consultation with several MUCIA
physicists and chemists. The ESL department
then added a language component. Since its
introduction, the course has been staffed by
ESL instructors with science backgrounds and
U.S.-educated Malaysian tutors borrowed f:um
the physics and chemistry departments. This
semester, with the course firmly established,
we are for the first time hiring full-time instruc-
tors to augment the regular staff.

While this is a good example of the poten-
tial of formal cooperation, informal collabora-
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lion is a daily occurrence. An American branch
campus such as ours is a small community with
members regularly meeting socially as well as
professionally. For those of us in the Univer-
sity Preparation Program, these contacts are a
constant source of ideas, and many a conversa-
tion has resulted in curricular additions or
revisions.

Mathematics preparation
One of the success stories of the past year

has been the dramatic improvement in entry-
level academic mathematics performance, both
in college algebra and beginning calculus.
Students are taking these courses earlier and
scoring higher than at any time in the program's
history. This is unquestionably the result of the
creation of a UPP mathematics department
under the direct supervision of the academic
mathematics department. The curriculum is
designed to lead directly into academic mathe-
matics courses, and mathematics placement is
now based almost entirely on performance in
UP" mathematics courses, regardless of a
student's level in the ESL program. Thus, it is
no longer unusual for lower-level ESL stu-
dents to take academic mathematics courses,
although these courses are generally delayed
until students have completed six months of
language training.

Cultural Observations
I first arrived in Southeast Asia in 1968 as

a Peace Corps volunteer in southern Thailand.
I was an instant expert easily able to place the
Thais. their country. and their culture into neat
and distant categories. Now, after 13 years in
that country and five in Malaysia, I claim no
such expertise. There are too many exceptions
to my generalizations and too many individu-
als among the Thais, Malays, Chinese, and In-
dians to make neat categorizations feasible.
Still, in developing a program like this one in
a foreign setting with one cultural group pre-
dominating, working assumptions about that
group are inevitable and help shape program
objectives, curriculum, and teaching methods.
Letting these assumptions solidify, however,
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ignores the complexity of the foreign setting
and impedes perception.

An underlying assumption of the UPP has
been that one of its major tasks is to help our
students develop behavior patterns appropri-
ate to American university classrooms. Since
Malaysian students are used to teacher-domi-
nated classrooms with little opportunity for
active participation, they are introduced to
more active learning styles, such as the discus-
sion format. In some classes, participation is
actually part of the grade. In addition, the UPP
places great emphasis on individual initiative
and responsibility, critical thinking, and intel-
lectual curiosity. It also attempts to set up an
environment where English is the main cam-
pus language.

However, few of our behavioral modifica-
tion efforts appear to have been successful.
American professors report that students are
still largely passive in class and that their
questions are more likely to center on the
coming exam than the nature of physics or the
workings of business. Bahasa Malaysia re-
mains the overwhelming language of choice.
Indeed, there is considerable peer pressure to
limit English to the classroom.

The assumption most often made is that
intractable cultural factors are at play here and
that substantive change is wishful thinking.
But are there other factors at work? I suspect
so. In my classroom observations of Malay-
sian ESL instructors, for example, I have seen
remarkable levels of student participation. I

know of several hostel apartments where stu-
dents permit only English. I haw seen many
examples of student initiative, including an
active student council, a student-organized
interclass debate series, and an innovative pcer
tutorial program for students in academic dif-
ficulty.

As an outsider, I'm not sure I understand
the social dynamics behind these phenomena,
but then I don't have toas long as they con-
tinue to take place. I expect to see an English-
speaking campus some day, largely instigated
by the Malaysians themselves. My job is to not
get in the way. .
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Cognitive Linguistics, Volume 1.
Dirk Geeraerts, Editor. Mouton
de Gruyter (Berlin), 1990.

Humanism in Language Teaching.
Earl W. Stevick. Oxford University
Press, 1990.

Reviewed by Robert O'Neill

What is Cognitive Linguistics? And why
should there be a review of the first issue of a
new journal with that name in CrossCurrents")
In other words, what relevance has it to practi-
cal language teachers and people with an inter-
est in cross-cultural communication?

Nobody should assume that the answers to
these questions, and particularly to the last one,
are selkevident. It is facile to assume that a
knowledgescientific or otherwiseof any
kind of linguistics is easily transferred into
effective teaching or classroom communica-
tion. Too often, the reverse seems to be true.
This does not mean it is better to be ignorant.
It means that there are at least two types of
knowledge and that sometimes the sort that is
academically respectable is. at best, only
marginally useful in the classroom.

Craw Currents
xv11, No. 2

Fall 1990
Page 229
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What Does Blue Mean?
Why then a review of Cognitive Linguis-

tics? The beginnings of the answer can be
found in what may at first appear a rather
unlikely placein Anna Wierzbicka's article
"The meaning of color terms; semantics, cul-
ture, and cognition," in which she discusses the
difference between the meanings of ordinary
words and their scientific definitions. For
example, Wierzbicka asks, "What does the
word blue mean?" (p. 100). She responds:

To some scholars, questions of this kind may
seem foolish, because they believe that the
meaning of every color term can be identi-
fied in terms of the physical properties of
light such as wave-length or relative en-
ergy....In fact, however, scientific knowl-
edge of this kind is entirely beside the point,
if we are interested in MEANING, and if by
meaning we understand, essentially, what
PEOPLE MEAN when they use the words in
question ....Scientific knowledge of wave
length associated with different color terms
is valuable in a textbook of physics, but
when it is repeated in linguistic books and
articles and presented as if it were an answer
to questions about meaning, it only clouds
the issue and stands in the way of our search
for real understanding of what people mean
when they use these words. (pp. l00-101 )

What Wierzbicka says here can be trans-
ferred, metaphorically and accurately, to what
linguists sometimes tell us about language.
Phonemic distinctions are defined in terms of
auditory and articulatory phenomena that have

Robert 0' Neill has been an EFL teacher for over 30
_years. He is author of many English language
teaclang courses and materials. including The
Kernel Series and The Lost Secret. His article
"What bid lsadora Dulwan and Einstein Have in
Common:)- appeared in Cross Currents 17(1).
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relevance mainly for ear-eye-nose-and-throat
specialists or acoustical engineers. Semantic
relationships in language are explained as if
understanding neurolinguistic phenomena weir
the same as understanding the words them-
selves. Mathematical representations of lan-
guage structure are offered as if they somehow
explained the processes that humans use when
they employ those structures in ordinary
communication.

To put it another way, all native speakers of
a language possess detailed and systematic
mainly unconsciousknowledge of that lan-
guage. Formal or verbal analysis of that knowl-
edge may help us to grasp something of the
structure of that knowledge but nothing of its
essence, that is, nothing about the way ordi-
nary wers of language conceptualize language
or develop those informal sets of insights and
rules that allow them to use language accu-
rately and meaningfully in the first place.

The Journey of lc we
How can we stun:, the internal systems that

speakeis use when genrating language? Is

Cognitive Linguistics a better means than Gen-
erative Linguistics of doing this? If there is an
answer to this question, it is in the difference of
focus that characterizes the twc disciplines.

In his article "The Invariance Llypothesis:
is abstract reason based on irnage-schemas?,"
another contributor to the journal, George
Lakoff, defines Cognitive Linguistics as hav-
ing two primary commitments, the Generali-
zation Commitment and the Cognitive Com-
mitment. The first is "a commitment to char-
acterizing the general principles governing all
aspects of human language" (p. 40). The sec-
ond is "a rommitment to make one's account
of human language accord with what is gener-
ally known about the mind and the brain, from
other disciplines as well as our own" (p. 40).

Lakoff then describes the difference be-
tween Generative and Cognitive Linguistics.

Both enterprises see themselves as scientific

and as committed to maximizing precision.
But generative linguists tend to define preci-
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sion as the use of the mathematics of combi-
natorial systems, while cognitive linguists
have no such restriction on what counts as
precision. Thus when Noam Chomsky de-
scribed generative linguistics as committed
to no more than being "precise and com-
plete", he was assuming that the use of
certain systems of combinatorial mathemat-
ics was the only way to be "precisc"....
Cognitive Linguistics has a very different
view as to what counts as scientific: To those
who take the generalization and cognitive
commitments as primary, the scientific study
of language consists in seeking general prin-
ciples governing an of language consistent
with our overall knowledge about cognition
and the brain. (pp. 44-45)

But how will this really help someone like
me, a messy workman in the messy field of
teaching English to nonnative speakers? Well,
for one thing, it might make me look more
seriously at some of the informal but subtle
devices and images humans regularly use to
represent to themselves and to each other their
knowledge of the worldwhich, of course,
includes language.

One of the most prominent of these devices,
the metaphor, is the subject of the rest of
Lakoff's article. He studies ordinary examples
of metaphors that refer to romance and love,
such as "Look how far we've come," "It' s been
a long, bumpy road," and "We're at a cross-
roads."

Cognitive linguists speak of metaphors as
having a topography. Love and romance
metaphors, for example, compare the topogra-
phy of one domain (journeys) with another
(love). Lakoff notes:

Examples like this .how that what is in-
volved is not just conventional language, but
a conventional mode of thought. They re-
flect a way of thinking about love in terms of
a certain kind of journey: The lovers are
travellers on a journey together, with their
common life goals seen as destinations to be
reached. The relationship is their vehicle,
and it allows them to pursue those common
goals togeth,^r....lt is a unified way of con-
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ceptualizing love metaphorically that is real-
ized in many different linguistic expressions.
(pp. 47-49)

Lakoff then extends this way of conceptu-
alizing to language itself.

What is more interesting, and I think more
exciting, is the realization that many of the
most basic concepts in semantics are under-
stood metaphoricallyconcepts like time,
quantity, state, change, action, crape, pur-
pose, means, modality and even the concept
of category. (p. 51)

Using ordinary, very familiar metaphors
that we hear every day, Lakoff shows how we
visualize the past as behind us and the future as
ahead of us, how we represent causes as forces,
progress as movement, purposes as destina-
tions, and death as departure, and how we map
basic concepts such as existence ("here") and
nonexistence ("there"). This is perhaps why in
English we "bring about something" (move-
ment towards the metaphorical "here") but
"take someone out" (i.e., "kill," action away
from "here" towards "there").

Cognitive Linguistics
There are five articles in all in this first

number of Cognitive Linguistics. The journal
is not aimed at any one specific group of
readers, but rather at a variety of groups who
share a common interest in the relationship
between language, thought, and experience. In
his editorial statement. Dirk Geeraerts says
that articles may

adopt either a linguistic point of view., .

or...assume that perspective of a neighbor-
ing discipline such as psycholinguistic ex-
perimentation, anthropological fieldwork,
computer simulation, and philosophical
analysis. (p. 1)

The titles in this number, however, are all
written from a linguistic point of view. I found
each in some way rewarding. In his article
"Subjectification." Ronald W. Langacker
writes of the crucial importanc,r.! ofperspective
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in languageof how the manner in which
speakers visualize their own spatial relation-
ship to an event influences their language when
describing it. In "Domains and connections,"
Gilles Fauconnier explores the ways in which
linguistic forms are used to suggest maps of the
real and the metaphysical worlds which the
speaker is referring to, and also to suggest the
interconnection between those two worlds.
This involves even true-false relationships and
how language structure suggests what is true
and what is not in a statement.

It was only from Wolfgang Dressler's ar-
ticle "The cognitive perspective of 'naturalist'
linguistic models" that I had difficulty extract-
ing something concrete which I could use as a
teacher; but this, I suspect, has far more to do
with the author's style and my own tempera-
ment than with the contents of the article.

Cognitive Linguistic's (both the journal and
the subject) promises to stimulate thought about
the ways native speakers conceptualize and
relate their experience of the world to and
through their language. Cognitive Linguistica
may also help teachers like myself to under-
stand more about the cognitive processes in-
volved in foreign langnage acquisition.

Humanism in Language Teaching
An analysis of metaphor and the kinds of

phenomena that interest cognitive linguists
also plays a major role in Earl Stevick's latest
book, Humanism in Lqnguage Teaching. This
is the first Oxford Uliversity Press' New
Perspectives Series, edited by Alan Maley.

Few people in the field of language learning
and teaching write with Stevick's breadth of
vision and depth of practical experience. If
there are applications of Cogniti-ie Linguistics
to language teaching, they will be found in
Stevick's writing, even if Stevick never uses
the term. But then, people like Caleb Gat-
tegno, Carl Rogers, and Charles A. Curran,
whose ideas Stevick analyses in this book, do
not use the terms "humanism" or "humanistic"
to describe themselves either.

These two terms are notoriously elusive--
and many of the people associated with them
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seem to take delight in being evasive when
asked for definitions. Stevick begins his analy-
sis of humanistic language teaching by refer-
ring not to the principles of self-avowed hu-
manistic teachers like Gertrude Moskowitz,
but to those of Karl Popper. Popper's theories,
it will be remembered, are at the center of the
critique of scientific methodology (see Chap-
ter 1 for a thorough discussion of Popper's
work). In the rest of the book, Stevick remains
consistent with Popper's approach to science
and true scientific theory as he answers the
following, and other, questions: "What can we
mean by ' hum Inism '? (Chapter 2)....How do
humanistic principles show up in certain ap-
proaches not ordina, ily called 'humanistic'?
(Chapter 7). What unchallenged assumptions
(w. hat 'faiths') may be tied to the acceptance
or rejection --of the positions discussed in this
book?" (p. 8).

The Three Worlds
One of the metaphors Popper is famous for

is that of the Three Worlds. World I is of
concrete phenomena like tables and belches
and stars and planets; World 2 is of mental
statesof subjective experience of things in
the world (not the sun rising or the measurable
acoustical phenomena of Beethoven's Third
Symphony, but our perception of those things);
and finally. World 3 is of ideas, of theories, of
mental constructs such as Applied Linguistics.
Christian Science, Marxism. Freud's Psycho-
pathology, and, indeed, humanistic theories of
language teaching and Popper's own theory of
the Three Worlds.

Language teaching in general and the
humanistic species of it in particular are arenas
in which the distinctions between the Three
Worlds seem at times remarkably fuzzy.
Humanists themselves are often accused of
blurring these distinctions.

Not long ago in Japan, for instance, I took
part in a kind of English as a second language
conversation class given by a certified clinical
psychologist (this was how she described her-
self). The conversations involved putting the
students in a trance-like state in which they
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remembered and then spoke about painful and
even traumatic experiences. At least one per-
son in the group wept. Incorrigible cynics like
myself tried to look vaguely amused, or told
delibewtely fictional and even scurrilous sto-
ries about themselves.

When, after the lesson, I asked the certiCied
clinical psychologist/language teacher how she
could justify these methods, she looked at me
as if I were a child with a particularly naive
question. "But surely it 's obvious, isn't it!" she
exclaimed. "Unless you put these Japanese in
touch with their inner souls, you'll never teach
them to speak English!"

Which of Popper's worlds did sh- think her
students'inner souls" were in? She spoke as
if they were concrete things in World 1. like
intestines or hernias. But they were really
things whose existence can be argued about
only if we agree they belong to Worlds 2 and 3.

Stevick is especially comorned to make us
aware of the intellectual confusion and mis-
chief that comes when we fail to realize which
of Popper's Three Worlds we are talking about.
As responsible teachers, whether we call our-
selves humanists or not, we have to be particu-
larly careful and even skeptical about theories
from World 3 and always aware of how our
perceptions (World 2) can deceive us about
what we are dealing with in World 1. My

attitude, for example, towards a German stu-
dent in World I can too easily be influenCed
negatively by my World 2 view of him and my
World 3 ideas about Germans in general.

Metaphors in Language Teaching Theory
Stevick also explores the use of metaphor

to project theories of language teaching. He
looks critically but not ungenerously at such
ideas as Krashen's image of Aff..ctive Filter.
He points out that the image or metaphor of a
"filter" which can be raised or lowered and
which keeps out data as well as letting it in
obscures as much as it illuminates.

1 I

Perhaps the most basic difficulty with the
"filter" metapho: is that it has been called a
"hypothesis"....From a Popperian point of
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view, its internally inconsistent vehicle and
its dubious tenor make it difficult to under-
stand, and virtually impossible to test. (p. 50)

Later, Stevick emarks:

Another "impermeable membrane" picture
is implied in Krashen's insistence that "learn-
ing" and "acquisition" are separate, so that
"learning"cannot become "acquisition". The
matter is complicated by the fact that Krashen
seems sometimes to use the two words fcr
processes, but at other times to stand for
products. (p. 54)

Although Stevick is, on the whole, positive
in his attitude toward humanistic teaching and
seems to identify closely with many of its
objectives and attitudes, he is critical of suci-i
aspects of it as "teaching as a 'therapeutic'
activity" (p. 66). He specifically warns:

The techniques of psychotherapy are power-
ful tools, and as such can bring about great
harm as well as great benefit. If. even with
the best of intentions, they are used in order
to impose a szt of patterns, they may subvert
freedoman intolerable cost to be set against
whatever good they may do. (pp. 66-67)

Previously, when talking about the empha-
sis on "warmth and social relationships" (p.
66), Stevick notes:

Like Brumfit, this writer finds such an
approach...somewhat wanting in subtlety,
and like Brumfit would prefer emotional
involvement to be a by-product of some
shared activity.... rather than as a direct ob-
jective. (p. 66)

Humanist or Humanistic?
I have only two small criticisms of this

stimulating and rewarding book. The first is
that, in additior to warning us of the harm as
well as the benet it that may come of regarding
teaching as therapy, Stevick does not consider
in greater depth the question of whether it is
ever really ethical to administer therapy rather
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than to teach. Too many humanistic teachers
tend to treat their students as if they were
patients, whereas students come to the class-
room expecting teaching, not therapy.

Since the introduvion of humanist tech-
niques into language classrooms. I el it has
become far too easy for teachers to confuse not
only their students but also themselves about
the purposes of a language lesson. We have, as
teachers, no more right to practice .herapy than
car mechanics have to pull teeth or perform
neurosurgery. Just as we expect mechanics to
attend to our cars rather than to our brains, so
language students expect language teachers to
be experts at teaching a language, not at mental
hygiene. I wish Stevick had said this even
more clearly in this remarkable book.

My other criticism is that Stevick, with his
great breadth of learning, does not clarify the
distinction between the adjectives "humanist"
and "humanistic." The word "humanist." as
Stevick surely knows far better than I do, refers
to a great tradition of learning associated with
the Renaissance. It freed scholarship from
theocratic restraints and includes figures like
Erasmus. Luis Vives, Giambattista Vico, and
more recently, Irving Babbitt. All this was
long before the adjective "humanistic" was
coined to describe a very different, allegedly
student-centered movement that uses subjects
like English as vehicles of personal growth and
liberation, often seeming to ignore the me-
chaiics of the subject itself.

Stevick himself is. I feel, an example of a
great humanist writer rather than a humanistic
one. His readiness and ability to explore the
complex issues of his chosen field with a
generosity and depth of intellect as well as a
critical sensitivity to cant and obfuscation, the
weight of his teaming and the clarity and
lightwns of his style, his central emphasis on
avoiding intellectual rigidity and doctrinaire
positionsall these characteristics are in the
older humanist, rather than in the newer, and
quite different, humanistic tradition. And so is
this well-designed and fascinating book.
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The New Cambridge English
Course. Michael Swan &
Cathem le Walter. Cambridge
University Press, 1990.

Reviewed by Paul Jaquith

For a number of years now, the Cambridge
English Course (CEC) has set the standard for
the dozens of intermediate basal series flood-
ing the market. From time to time at book fairs,
I have heard book company sales repre.;eota-
lives claim their text to be as good as Cam-
bridge's, yet there are few texts indeed that can
actually make good that claim.

Teachers who have used the CEC in class
have generally been more than satisfied with
its performance. It is well organized, it pro-
vides a solid base for language instruction, and
it is well suited for the large classes English
teachers are all too oftai asked to face. More-
over, students usually find the lessons engag-
ing and easy to understand.

Over the past two years, I have used the
CEC very successfully in a variety of class-
room situations in Japan, ranging from first-
year senior high classes to upper intermediate
adult classes. So I was quite excited when
Cambridge came out with the new course.

In its advertising l iterature, Cambridge seeks
to answer the question of why there should be
a new Cambridge English Course by remind-
ing us that ours is a changing profession. Indeed
it is. As theories of language learning evolve.
so do teaching methodologies. The New Cam-
bridge English Course is partially in response
to those changes. This is all well and good; it
is important to keep abreast of the changes in
our profession. But I think the new series is
less a response to changing methodologies
than a response to several years of feedback
from teachers throughout the world who have
actually been using the text. So much the
biller. The best compliment I can give The
New Cambridge English C ourse is that it is sig-
nificantly better than its predecessor.

This is not just a new edition of the old

course; changes are apparent from the start.
The text itself is larger, though not so thick,
with a bright, bold cover; every page is filled
with colorful pictures and drawings. Simply
put, the text looks more interesting, more fun.
Students will ..)e di awn to it from the start.

Teachers who have used the old CEC will
recognize a few of the lessons, but much of the
material is new, and nearly ail the old lessons
have undergone substantial change.

For me, one of the most significant im-
provements in the course is the new class cas-
settes. In an effort to make the listening mate-
rial authentic, or to at least simulate authentic
language, many of the tape sequences in the
old course were nearly unintelligible, even for
native speakers. That problem has been cleared
up. The new tapes are clean and crisp and give
students a good model of natural, if not authen-
tic, language.

Other nice additions to the course are a lan-
guage summary, two pages of revision exer-
cises, and a test, after every sixth lesson. This
helps busy teachers with evaluation, and the
clearly defined goals give students concrete
proof of progress. In addition, a vOCabulary
index has been added to the back of the book.
making it much easier for stuo_nts to track
down words they either want to review or hav,
been trying to learn.

The student cassette, a single cassette sold
separately from the class cassettes, has also
been greatly improved and is now coordinated
with the practice book as well as the regular
text, providing students with listening exer-
cises they can do at home. In the old course,
neither the student tape nor the practice book
was particularly worth the added expense. But
the improvements in both make them a valu-
able addition to the new course. The new
practice book is much better suited to assign-
ing homework, since students do the work on
a separate piece of paper: this, of course. k
much easier fo the teacher as well. Unlike
those on the old student cassette, the new

Paul Jaquith teaches at the Lanx:iage Institute qf
Japan. He is Associate Editor of Cross Currents.
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listening exercises give the students opportu-
nity to practice much more than pror unc iat ion.

In all, The New Cambridge English Course
is a significant improvement on what was
probably the best text of its kind on the market.
I cannot imagine the course disappointing a
teacher lookini for a good solid text to build
lessons around. Inexperienced teachers will
find it provides a firm and safe position to work
font In fact, they will probably learn quite a
lot about teaching from the teacher's book.

East West. Kathleen Graves &
David P. Rein. Oxford University
Press, 1988.

Reviewed by Sarah Parsons

East West works to live up to its title. Pub-
lished by Oxford University Press, Ea..t West
uses American English and introduces infor-
mation about the United States throughout the
text, focusing on the American lifestyle in its
Culture Capsules. But East West also includes
many other nationalities and races through
photographs, drawings, and information, with
frequent mention of Japan, where the text was
test-piloted. Possibly in an effort to bring the
West to the East, authors Kathleen Graves and
David P. Rein also steer away from gender
stereotyping in occupation, habit, and language.

The three-book series is designed for adults
and young adults, and the topics are appropri-
ate for adult learners. For example, Book I
deals with topics such as talking on the tele-
phone, shopping for food, and formal intro-
ductions. Book I is for false beginners. Book
2 is for low intemiediates, and Book 3 is for
intermediate to high-intermediate students. The
books are suitable for each level.

East West includes the student book, a
workbook, a teacher's book, and cassettes.
The student book is filled with colorful photo-
graphs and illustrations and attractive graph-
ics. Black-and-white illustrations and graph-
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ic in the workbook, combined with brief tasks
not requiring a lot of writing, help to insure that
students really will use the workbook at home.
The teacher's book is interleaved with the
student hook for easy reference. The teacher's
book provides very detailed notes for every
acti vity. At many points, these notes tell teach-
ers exactly what to say to introduce an activity.

However, notes on ideas for activities be-
yond those in the student book are somewhat
lacking. Further, when extension activity ideas
are included, they occasionally lack original-
ity. For example, in an exercise discussing
clothing, an optional teaching suggestion is to
have students describe what they are wearing.

The first page of the student book intro-
duces Control Languageexpressions such as
"I'm sorry, I don't understand" and "Please
speak more slowly." The teacher's book sug-
gests starting off the course with these expres-
sions. It is refreshing to see a teacher's book
that tells you to "consider the use of native
language a last resort" (p. xi), rather than
simply advising you to explain difficult con-
cepts in the students' mother tongue.

East West emphasizes speaking and listen-
ing activities, and the cassettes sound natural.
The text uses pairwork frequently. For infor-
mation gap activities, the information for both
halves of the pair is on one page, and each
student book includes a half-page-sized mask
to cover the partner's information.

Each unit contains an opening conversa-
tion, speaking exercises, a checklist of the
grammar, functions, and topics in the unit,
listening exercises, and one page of reading.
The reading is a serial story called "The Moon
Over India." This story is also available on a
separate cassette. Each episode entails a good
bit of reading and probably would be assigned
as homework in a cons ersation-oriented class.
The story line is interesting, involving students
in an exciting, international detective s:ory.

As a complete set, East West offers a strong
series for both students and teachers.

Sarah Parsons teaches at the Language Institute of
Japan and is an assimant editor qfCross Currents.
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Three Little Words: A, An, The.
Alan S. Brender. McGraw-Hill
Publishing Company, Japan Ltd.,
1989.

Reviewed hy Curtis Chapman

As much as I am comfOrtable in English. yet. there
are a couple of hurdles that I don't think I will ever
overwme in my acquisition o f English. The biggest
hurdle is the use of articles,

Upon deciding to review Alan Brender's Three
Little Words, I wrote to a Japanese friend in the
United States, who happens to be an accom-
plished linguist, and asked her to comment on
some of the difficulties associated with learn-
ing articles. Her statement above reflects the
frustration which surfaced throughout her re-
ply. Despite many years of study, she has yet
to master English articles. Perhaps I nave felt
a similar kind of frustration as a language
teacher when my answer to a question about
articles has been less than satisfactory.

A, an, and the are just three little words, but
the concepts they embodythe notions of
indefinite and definiteare among the most
problematic in the whole of English grammar.
Most native speakers can tell you when to use
which article. Most, however, including ESL
teachers, myself among them, cannot always
clearly explain why or outline all the excep-
tions to any one rule.

A Systematic Approach
Alan Brender, in Three Little Words, has

attempted to devise a systematic approach for
explaining English articles more simply to
ESL learners. According to the author, there
are certain "thought processes involved in
determining which article, if any, to use" ( p. 5).
The key apparently lies in correctly identifying
the type of noun that the article precedes.

The system in Brender's systematic ap-
proach is a flow chart which appears inside the

front cover. This chart, supposedly represent-
ing a native speaker's internal thought proc-
esses for selecting articles, has 52 distinct
steps. There are many boxes and arrows, all
pointing to the correct choice of article or
sometimes leading to OMIT. Brender's thesis is
that familiarity with these thought processes
will help ESL learners acquire a "feel" for
using articles.

Just looking at this chart would probably
not be very helpful for most ESL learners. The
real strength of the text is its workbook format.
In each chapter, the author takes the informa-
tion contained in one of the flowchart boxes
and tries to explain, with prose and numerous
examples, the principles underlying the right
choice of article. Then each explanation is fol-
lowed by exercises which learners can use to
gauge their current ability or rate of progress.
An answer key for all the exercises appears at
the end of the book.

Self-Study Guide
1 would now like to examine rather closely

the idea of application; i.e., what kind of ESL
learner can benefit most from the study of this
book, and in what kind of situation that learner
can benefit. Brender states, "This book can be
used by individuals on their own or by teachers
in the classroom" (p. iii. I agree completely
with the first half of Brender's suggestion that
interested ESL learners can use this book on an
individual basis. I do not agree as strongly with
the second half concerning classroom use, and
I will explain why later.

First of all. with reference to individual use,
Three Little Words would be an excellent self-
ttudy guide for ESL learners with near-native
proficiency to use on their own. For those with
sophisticated grammatical ability and exten-
sive vocabulary, repeated use of this text could
indeed help develop that "feeling" or "sense"
so necessary for using articles correctly. Low

Curtis Chapmwi curremlr teaches at the Language
Institute of-Japan and is an assistant editor of-Cross
Currents. article "Teaching With Imperfect
Language- appeared in Cross Currents 1711 ).
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and mid-level learners, however. may experi-
ence considerable difficulty with the gram-
matical principles as well as with the vocabu-
lary used to explain them.

Three Little Words answers many ques-
tions about articles that are sometimes very
difficult to address. Teachers should read
Brender's work and determine its suitability
for their particular students. It would be well
worth pointing out to very high-level ESL
learners that such a reference exists and recom-
mending that it be used for self-study pur-
poses. Teachers could then confer individu-
ally with students and offer guidance when-
ever specific questions arise.

Classroom Use
On the other hand, it is not exactly clear

from Three Little Words how a "leer for
articles can be cultivated in a traditional class-
room setting. There is no question that Bren-
der presents a system which illustrates certain
principles governing the use of articles in a
condensed form. Nevertheless. a chart with 52
steps covers a lot of details. Once all the excep-
tions to each step are factored in. the informa-
tion load becomes almost unmanageable. The
pos'Aibility exists that students. even those at a
high level. may question the value of learning
a grammar with so many variables.

My personal approach to teaching articles
would be :o work only with carefully chosen
features--preferably beginning with the sim-
pler concepts and moving gradually up the
scale. Unfortunately. Three Little Words does
not point to factors which make one rule any
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easier or any more difficult than another. Are
the steps ranked according to the degree of
complexity? Is it best to begin with Step I and
continue progressively until Step 52? Does
Step 30 have fewer exceptions than Step 40?
As Brender's text exists now, teachers will
have to base their choice of sequence purely on
inst inct or locate another reference. A teacher's

guide would be of tremendous help.
Answers to other. more fundamental ques-

tions may help streamline the information
presented in Three Little Words even further.
For example, what is basic to the distinction
between definite and indefinite? Does the
inherent singularity of a and an restrict their
usage? (The etymology of a and an shows a
historical link to the root meaning "one.")
Does the still retain aspects of its prior function
as a demonstrative? (The etymology of the
shows a historical link to the Old English
demonstrative se. meaning "that.") These are
questions for linguists and ESL teachers to
answer, not students.

Summary
Overall. Alan Brender's book is a valuable

contribution because he attempts to make sense
of English articles in a way that ESL learners
may be able to understand. Perhaps learners
can make the most progress by considering
B render's "system" or "thought processes" on
their own. bits at a time. Using selected por-
tions of the text as part of a class may be
worthwhile, depending on a teacher's ability to
explain rules clearly and to choose an orderly
sequence of steps.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

Summer Workshop for the Development of
Intercultural Coursework at Colleges and
UniversiCes. July 17-26, 1991. The Institute
of Culture and Communication, East-West
Center, Honolulu, Hawaii. The workshop is
for college and university faculty who wish to
develop courses in intercultural and interna-
tional topics. Internationalization Forum.
October 1-15, 1991. The East-West Center,
Honolulu, Hawaii. The forum is for those with
professional interests and responsibilities
dealing with international relations in educa-
tion, local government, or voluntary organ-
izations. The theme of the 1991 forum will be
"Nationalism and Internationalization." The
forum will establish a global network of in-
ternationally minded professionals wanting to
meet, exchange information, and discuss
communication and collaboration across na-
tional boundaries. For more information, con-
tact: Larry E. Smith. Institute of Culture and
Communication, East-West Center, 1777 East-
West Road, Honolulu, Hawaii 96848, U.S.A.
Telephone: (808) 944-7634.

International Conference on Teacher Edu-
cation in Second Language Teaching. April
17-19, 1991. City Polytechnic of Hong Kong.
Conference themes are Developmental Ap-
proaches. Research. Action Research, Inquiry-
Based Strategies, and Innovations in L2 Tcacher
Education. For more details, contact: City
Polytechnic of Hong Kong, Department of
English. Tat Chee Avenue, Kowloon, Hong
Kong. Telephone: (852) 788-8894.

1st International LiCCA Conference. April
5-7. 1991. University of Pretoria. Languages
in Contact and Confiict in Africa (LiCCA) is
an international macro-sociolinguistic research
project which aims at a detailed description of
language use in anglophone African countries
in order to provide data and insights for lan-
guage policit s from a unitary, nonracial, demo-
cratic, and nonsexist perspective. The LiCCA
Conference will be preceded by a symposium
on Language, Thought, and Culture: A
Cognitive Linguistic Perspective. April 2-4,
1991. Unriersity of the Witwatersrand, Jo-
hannesburg. For more information. contact:
LiCCA Office. c/o Elma Kock, University of
Pretoria, 0001 Pretoria, South Africa.

RELC Regional Seminar on Language Ac-
quisition and the Second/Foreign Language
Classroom. April 22-26, 1991. SEAMED
Regional Language Centre, Singapore. The
seminar will survey recent developments in
SLA theories, assess the applicability of SLA
theories to the classroom, survey the impact of
SLA-based methodologies, and identify how
trends in SLA research will affect classroom
teaching in the 1993s. For more information,
contact: The Director (att: Seminar Secretar-
iat), SEA MEO Regional Language Centre, 30
Orange Grove Road, Singapore 1025. Tele-
phone: (65) 737-9044.

IATEFI, 25th International Conference.
April 3-6. 1991. Exeter University, Exeter,
Devon, England. Areas of interest are: Busi-
ness Engl ish, CALL. ELT Management. Learn-
er Independence, Literature, Phonology, Re-
search, Teacher Development, Teacher Train-
ers, Testing, Video. and Young Learners. For
more information, write: IATEFL, 3 Kings-
down Chambers, Kingsdown Park, Tankerton.
Whitstable, Kent, England CT5
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An International Conference located in the UK
and overseas on alternate years.

Special Interest Groups each with their own
newsletter, local meetings and a joint
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LLBA
Now entering our 24th year (135,000
abstracts to date) of service to linguists
and language researchers worldwide.
LLBA is available in print and also on-
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TEXT

mouton de gruyter
Berlin New York

an interdisciplinmy journal for the study of discourse
Editor: Teun A. van Di*, University of Amsterdam, The Netherlands

TEXT was founded as an international and truly interdisciplinary forum for the
publication of papers on discourse (texts, conversation, messages, communica-
tive events, etc.). An editorial board and a board of advisors, composed of leading
specialists in the respective subdomains of disciplines of discourse studies,
assist the editor.
TEXT aims to promote the development of the new cross-discipline of discourse
studies and to establish practical research contacts among scholars from differ-
ent disciplines. Preference is given to genuinely interdisciplinary topics and
problems. Papers should be of general interest and not be limited to phenomena
which are only relevant to a specific discipline. Special stress is given to intl.:-
diaciplinary theory formation and the development of methods of analysis.
Descriptions of discourse genres or of specific properties of discourse should
have an explicit theoretical basis, be systematic, non-ad hoc, and satisfy the usual
methodological requirements. Those papers are particularly welcome which
adequately deal with the most pressing social issues of our time and for which
discourse analysis is shown to be a relevant approach.
TEXT is published as one volume of four issues per year (appoximately
400 pages):
Subscription rates for Volume to (1990):

Institutions/libraries DM 154.00 [plus postage]
Individuals (prepaid only*) DM 73.80 [includes postage]
Single issues DM 42.00

Prices in US$ for subscriptions in North America only:
Institutions/libraries US$ 90.00 [plus postage]
Individuals (prepaid only*) US$ 38.70 [includes postage]

Subscriptions at the individual rate are for personal use only and must be prepaid and ordered directly
from the publisher. Prepayment may be made by check or by credit card: MasterCard (Access). Euro-
Card. Visa. American Express /Amex may not be used in North America]. Orders placed for institutions
will be invoiced at the institutional rate. The individual rate is not available in the PRG. Switzerland. or
Austria.

Institutional subscriptions, single. or back issues can be ordered from your local
bookseller or subscription agent or directly from MOUTON DE GRUYTER
(a division of Walter de Gruyter) at either of the following addresses:
For North America:
Walter de Gruyter Inc.
200 Saw Mill River Road
Hawthorne, NY 10532, USA

For all other countries:
Walter de Gruyter & Co.
Postfach 11 02 40
D-1000 Berlin 11, FRG
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MULTILBIGUA
journal of cross-cultural and interlanguage communication
Editor-in-Chief: Richard I. Watts, University of Berne, Switzerland

MULTILINGUA was first published in 1981. As of 1987, Volume 6, the journal has
been reconsfituted under a new editorial board redirecting its scope to
cross-cultural and interlanguage communication.

MULTILINGUA is an international, interdisciplinary journal aimed at the en-
hancement of cross-cultural understanding through the study of interlan-
guage communication. To this end it publishes articles and short notes in
fields as diverse as cross-cultural differences in linguistic politeness phe-
nomena, variety in what is traditionally regarded as one culture, con-
versational styles and the linguistic description of nonstandard, oral varie-
ties of language, strategies for the organization of verbal interaction,
intracultural linguistic variety, communication breakdown, translation,
information technology, and modern methods for managing and using
multilingual tools.

MULTILINGUA considers contributions in the form of empirical observational
studies, theoretical studies, theoretical discussions, presentations of
research, short notes, reactions to recent articles, book reviews, and letters
to the editor.

MULTILINGUA is published in four issues per volume (approx. 448 pages).
Subscription rates for Volume 9 (1990):

Institutions/libraries DM 164.00
Individuals (prepaid only*) DM 68.80 [includes postage]
Single issues DM 45.00

Prices in US$ for subscriptions in North America only;
Institutions/libraries US$ 95.00
Individuals (prepaid only*) US$ 37.70 [includes postage]

* Subscriptions for individuals are for personal use only and must be prepaid and ordered directly from
the publisher. Prepayment may be made by check or by credit card. MasterCard (Accessi, EuroCard,
Visa, and American Express (AMEX may not be used in North Americai. Orders placed for institutions
will be invoiced at the institutional rate. The individual rate is not available in the FRG, Switzerland, or
Austria.

Institutional subscriptions, single, or back issues can be ordered from your local
bookseller or subscription agent or directly from MOUTON DE GRUYTER,
(a division of Walter de Gruyter) at either of the following addresses:

For North America:
Walter de Gruyter Inc.
200 Saw Mill River Road
Hawthorne, NY 10532
USA

..1=1In

For all other countries:
Walter de Gruyter & Co.
Postfach 11 02 40
D-1000 Berlin 11
Federal Republic of Germany
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JOURNAL OF
MULTILINGUAL and

MULTICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT
Editor: Derrick Sharp
Editorial Board:
Adebisi Afolayan, H. Baetens Beardsmore, W. Butzkamm, Michael Byram,
Maurice Craft, Jim Cummins, Carl J. Dodson, Carol M. Eastman, John Edwards,
Howard Giles, Francois Grosjean, Jagdish S. Gundsra, Godfrey Harrison,
Gottfried Kolde, Mildred L. Larson, Christer Lauren, P. H. Nelde, John Platt,
Miguel Siguan, T. Skutnabb-Kangas, Alan Thomas.

This journal, with its truly international editorial board, has done much to
further the course of multilingual and multicultural studies in the ten years
since it was first published. It has ranged widely in its interests and is now
especially keen to extend its range by publishing more articles and
research studies in the areas of cultural and intercultural studies. It will of
course continue to publish papers on all aspects of bilingualism and multi-
lingualism, and of the rights and obligations of minorities, from many dif-
ferent points of view.

Over the years we have been very pleased to hear the comment along
the lines: "This is the one journal where I read all the papers"
Details of recent issues:
Vol.10 No. 1, 1989. Spedal Issue on Bilingualism and Bilingual Education in Friesland
Guest Editor: Koen Zondag

Diversity and Uniformity in Six Bilingual Schools in Friesland; K. Zondag
Language and Literacy Acquisition in Bilingual Contexts; J. Cummins
Psycholinguistic Aspects of Bilingualism; E. Oksaar
The Identity of a Minority; K. Liebkind
Ethnic Minority Languages Versus Frisian in Dutch Primary Schools: A Comparative Perspec-
tive; G. Extra
Ecological Aspects of Language Contact or How to Investigate Linguistic Minorities; P H. Nelde

Vol. 10 No. 4, 1989
JewishCanadian Ethnic Identity and Non-native Language Learning: A Social Psychological
Study; G. Feuerverger
Language as a Social Problem: The Repression of Spanish in S. Texas; A. Hurtado & R. Rodriguez
Language Education in Changing Economic and Political Context: The Teaching of Putonghua in
Hong Kong Schools; Ora W. Y. Kwo
The Controversy over Teaching Medium in Hong Kong: Analysis of a Language Policy; Y. Man Siu
Migrant Literature in Intercultural Education; S. Luchtenberg
The Teaching of Catalan in Catalonia; C. Mar-Molinero
Work in Progress; Book Reviews

VOL 11 NO, 1 & 2, 1990
Special Issue on Fourth International Conference on Minority Languages
Guest Editors: Durk Gorter et al.
Volume 11 (1990) 6 issues Libraries/Institutions £63.00 (US$130,00)
Individuals £21.00 (US$45.00) Students £11.00 (US$24.00)
Payment may be made by
ACCESS/MASTERCARD/EUROCARD/AMERICAN EXPRESS/DINER'S CARD

Review Editor: Colin Williams

MULTILINGUAL MATTERS LTD
Bank House, 8a Hill Road, Clevedon

Avon, England, BS21 7HH
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RILVoURNAL
A JOURNAL OF LANGUAGE TEACHING AND RESFARCN 04 SOUTHEAST ASIA

The RELC Journal: A Journal of Language Teaching and Research in
Southeast Asia is one of the professional publications of the Southeast Asian
Ministers of Education Organization (SEAMEO) Regional Language Centre
(RELC) which is located in Singapore. The main purpose of the journal
is to disseminate information and ideas on theories, research, methods and
materials related to language learning and teaching. Articles covering a wide
range of topics in applied linguistics appear in its pages semiannually in
June and December.. Special features include information on current research
projects in Southeast Asia, book reviews and review articles on topics related
to language teaching. In its thirteen years of publication, the journal has
reached a wide audience in eighty countries and has been rated as one of
the leading journals in applied linguistics throughout the world. Scholars
of recognized stature have used it as a means of presenting their findings
and obtaining feedback on important issues in language and linguistics.

GUI I

A companion publication, Guidelines, provides language teachers with
practical and innovative techniques to enliven and enrich teaching in the
language classroom. Each issue focuses on a particular theme.

The Journal and Guidelines are published twice a year and a subscription
may begin with the June or December issue. The annual subscription is
US$9.00 for each title. Individual copies may be purchased at US$6.00.

Please send your order to The Publications Officer
SEAMEO Regional Language Centre
RELC Building
30 Orange Grove Road
Singapore 1025
REPUBLIC OF SINGAPORE



THE
LANGUAGE
TEACHER

JOURNAL
ARE THESE ON YOUR READING LIST?

Publications of
ME JAPAN ASSOCIATION OF LANGUAGE TEACHERS

The Language Teacher
A monthly magazine with featureS, reviews, meeting announcements,

employment opportunities, etc.
JALT Joumal

A semi-annual Journal featuring articles relevant to language
teaching/learning in Japan aril Asia.

Annual Membership Fees (including subscriptions to both publications); Domestic:
Regular, $6,000; Joint, $10,000; Student, $4,000; Associate, $50,000
Overseas: air; Asia USS65, U.S.A. $73, Europe $80; sea mail US$52
Send remittance by bankers draft in yen drawn on a Japanese bank,

or dollars drawn on an American bank.
The postal giro account may also be used by international subscribers.

Postal furikae (giro) account: Kyoto 15892, "JALr

JALT International Conference on Language Tacher/Learning
An annual event featuring over 30 lectures/workshops/demonstrations.

Over 2,000 participants yearly.
November 23-25, 1990-0miya

November 2-4, 1991Kobe
Send requests for further information and remittances to: JALT, Lions Mansion

Kawaramachi #111, Kawaramachi Matsubara-agaru, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto 600, Japan.
Tel.: (075) 361-5428; Fax (075) 361-5429
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248 CROSS CURRENTS BACK ISSUES PRICE LIST
FALL 1990

Issues Volume-Number

Cross Currents Vol. 1-1
Cross Currents Vol. 2-1
Cross Currents Vol. 2-2
Cross Currents Vol. 3-1
Cross Currents Vol. 3-2
Cross Currents Vol. 4-1
Cross Currents Vol. 4-2
Cross Currents Vol 5-1
Cross Currents Vol. 5-2
Cross Currents Vol. 6-1
Cross Currents Vol. 6-2
Cross Currents Vol. 7-1
Cross Currents Vol. 7-1
Cross Currents Vol. 8-1
Cross Currents Vol. 8-2
Cross Currents Vol. 9-1
Cross Currents Vol. 9-2
Cross Currents Vol. 0-1
Cross Currents Vol. 0-2
Cross Currents Vol. 1-1
Cross Currents Vol. 1-2
Cross Currents Vol. 2-1
Cross Currents Vol. 2-2
Cross Currents Vol. 3- I
Cross Currents Vol. 3-2
Cross Currents Vol. 4- I
Cross Currents Vol. 4-2
Cross Currents Vol. 5-1
Cross Currents Vol. 5-2
Cross Currents Vol. 6-1
Cross Currents Vol. 6-2
Cross Currents Vol. 7-1

CURRENT ISSUE Vol. 7-2

Back Issues Set (all back issues)
Institution rate:
Individual rate:

Date Japan
(V)

Foreign
(US $)

Order
( )

Summer 1972 500 2.50 ( )
Spring 1973 500 2.50 ( )
Fall 1973 500 2.50 ( )
Spring 1974 500 2.50 ( )
Spring 1976 500 2.50 ( )
Fall 1976 500 2.50 ( )
977 500 2.50 ( )
978 500 2.50 ( )
978 500 2.50 ( )
979 500 2.50 ( )
979 500 2.50 ( )
980 ,000 5.00 ( )
980 ,000 5.00 ( )
98 I .000 5.00 ( )
981 .000 5.00 ( )

Spring 1982 ,000 5.00 ( )

Fall 1982 ,000 5.00 ( )

Spring 1983 .250 6.00 ( )

Fall 1983 w/Index .250 6.00 ( )

Spring 1984 .250 6.00 ( )
Fall 1984 .250 6.00 ( )
Fall 1985 .250 6.00 (
Spring 1986 ,250 6.00 ( )

Fall 1986 ,250 6.00 ( )
Spring 1987 .250 6.00 ( )

Fall 1987 .250 6 00 ( )

Spring 1988 ,250 6.00 ( )

Fall 1988 ,300 8.00 ( )
Spring 1989 ,300 8.00 ( )

Summer 1989 .300 8.(X) ( )

Fall 1989 w/Index .300 8.00 ( )

Spring 1990 ,3(X) 8,00 ( )

Fall 1990 .300 8.00 ( )

31.800 165.(X)
25,440 132.00

SUBTOTAL
Surface postage is included.
Airmail is US $3.00 per single back issue.

20% discount on large orders (10 or
more issues) made by individuals

TOTAL
ORDER AND REMITTANCE:
Please check ( ) the issues which you wish to purchase and send this form along with a
remittance check to Cross C urrents . 4-14-1 Shiroyama. Odawara. Kanagawa 250, Japan. Make
checks payable to Cross Currents (LIM); checks must be in U.S. funds, drawn on a U.S. bank.

(There was no Vol. 1, No. 2 published. Vol. 18, No. I will be published in the Spring of 1991.)

n/a

I 20 MINN 20 cie
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Get your own copy of Cross Currents

!Subscribe Today .f.t.1
4 mirl e T

_
4

.10

1.1

II

1.1

II

Cross Currents
Language Institute of Japan
4-144 Shiroyama, Odawara,
Kanagawa, 250 JAPAN

4 e4 4cel e

Quick! See next page for
Subscription Information
and Special Rates...
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CROSS CURRENTS 1

Subscription InformationCurrent Issue 17.2
I

Single Issue 1 Year 2 Years

Inside Japan t Y 1,300 Y 2,600 Y 5,150

Outside Japan t *
(individual ) $ 8.00 S 15.00 $ 25.00

1

*
I

Outside Japan t
(Institution ) $ 19.50 5 35.00

t Special rates available for JALT members. for further information
please contact JALT or consult their publication The I. anguage Teacher. I

1

* Airmail is US $3.00 extra per single issue, US $6.00 for a one-year
subscription, and US $12.00 for a two-year subscription.

Name:
Address:

/)

Yes, I wish to subscribe to Cross Currents for:

(Please check one) 1 year 2 years Back Issue*

starting with: Volume , Number , Spring/ Fall, 199 .

* For back issues, please enclose Back Issues Price List, page 248.

PLEASE ENCLOSE PAYMENT WITH YOUR ORDER. THANK YOU.

Payment vithin Japan may he made to SliS, FL Building, I - 2h- 7";
lii!,a1,111011,11),1 n ku ()kV( 00, 03_20o-43 I

(it fly tran,,ter torm (Yubin Furikae) itt Tokyo
Account No. k)-86102; or

(2) ftrectly to SliS yia dch er\ (ash eovehioe ,enklo
kokitomei; or

(3) Directly to Cross Currents (LIOJ) using this envelope.

Payments outside Japan may be mailed directly to: Cro,Currolt,
(1j0j), 4-14-1 Shiroyama, Odawara, Kanagawa 250 .1apon. Clic( I.-, most
he in U.S. t unds A nd d ri Vs' 11 OnA U bank. I'dvnienk t1t )ti Id

accompany order. 133
Current issues are also available in major Japanese bockstores through
YOHAN in Japan: 3-14-9 Ohkubo, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo. Tel. 03-208-0181
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Judy GartonSprenger
and Simon Greenall BBC En9lish

A two-stage course designed to be used in the classroom by
adults and college and high school students studying English as
a foreign language. The course enables students to use English
in a variety of practical and real-life situations.
The course aims to help learners to achieve a variety of
educational objectives and to tackle a broad range of
communicative tasks. The students involvement in these aims
is ensured by the following features :

Communication practice in social and professional contexts
Realistic activities and tasks
Exposure to national and international variations of English
A learner-centred approach
A balance between communicative activities, structure
practice and grammar
Systematic skills development

INIERNATIONAl I EARNINC Tf MS IAPANI IJI) Osaka (Nike
IAINOWIMA Coma eldp.1-7.1Naphs*wok*u.Shocluku-ku Tokyo MO 0441k4 IkW,. DO-4 Mal 19F 1-11.4 ilnuds14114-ku.
TE1- 10313114-3412.FAX 1031.44,4-$606 Osaka 5 x 100134?-4133 Fag 100130-4751
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